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ABSTRACT
This case study investigates and analyses the transfer of the
f
)
socio-political elements of mearrlnq, in the translat-ed text.. A
Season in Paradise (1985). The study attempts to discover and
account for any ft'\ctors which mayhave impacted on the transfer
of the socio-poli tical elements from the source text. 'l'J make the
study as systematic and as objective as possible, an adaptation
of ·the model of analysis proposed by Lambert and Van Gorp is
used. Lambert and Van Gorp are theorists who fall within the
branch of translation studies called Df.' ,rip"Cive Translation
studies. The adaptation of the Lambert and Van Gorp model takes
into account the factors which could have influenced the
translator's reading of the literary text and which could have
impacted on her translation s(~.,:ategy. The macro-ana.lysis
establishes the background to the translation and compares the
physical features and the publishing circumstances of the target
text with t.hat of the source text. It contains a discussion on
any similarities or differences found. On the micro-level,
specific extracts with a socia-political theIne are comparedusing
selected linguistic concepts from Halliday's An Introduction to
Functional Grammar as interpretivE, tools. The shifts discovered
here tvere linked to the discoveries made in the macro-level
analysis. It: was determined that prevalent ,\.~eadingstrategies at
the time did to a lLnited extent influence the transfer of the
socio-political elements of meaning present in the text. This
study is done to shed more light on the process of translating
a literary work and the factors which mayinfluence this process.
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Translator of 'n Seisoen in die ParadYs
Dated 18.09.1394
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- Prominent writer and one of tbe editors of the source text
Dated 21.09.1994
• Appendix 3
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taken
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NB. The line references of the extracts in the case study
correspond with the appropriate appendix.
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INTn.ODUCT!ON
Descriptive Translation studies
(
)
Translation has long been regarded as a "secondary activity. 11
Seen as a "meohanf.caL rather than a creative pzoceaa" it has been
regarded as '~a low status occupation" and there has been a
"natural underestimat.ion of its vaLue 0 II (B&f.:snet't-ri"Lj'iuire1980:2)
Evaluations of translations are usually conZined to how well the
translr;rtedtext measures up to the original. The main focus is
thus almost always on the original and the comparison is done
from a very prescriptive point of view.
The Manipulation School of translation theorists is now arguing
that translations are more complex than this. The manipulation
theorists propose that investigations of translated texts need
to take more factors into consideration, such as the context in
which the translation is done, its social impact, its position
within the target society and the relationship it bas with ther
work:::;in the target language. 'rhey argue for a shift from
pre~criptive and normative approaches to translation to
descriptive, investigative analyses. The investigations need to
be done within a systematic and ordered framework and should
always take into account the complexi ty of all the factors
involved in the translation process (Hermans 1985:10,11). By its
very nature this apprQach will exclude simplistic and subjective
value judgements.
If this is achieved, "a systemat.ic scientific branch, seen as an
4
inherent componentof an overall discipline of translation, based
on clear assumptions and armed with a methodology and research
techniques that are made as clear as possibleu (Hermans1.91]5:17)
will come into existence.
Oli a larger scale this approach hopes t.o ultimately secure the
status of translc,tion as an established literary field of
enquiry, especially because it highlights and takes into account
the complexity involved in translatior~.
\..
This branch of tl:anslation studie,,' 'tl.ich aims at "studying,
describing and explaining" 1 in a S:l'st....."atic and controlled way,
any concrete phenomena which it chooses to focus on (Hermans
1985:17) is called Descriptive Translation Studies (DTS), and
this study will use an adaptation of the methodological model
proposed by the DTS scholars, Lamb~,,:t and Van Gorp1 as a
framework '\vithin 'Ij,'hichto analyze tht.u transll'\ted text (Hermans
1985:52,53).
Tp.-e l,iterary text
Breyten Breytenbach is a nationally and internationally acclaimed
poet t painter and ,\'lriter. His works ~re published internationally
and translated into several languages.
In South Africa, Breyten Breyt~nbach is regarded as one of the
foremost writers of his time. His publications include several
critically acclaimed poetry volumes, several translations of
5
other well-known literary figures and a trilogy of aemi-
aubobd.oqvaph LoaL texts (A SeaSOI).. i.n Paradise, cont.eeei.one of an
Albino Terrorist and Return to Pa.rc£dise),. Brey'cenbachi s
outspokenness on the poli ~ical situation of South Africa and his
personal exper-Lcncea because of - and his views on - this
political system are documented in an extraordinary way in the
text, A Season iil Paradise.
The first of the trilogy, 'n seirl)en in die Paradys~ was first
published in Afrikaans, uvler the fseu.donymB.B. Lazarus. This
pseudonym is also an important clue to some of the th ...:mesi11the
text. Lazarus is a biblic.::al reference and has connotati.ons
alluding to death and life after ded·th. The author chose this
name to symbolise that his Return to Paradise from exile truly
was an emotional experience. The pseudonym however also
symbolises the author's view of whiCI.twould happen to +he
Afrika.h:ns language should the Afrikaner government not change its
policies and allow a democracy which respects basic humanrights.
The pseudonymis also indicative of other themes within the text,
relating to the meaning of life.
The text is undoubtedly a ''lork of art. It is clearly highly
regarded as a work of art, as literature.
In the words of Andre Brink
The book is muchmore than a travelogue, and the "facts" of
the journey are no more than a point of departure for the
real voyage undez-t.aken i:hr-oughthe landscapes of the mind
and memory and fantasy·, and t.hrough virtuoso fl~ ghts of
fancy in the realms of linguistics and literary allusion.
(Breytenbach 1985:15)
The nature of the text's literarine.ss was h.o''levera controversial
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other well-]mown literary figures and a trilogy of semi-
autobiographical texts (A Season in Paradise, Confessions of an
Alb.ino Terrorist and Return to Paradise). Brey'i::enbach's
outspokenness on the political situation of South Africa and his
personal experiences because of - and his views on - this
political ~ystem are documented in an extraordinary way in the
text, A Season in Paradise.
The first of the trilogy, 'n seisoen in die Paradys, was first
published in Afrikaans, under the pseudonym B.S. Lazarus. This
pseudonym is also an important clue to some of the themes in the
text. Lazarus is a biblical reference and has con-iot.a+Lons
alluding to death and life after death. The author chose this
name to symbolise ·that his Return to Paradise from exile truly
was an emotiona2 experience. The pseudonym however also
symbolises the aunhor ' s view of what would happen to the
A,frikaans language should the Afrikaner government not change its
policies and allow a democracy which respects basic humanrights.
The pseudonym is also indicative of other themes within the text,
relating ~o the meaning of life.
The text is undoubtedly a wor'k of art. It is clearly highly
regarded as a work of art, as li':::'erature.
In the vlOrds of Andre Brink
The book is muchmor-ethan c. travelogue, and the "facts" of
the journey are no more than a point of departure for the
real voyage undertaken through the landscapes of the mind
and memory and fantasy, and through virtuoso flights of
fancy in the realms of linguistics and literary allusion.
(Breytenbach 1985:15)
\. The nacuz-e of the text I s literariness was however a controversial
6
issue at the time of the s'r' s publication and this will be dealt
with later in the INTRODUCTIONand also in Chapter 2.
I
The text is an autobiographical travelo~"le documenting the
writer's return to South Africa after being in exile for 13
years. The fact that he had been 'forced' to live in exile
because his marriage to a "non-European" woman was in
contravention of the South African Apartheid laws of the time,
had politicised Bl'c~yten to the injustices of the laws and
attitudes of the polit-ical lenders of his home country.
Breytenbach's outrage and anger were reflected in his poei.::u:y
volumes, some of which were banned in South Africa. Needless to
say, A Season III Paradise is a very political text. Its other
notable featur.:;s are the poetry it contains as well aa its
elements of fantasy and the process of self-examination 't'lhichthe
author went through during the period portrayed in the text as
vlell as an account of the joy he experienced at being reunited
-.;OJith hLs family and of travelling through the country of his
birth.
As the back cover of the English traTIslation reads:
Breyten Breytenbach is one of South Africa's leading
literary figures, but has long had a controversial,
complex, and painful relationship with his home country.
In 1972., after 13 years I exile in France, he was perlttit1...ed
a ninety day visit to south Africa. A Season in Paradise is
his st.ory of that bitter'·~~weet visit. (Breyt9nbach 1985)
!
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Aim of the case study
This case study aims to investigate and analyz.e the translated
text, A Season in Paradise, so as to identify any shifts in
meaning. particular attention will be paid to the transfer of the
socio-political elements in translation, and an attempt will be
madeto account for the factors whichmayhave impacted on this
transfer process.
Methodologicalmodel
The Lambertand VanGorp model, which serves as a fra.meworkfor
the analysis, consists of four d.tvisions, set out as follows:
The first section examinesthe transf~r of elements on the Ie "all
of preliminary data. This includes aspects of the texts such as
the title, the title page, metatext.:;, e.g. the translator's
preface and footnotes. This should help determine the
translator's general strategy.
The second section looks at the macro level of the text. This
refers to the presentation of the text and other important
structural features it has, such as its divisions, its narrative
structure, the relationship between types of narrative, the
overall narrative structure, its dralnatic intrigue o. p...r+Lc
structure.
'@
,
~~ The third section then looks at the micro structure of the text
8
and deals with elements like the language levels of the text, the
modality, the selection of words, dominant grammatical patterns
and formal literary structures.
I The fourth section deals with the systemic context. This sectioncompares the data from the previous three levels and tri.es to
establish the intertextual relations and intersystemic relations.
Why the model was adapted
I have ~hosen to adapt the Lambert and Van Gorp model in order
to accommodatethe following important considerations.
Literary works are by their very nature complex systems of
meaning. Theymayconsist 0 ,,"any numberof eleruents, all of which
,york together or against each other, intsntionally or not, in
various ways, to create meaning for the reader. The author may
have done this consciously or not, and the r~ader also brings his
ownvalue system to the text and this may affect his decision as
to what;are the central (and other) meanings, factors or elements
of the literary work which give it value (Eagleton 1986).
This complexity derives from the many various and differing
conceptior ...:;of what makes a text literary. The text may present
a panoramic view' of human life. The authorial consciousness or
intention may be what makes a text Ii terary. It may be the
authorial intervention in a given intellectual or literary
trad~ tion or context. The text may reflect a moment in the
9
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development of a particular Literary tradition. The text: may
reflect the culture or the spirit of all age. It may refl~c::t or
support; a specific ideology or it may reflect. a clash bet.ween
I
differing ideologies (Eagleton 1986).
I have include"!. this range of options to demonstrate that the
value of the ',::extmay be viewed to be different things, e. g. A
t.eeeon Lt: Paradise may be read as presel"ting a panoramic vi'9w of
human life (Bl;.~inlcin Breytenbach 1985:15,16; KannelUeyer
1983:485). Fox Brink the value of reytenbach's work lies in the
fact that
Breytenbach offers, above all, a world of start.ling
paL'adoxes, a comprehensivE' v~sion in which life is
inconceivable without deatb, light without darkness, good
without evil, love withou.t hate, tenderness without
vLeLenc-a, here without there, now without then, growth
witihout; decay, I without you. But each goes beyond the
recognition of complements: one of t.he poles in each pair
becomes not only the attribute of the other, but proof of
the existence of the other. Life is death, happiness proves
sorrow, decay is characteristic of growth, violence exists
without tenderness And in Breyi::.enbachIs aLmoat;
obsessive preoccupation with transience one discovers the
ve1::Yaffirmation of ~t~~n1ity and infinity. (Breytenbach
1985:13)
The text could also be seen as reflecting a clash between
differing ideologies, or supporting a specific ideology (Lasarus
1985).
Breyten Breytenbach viewed literature as a tool with which to
effect positive social change. His writing was therefore Joased
on and was deeply rooted in the social community in which he grew
up. His comments and his reflections on, and his exper-Lence of,
this community were at; times poignant and sad and at t.imes
strongly critic~l and angry_ His frustrations, his pain, his
10
memories, his dreams, his experiences all stem from his
relationship with this community - the Afrikaner community, who
at the time of his writing this text, was the ruling group of
South Africans. This was the group who had introduced the
apartheid system of government in order to maintain and entrench
their dominance, socially, poli'tically and econcmi.ca tLy,
This text therefore reflects in its presentation and supports in
its content a specific ideology. An ideology which reads the text
as part of social activity, which does not see literature in
isolati.cn but sees it as a tool with which to effect social
change. It sees literature as having to be socially involved and
aware. The author, i11the text it .f, declared
Soos Pasolini dit gestel het: "wanneer jy die sQsiale
implikasies van 'n kunswerk ontken, dan Sluit jy jouself op in 'n
romantiese idealistieso gestig wat ons nie meer interesseer nie en
dis selfs nutteloos am so 'n houding te oorweeg 6f te varnietig.
Net so nutteloos as wat dit is am vir dooias kwaad te wees." (ST,
127)
and he went on to say~
wat my betref - ek wil probe~r skryf vir hierr vir nou. Ek
wil in werk so nn moontlik probeer korn aan die
v~rbygaanda - nle dj.e all1igenie; di(~was altyd al daax. En die
ewige se nd.ks, Dis elie verbygaande wai; aeermaa~:.,die plaaslike.
Ek dink dat ons deur kennis te neem van die natuur van die
s~ryd waarby ons betrek word en waarln ana 'n aandee.L het,
deur claardie stryd Ciuideliker te maak - en meer nag: deur stalling te
neem gebaseer op hiHrd.ie kennis, verruim ons ona mensliltheid
en ons taa1..
Dan sal ons ni~ meer sevang sit in strikke van Apartaans
nie, maar Afrikaans kan praat: een van d5.e belie tale van Afrikal (ST,
128)
It is from this perspective that this case study will be done.
A perspective which supports the view that the text is not simply
a work of art but a work of art within a specific social,
cultural and historical context.
11
By focussing on the political element in the text this study is
not attempting to deny that other themes and elements exist in
the text and that they add value to the text, that they add to
the richness of the meanings present in the text. The
controversial nature of the political element. in this specific
·text justifies this study's focus on its transfer during
translation. trhls study also does not aim to negate other
readings of the text or other approaches to literature. It is
merely an investigation 0': the extent to which such readings or
approaches can influence the transfer of certain elements within
texts during translation.
As has been noted more than one view of literature is possible.
The literary text in question may have been read in several ways,
and because the case study supports the author Is view of
literature, it will focus its examination on how the political
content of the text affected the publication of the translated
text on the macro-level and on how it was treated in translation
on the micro-level.
The question one has to ask is where (possibly one of the above
options?) does the value of the text lie and who decides this?
This question may have very different answers and these answers
i
~~
may be given by very different people, any of whom may be able
to impact on the publication of a text. This means that one also
has to be aware of who has the powe'r to influence the process of
publication and to decide on which elements are important and
which are not. This situation usually applies to both an original
12
publication as ~:ell as to translations. This means it is
important to situate ar, analysis of this process within its
historical and aocf.aI context.
r
} There are thus two basic factors whLoh will have an impact on a
Ii terary translation. These are the general conceptions of
literariness which the people involved in the process have. The
second factor is the particular interpretations which apply to
the text in hand. The question is : howdid these two processes
affect the translation as regards the translator's focus and
sense of priorities?
In translating a text from one meaning system to another, it is
usually the case that the translator cannot translate every
nuance or element of meaning. Sihe therefore has to makea choice
and decide which elements of meaning are central to the text, or
where does its value lie. It is these elements that the
translator will focus on and it is then likely that during
transfer, other meanings or elements of the text maybe lost. A
variety of factors may contribute to the decision made by the
translator, e.g. the target readership, publishing policies,
commentaries by literary critics, etc.
Adaptatioll of the 1II.ethodologicalmodel
To incorporate a study of this process, t.his proj ect will adapt
the Lambelctand Van Gorp model and the Chapters in this case
study will correspond to the sections, outlined as follows.
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IThe first section (Chapter 1) will conflate section one aridtwo
of the above model. This will be referred to as the macxc
analysis of the text and 'fIlillinclude what Lambert and Van Gorp
refer to as preliminary data and the macro level. It will look
at the features of the translated text and the factors involved
in its production which may have affected its physical
appearance. This will include a comparison with the source te~t
and the factors which were involved in the source text
production. Similarjties and differences between the two in terms
of publishing factors~ audience, social and political
considerati~ns, and editorial interference will be examined.
The second section (Chapter 2) will Look at the translator's
approach to the text and whether the above factors impacted on
'this. This section will also summarize what the secondary
literature re<j'ardedas the central meanings and the content of
the text. In addition, this secti.onwill try to establish what
the translator regarded as the central value of the text and
examine how the commentary in the secondary literature and other
general views on literature may have influenced her decision and
what implications this has for the transfer of meaning in the
text, with specific reference to the socio-political element in
the text. This should allow for certain hypotheses to be :made
which will be tested in section three.
@
~
In section three (Chapter 3), representative passages from the
text will be analyzed in detail, on a format corresponding with
section three of the Lambert and Van Gorp model. In order to
14
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conunent more jnterpretively on any shifts in meaning which may
be discovered, use will be made of Halliday's (1985) linguistic
tools of analysis - with specific reference to the clause as a
I
unit of meaning.
In the fourth section (Chapter 4), data from the previous three
sections will be compared and this is where the differ-::-ncein the
two texts will be accounted for.
Framework witbin which tbe mie~o-analysis will be done
In order to discover and interpret any shifts in meaning between
the two texts I use will be made of fOUlt'gramma~dcal concept.s
derived from M.A.K. Halliday's An Introduction to Functional
Grammar (1985).
Halliday argues that language is exprE~ssed in grammar I and
grammar. is therefore functional in that it:.serves the purpose of
conveying meaning. This means that "language structures each
experience as a semantic configurationn (1985:],06). In order to
investigate this meaning as it is realized through grammar, this
project \'1illbe using the clause as the most significan't
grammatical unit, because it is the clause which embodies all
three basic types of meaning which ,.,illbe focused on when the
text is analyzed in the manner proposed in section three.
Grammar is then essentially a system of cnci.cesin meaning. These
meanings are either ideational or modal. The ideational meaning
15
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of language is repl.asented in the clause by the representation
of process. The basic semantic framew0~k for this representation
is very simple. A process has three components :
(i) the process itself
the participants in the process and( .; )\~-
(iii) the circumstances associated with the process.
(Halliday 1985:101)
It is important to note that an interpretation of these concepts
rr r.
i assumes an interpretation not only of the environment of
the text, 'its context of situation' and 'context of
ou l,tur~ I I but also of how the linguistic fer~tures of the
text relate systematically to the features of its
environment, including the intentions of those involved in
its production. ,(Halliday 1985:34)
This means that the micro-analysis will also implicitly relate
its findings to tht:social context in which both texts have been
published.
How the micro-analysis will take place within this framework
This sec·tionis a brief explanation of how the analysis will take
place 'f,·d thin the framework of Halliday's concepts.
The basic concepts used are the concepts of transitivity and
modality_ Using the clause as the basic unit for comparison, a
transitive shift is detected in th.efollowing way; every clause
has the following basic structure Participant \ Process \
Participant and/or Circumstance. When one or more of these
elements in the structure cannot be said to be synonymous in
meaning, a shift has taken place. (These elements of the clause
16
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generally corres~ond to a noun\verb\noun structure but as
Ha'lliday"s discussion -in -Chapter :5 '''Clause·....as 'rep:resentation!l
shows, it is possible for the structure to consist of several
other grammatical terms.)
Here is an example from the text of how the analysis will work
accoralng' to this model :
1. the predominantly purple press \ which never stops looking \ for sensation (1146,7)
2. die oorweqends geelpers \ .... wat strykdeur \ sensasie \ soek (1156,7,8)
o
In both these two clauses we have an Actor "the press" who is a
participant, both also have a vE?rb or process - "never stops
looking". In this particular clause there is no second
participant but the clause does have a circumstance which is
related to the prOC3ElS, this is the word "sensation". A
comparison shows obvious similarities in the structure:
participant \ process \ circumstance. However, when the two
participants are compared, Clause 1 refers to "purple pressll
whereas Clause 2 refers to "geelpers" (yellow press). It is then
clear that though ·the meanf.nqs between the two clauses are
similar the participants are not synonymous and this shift in
a transitive shift.
meaning can then be clearly articulated in grammatical terms as
A transitive shift can be said to exist when either the
participants, or the process, or the circumstances related to the
process or participants differ between the TT and the ST.
17
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The second applico.tion of Halliday's theory relates to modal
. l'£leaning.-'l'hi-s- type'· Gf meaning· ref'ers tt'J an' Lndd.cat.Lon or
I
expression of the interpersonal function of Lanquaqe, 110dality
exists as a function of a transit't..ve image (e~, comment,
question, threat, allegation) or it expresses the status r.·f or
in the transitive image wi.. :i1so affect the modality of the
an attitude to that image. It therefore follows that any shift
clause. If for insta,~oe the ilnage is intensified, it means that
the speaker' s atti'tude to what he is saying i;.; stronger or ·t.hat
he i,tS being more emotive, i.e. the emotional impact of his
message or his emotions about what he is saying, is increased;
and vice versa. An illustration of this is the transitive shift
mentioned above. The TT text describes the press as purple,
wh~reas the ST describes the press as yellow. The connotations
of cowardice ana spinelessness of the wordyello'w are obvious but
this is not reflected by the word pur.ple. It is than clear that
the derisive and scornful attitude of the author tO~lardthe press
has been lost in this particular clause.
other ways of discovering shifts in modal meaning are through
differences in punctuation and changes ~n the structure of the
clause.
These changes in the structure of the clause are tl\Or;!! closely
examined in the clause I s "character as meas., ",II {Halliday
1985:38). Sur:h an analysis may be regarded as a search for the
information focus of a clause, i.e. a consideration of its
thematic structure.
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Thematization refers to what the clause ir:: about or marks the
}?6int·of· departure in the· clause as a eommun.Lca+Lve event;Ii. e •.
as a message. Thematizatiol1 therefore creates a kind of focus.
This structure may be explained in the following way. The
information which has the initial position in the clause creates
focus. This initial item can be regarded as the "theme". The rest
of the clause would be classified as the IIrheme", and this is the
part where the theme is developed (:alliday 1985:38,39).
When ~he TT has changed the ST'st' eme \ rheme structure it
res'Q.t.s in a modaL shift, because the initial focus \ emphasis
is then placed on a different aspect of the clause. If th,"se
shifts cannot be explained in terms of the language differenco,
the shift can the':). be rel.ated to other factors, like the
translator's approach.
The last linguistic concept which will be used as a tool to
facilitate a com~arison between the ST and the TT is the concept
of cohesion. This is th~ dependence of the meaning of one
sentence on i! ).ink with another sentencen Cohesion is created ill
four ways; 'jr,y reference, ellipsis (which includes substitution) ,
conjunction and lexical organisation. 'l~his concept is not one of
the major tools to be used in the micro-analysis, but cognisance
will be talcf'n of it especially as it relates to sections of the
text which have been ,.,.'\1tted or added; if there are any.
Wha'cthe micro-analysis ~Yill do i5 to compare passages from the
ST an;1 TT within the framework of these concepts in o:r::ler to
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detect any shifts in meaning. The following may also be taken
into' accourrt r lal1guage- leveis, word' sele:c't.i:on-and punc~t~:laticn-Ln
f
l
}
order to disI..,\,)verw'hether they affect the TT transitively or
modally. The study will then attempt to explain these shifts in
ter •.'" of previous hypotheses and investigations.
How the passages were selected for micro-analysis
The passages used for micro-analysis in Chapter 3 have been
chosen for the explicit nature of their political commentary.
Most of the passages taken from an extract at the centre of the
text entitled A vie~v ;f.t'om outside. This extract is included in
its entirety in the form of an appendix - Appendix 3 (•.:;~~rce
text) and 4 (target text), at the end of this case study. The
fact that th:l.s extract was also the speech given by the author
at the UCTSummerschool in 1973 does not at all influence this
researcher's opinion that this ex·t.ract is an integral part of the
text. Twofactors inform this decision. After the SUmmerSchool,
the convenor, James polley edited a collection of all the papers
presented by the guest apeaker s at ·the summer School enti tled
liVerslag van die Simposium oar die Sestigers, :L2-16 Februarie"
(1973) •
Breytenbach did not give permission for his paper to be included
in this book and IIn Blik van Buite appears for the first time in
the ST, 6 n Se.isoen in die Paradys, where no mention is made of
its having been p;resented as a speccn or otherwise else,vhere.
i
~
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13r.eytenbachalso read two poems entitled "Lasarus in Grevilleas"
- ""and "13' J.t'-ebruarie :197311 at tbi's SummerSchool and told- a stC1ry'
the-re, just before he presented 'n Blik van Buite (Rapport
18\02\1973). 'rhese poems are included in 'n Seisoen in die
J?aradys as well as the story - which Andre Brink sees as
epitomising the :t..cart of the text. The argument is then that 'the
speech' is as much a part of the text as the other contributions
now appear to be.
The seconc'l factor is the fact that the author is; a Zen Buddhis::t
and the text in its for.mand content reflects this philosophy of
'no mind I. It is a mixture of prose and poetry, its thematic
content is varied and th-a text structure io chronological; there
is no attempt at organisation. It is descriptive, reflective and
is a chronological catalogue of events, entirely in keeping with
Zen philosophy which focuses on the ~xp~rience of th:Lngs, where
the journey is often more important than the destination
(Campbell 1988:133).
o
The final extract was edited, i. e. omitted from the ST but was
printed in rrruida Lijphart' s art.icle Fascistiese pampoeneof koue
pampoen. Knip en plakoefeninge vix: rn paradys (S'cet 1985:4-9) •
In this article she compares t;,he Afrilcaans edition with its
English and Dutch counterparts and reproduces from the original
manuscript all th~ parts \l,Thich ad been edited froIt!.the ST. This
last passage is one such extract and because the o.l.:iginal
manuscript is not available, this extract will serve here as the
basis for comparLaou ,
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Chapter 1 : Maoro-analysis
I
As mentioned in the Introductionu this chapter will conflate
what Lambert and Van Gorp, in their model, refer to as the
preliminary data and the macro level (section 1 and 2 of their
model). The chapter will examine the Target (translated) Text and
the SOU1·CeText.,taking cognisance of the following factors: the
similarities and differences between the two in terms of
publishing factors, audience, social and political
considerations, and editorial interference.
Background to the translation
between Andre Brink and one of the directors of a New York
A Season in Paradise was translated as a result of a conversation
publishing firm named Persea Booka Inc. This process of
publishing the :~frikaans text in English was initiated for
at the time for 'political activities aga.inst' the state. (Some
various reasons. The author, Breyten BrQytenbach was in prison
controversy surrounds this case, more details of which can be
read about in the Introduction to the text (Breyt.enbach 1985: 10-
12). It was thus felt that. Breytenbach' s imprisonment was a
topical issue and that the broader international public needed
to be exposed to the writings of this author (Appendix 1, p 3,
11 51-54). Another consideration to be borne in mind was that
this could also have been part of an attempt by Breytenbach's
:
i
~~~
friends and allies to, by creating an international awareness of
his writings I enlist aid in putting pressure 011 the South African
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government to release Breytenbach.
Andre Brink was then asked to translate 'n seisoen in die
Paradys. He, however, did not have the tilne and he suggested that
Rike Vaughan did the translation. Breytenbach's and the
publisheris permission was then secured and the translation was
dene. Once completed an edition was published in America and in
the same year the publishing rights were sold to Jonathan cape
Ltd in Britain and the same unchanged hardcover edition was
pUblished in Britain, that same year (1980). Subsequently an
exact reproduction of the hardcover edition appeared in
paperback. It appears to be commonknowledge in the publishing
world that paperback editions ?re pUblished simply to improve the
circulation of a text (Le. paperbacks are cheaper t.o print,
therefore mor-e can be printed and more sold). It should be
remembered that the prima.ry concern of the publisher is whether
a text is financially viable, in other words, how well a book
'tv:i.ll sell. The extensi ve. circulation which 'this book obviously
received attests to the ~)opularity of the author and the quality
of his w·riting. What he had to say was obviously of interest to
an international audience. The last edition was published by
Faber and Faber Ltd and it is this edition which will be used as
one of the primary sources for a comparison of the source text
and translation.
I
(i) Extra and m.eta-textual featu:t'es of the translated text
'@
The author's name is clearly printed on the cover of the Tr_r
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together with the title, which is sntaller than the author I s
name. Thp,cover also has an illustration by the author but this
illustration is different to the one appearing on the ST. The
backpage of the ':l~Tc';mtains a photograph of the author and an
introduction to the ~u.thor, the text and also :':0 two other texts
wri tten by Breyten nreytenbach. Inside 'the TT there is a Table
of contents which lists, in addition to t,ile Text, a Map (of South
Africa), an Introduction, a Translator's .l?raface, and Appendices.
The Appendices contain Notes on Persons and Places and a
Glossary.
These meta-texts as listed in the Table of contents clearly
indicates that the TT is being published for an international
audience. The Introduction is divided into four parts. The first
part states the initial reason for the text's publication, which
was that Breytenbach was Lmpr-Lsoned, "It is a wry comment;on the
literary world that it should require a nine-year pz'Laonsentence
to bring to the attention of a larger public the work of the
major l\frikaans poet Breyten Breytenbach" (Breytenbach 1985:11) .
Breytenbach D s imprisonment was very topical at the time (Appendix
1, pp 3, 1 51-53). It is also an introductiol'l. to the author and
his life, specifically his incarceration. The next part of 'the
Introduction explains what makes Breytenbach of interest in the
literary sense. It deals with the major themes in his work and
the other influences which affect his writing. This section of
the Introduction is followed by an introduction to the text
itself, and its major themes as well as the context in which it
was written. The last part of the Introduction deals with the
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text as translation and introduces the translator.
Consideration for the audience for which this text has been
published has thus had a major influence on the features which
the TT text exhibits. In the Introduction mention is made of
Breytenbach being fined for a particular offence and the currency
mentioned is "dollars" (Breytenbach 1985: 11), clearly not the
South African currency_ The 'text is clearly marked as a
translation and by so doing due allowance is made for the context
in which the text was written. It is a work by a major South
African writer writte11 about his country in his mother tongue and
it was his relationship with the authorities of the country of
his birth which brought him into the international spotlight. The
author's talents were also thought to be exceptional enough to
merit, quite extensive, international publication. '0
(ii) Features of the source text
o
o (
The ST was obviously Lrrcended for a local/domestic South African
Afrikaans speaking audience. It was published by South African
publishers in hardcover in 1976 and predates the English
publication by four years. The book was published under a
pseudonym, B.B. Lazarus, and was also published while the author
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was in prison on charges of 'political terrorism I • The
difference between the ST and the T'I'lies in the amount of
editorial interference which took place in the ST. This editorial
interference was a clear indication of the influence the
Afrikaner government exerted on publications which it felt were
in conflict\opposition to, or sUbversive of, its policies at the
time. In an article entitled Fascistiese pampoene of koue
pampoen. Knip en plak )efeninge vir r n paradys (stet : 1985) 6
Truida Lijphart-Bezuidenhout deals with the controversy
surrounding the editing of the ST. It appears that the main
reasons for the cuts made to the ST were self-censorship. This
was done in order to get the text published. The editors' fears
were that if the text appeared in its original form it might be
banned. Having made these cuts it appears that further cuts were
made by the publisher 'apparently on the author's say sore These
cuts were made in order to prevent controversy and the contents
were, needless to say, of a political nature or were deemed by
the editors (at this stage, publisher) to be material of a
sensitive nature from which the readership had to be protected.
This included a passage describing a visit to a banned political
activist, swearwords and references to God which the editors felt
could have been blasphemous or in·terpreted as blasphemous. Also
edited 'verenegative comments about whit~ South African political
leaders, e.g. the Prime Minister at the time. The publishing
editor at the time wrote that the most that was cut added up to
only 1.0 or 1.2 pages out of a manuscript of about 300 pages
(Lijphart-Bezuidenhout, stet 1985:4) (Appendix 2, pp 2-7, 11 47-
167) •
o
! ...
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Fr,'Jmthe above section it becomes clear that the social and
poJ itiodl circumstances within which the publisher and his
intended audience found themselves had a very real impact on the
decisions made during the publishing process, especi".lly with
respect to editorial decisions.
similarities and differences between the two texts
A closer look at the similarities and differences between the
texts in terms of social and political considerations with
regards to audience, and editorial interference, appears useful
and this will also provide an excellent context from which to
analyze the t~anslator's approach to the translation.
(i) similarities
The only similarity between the two texts with regards to the
publishing process is the extent to which the approach of the
publisher influenced the final form of the published texts.
The texts were primarily accepted for publication because it was
felt that there was a market for the texts. The publishers of the
ST felt that a documentary of Breytenbach I s return to South
Africa was of human interest given the 'tragic circumstances' of
his personal situation, this being his forced exile and
separation from his parents and family, from his country and his
problems with the government because of his 'illegal' marriage.
Breytenbach's popularity and his talent as a writer meant that
the publishing of such a text written by him - a travelogue of
his first visit (return) to South Africa - would he a viable
financial proposition.
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oThe fact 'that Breytenbach was later Lmpr-Lsoned on charges of
'·i.::errorism'-and the fact that-fie t-;as·...saeh·~well known, popular,
I
talented and charismatic figure nationally, also led to an
overseas publisher being interested in publishing his work. Once
again the saleability of such a text was the pZ'J.maryfactor and
this was determined not just by the work itself but by its
context. The oontext was that internat~onal attention was more
and more being focused on South Africa. This was because South
Africa' s commxtrment; to aparthei...l.ndits d,-;fenceand enforcement
of these inhumane policies were causing more and more political
unrest within the country, and the resulting clampdown by its
security forces was resulting in all sorts of human rights
vlolations (assassinationb, torture, indefinite detentions
without trial) being sanctioned and justified by the government..
Breyten:bach apparently became the victim of this state of affairp
and so it wa~ felt that a wider international audience needed to
be exposed to one of South Africa's foremost litera=y figures,
one who had been silenced for his very public and vociferous
criticism of the South African gov~~nment.
A'Sfar as the ST's publisher was concerned, the literary aspect
and the quality of Breytenbach's work was a deciding factor, but
for the TT's publisher, who was obviously not too famili<.:lrwith
Breytenbach's work but with his rep1:1tntionand his status as a
political prisoner, the focus was on the nature of Breytenbach'G
politics. This was probably the circumstance which created enough
interest in the author for the TT1s publishers to commission a
translation of the;ST for international publicat.ion.
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(ii) Differenoes
The difference in audience cannot be dealt with separately from
the dLfferent social and political considerations and
circumstances which affected the publisher's approach to the text
and therefore the amount and the ~ype of editorial interference.
It is 110 secret that the strained and tense socia-political
C lditions in South Africa at. the time the ST was writtan, \.....3,S
created by an Afrikaner-nationalist government bent en preserving
its minority rule. In order to preserve white privilege, a whole
series of laws were enacted to "depri"lrethe majority of legal and
political rights on the basis of race and skin colour" (Cope
1982:viii). The government not only enacted laws to suppress and
exploit other cultural groups evidenced by its censure of black
writers in the 1950s and 1960s (Coetzee 1980:32, Cope 1982~76),
it also introduced measures to entrench and promote its own
cul,ture and cultural producers. In order to actively promote and
distribute texts which supported its policies and to aid in
controlling or suppressing those that did not, the government
established its own publishing houses ego Tafelberg (formerly
Nasionale Pers) I Perskor (formerly APB), Haumand Van Schaik. It
also int:"oduced more and more censorship laws. The one which
affected the publishing of the ST was The Publications and
Entertainments Act of 1963, which established the ~ublications
Control Board~ This Act prohibited over forty subjects under a
section 'I.>lhic:h',efined "undesirab:llity".
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It is not surprising then that a publisher for the ST could not
be found for over three years and that the eventual publisher
(1
Pers: ith its very strong government connections insisted on
which had bee~ banned. Some of the reasons for the banning were C'/i_J
the ed.iting of certain sections. As John Miles explains in
(AppendlX 2, pp 2-7) this in essence was pre-censorchip in order
to make it possible for the book to be published withot.t being
banned.
To discover the reasoning behind the editing , and in
Breytenbach I S case the publisher was the censor, it remains only
to look briefly at the case of Andre Brink's Kennis van die Aand
that
(a) ~ele van die betrokke boek is godslasterlik of vir die
gevoelens van bevolkingsdele van die P~lOubliek
aanstootlik (artikel 5(2) (b) van Wet 26 van 1963).
(b) Dele van die betrokke boek is onbetaamlik,
alternatiewelik onwelvoeglik, alternatiewelik vir die
opepbure sedes skadelik (artikel 5 (2) (a) gelees met
a;tikel 6 van die Wet).
(c) Aansluitend by die voorgaande sal ook verdere dele van
die boek p~newend die voorgaande, vir baie lesers
akokkend ,,1 'I;.,ralglikwees, meer be:::;aaldweens vloekery
en vuil e~ onkuise taalgebruik.
(d) (i) Dele van die boek is skadelik vir betrekkinge
tussen bevolkingsdele van ule Republlek, (ii) dele van
die boek is nadelig vir die veiligheid van die Staat
of die vrede en goeie orde ell (iii) dele van die boek
handel op onbetaamlike u!ysemet mishandeling van nie-
blankes . .• (Lijphart 1983:160, 161)
Dit is onbetaamlik, onwelvoeglik, en vir die sedes
aanstootlik en skadelik, nie aIleen soos hierdie bcgrippe
omskryf is in di.eWet nie, maar ook ingevolge die gewone
beteJcenisse daarvan. Dit .i:~etdie strekking om die gedagtes
van In wesentlike aantal persone wat dit waarskynlik sal
lees te bederf of te laat ontaardj dit sal waar skynf.Ik
skokkend of walglik vir In wesentlike aarrt.a l, 1fvaarskynlike
lssers wees , ••• dit is aanstootlik vir die godsdienstige
The publisher appealed the decision and the Jl.'.f1.qr> President in
his support of the decision to ban the book said
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gevoclens van 'n bevolkingsdeel van dia Republiek; dit maak
~n bevolkingsdeel, die Blankes veragtelik. (Lijphart.
1983:161)
It is the.. .;lear howand whythe authorities tried to protect thE~
ST1s aUdlence from someof its content.
I Nosuch similarity car. be said to exist regardinq the publication
of the TT. The audience was an American audLence , It;. was an
audience that needed to be introduced to South Africa. It was
especially due to the notoriety that South Africa Is policies w€)rlE'!
gaining internationally that overseas audie""ces were becomin9
interested in conditions within south Africa, and in South
Afr" literature.
As is t::widencedfrom the numberand content of the extrate.xtual
fea'cures present in the TT, this considerution of the South i)
African context was of prime importanoe, the most notable extra
textual feature being the extensive. Introduotion. The audience's
tll1familiarity with the South African context, within which the
STwas published, was a prj.meconsIdexat.Lon. 'l'hedifferent social
and political circumstances of the target audience also meant
that editorial interfere.nce VJ.iS at a minimum.In fact the book - ,
was being translated because of its political content. It was
felt that the author's views needed to be heard outside the
country because his countn-y was trying to silence him. The
feeling was that what he had to say was of interest, "was
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t.opicalll (Appendix1, p 3, 1 51) •
.@
Theisecircumstances resulted in tr....TTbeing a complete version
of the ST (Appendix 1, p 3r 11 63, 64f 69). Because of the
condition of the original manuscript the translator uued both the
published edition and the original script. There was never any
fear of reprisal or oensorship as far as the South African
authorities were concerned because the publisher was not South
African and the mar}cet that the hook was intended for was an
overseas market. (There is a more detailed account of this
process in Appendix 1, pp 1-4)
These then ''lere some of the social and POlitical circumstances
rel?\ting to the audience and surrounding the publishers I decision
to publish the text.
oChapter 2 ~ Tho translator's strategy and the ~actor's which
could have influenced this.
This Chapter will not only try to determino the translator 1s
strategy but will also examine Ttlhieh factors could have
influenced her translation strategy and to what extent.
purpose of the Translation
'l'he translation was done because the author 1s poli tical
,,
~
resistance to his governmentt s political policies and :i.deology
caused him to be tried and imprisoned after he had been found
guilty of conspiring against t.he state. His popularity as an
artist aroused international interest in his trial. Thecuriosity
value of his workhad thus increased and 'chis was taken advantage o
of by the publishers, Pursea, whocommissioneda translation of
the STwhichhad been written in Afrikaans, in order that a wider
audience could becomefa.mili(,lrwith the author 1 s political views
and also with other circumstances of the author's life.
o
The, translation was also done in order to make the author's
opinions and \Tie\'Jcavailable to a wider audience" especially
because the South ]l"frican g(.)Vernmenthad effectively \silenced I
him by limiting access to the author and monitoring his
communicationswith the outside world.
The translation was thus primarily a commercial enterprise but
this enterprise was viable because of the political controversy
surrounding the author and the strong political content of the
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text. The text's translation and publication was however also
used as an opportunity to promote South African literature
internationally. This is clearly demonstrated by the Introduction
to the text Which deals extensively with the qualities of the
text and its universal literary value.
considerations for the target audience
The Translator's Prefl!'l.ceclearly showshowconsiderations for the
international target audience affected her approach to the text.
She mentions that
so 1i tt1e is known abroad - even today - about South
Africa, geographically, politically, historically·' about
its people, its languages, its problems its beauty. So th~t
where Breyten wrote about these, crediting his Afrikaans
reader with a certain familiarity with things South
African, no such a:ssumption can be made on the part of the
reader of the translation. (Breytenbach 1985:19)
She therefore added a Map "shO'l..dngthe principal locations
referred to in the text". Notes 011 Persons and Places as well as
a Glossary and explanatory footnotes are included (Breytenbach
1985:20).
In her correspondence with the publisher the translator was also
told to what extierrc tile text needed to retain its South African
i
~6'
'flavour'. In her interview (Appendix 1, p 4, 11 77-81) she
mentions that t.he pubLdshe.r specifically requested that she not
adapt the text to a "universal English." She was requested to
stay as close. as 1?ossible to the olAfrikaans idiom" (Appendix 1,
p 4, 1 81). Though she 10es mention that she made allowances
within the text because she was 'translating for an international
.(j
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audience she found that adding extra-textual features such as a
Glossary at the end of the text made it easier to retain the G
Afrikaans nature of the ST.
The critics' assessment of the value of the text
None of the people involved in the translation process dispute
the fact that the text is a literary text. The exact nature of
the text's lit:erariness is a controversial one. In order ,to
discover how the translator perceived the text, it may be useful
to look at what the general conceptions were at the time,
regarding the value of this specific text. The next section will
therefore provide an overview of commentis made by prominent
critics and academics who reviewed the text. Such an overview
would also provide an insi,:'1.'J.tinto the ST IS' audience's I response
to the text in relation to general conceptions of literature at
the time.
Overview
Kannemeyer (1983:485) concisely reviews 'n Seisoen in die Paradys
as follows:
In seisoen in die P~radys (1976) - an allusion to Rimbaud's
Une eel.son en enfer - appears under the pseudonym B.B.
Lazarus and is a partial diary of Breytenbach and his
'tv-ifaIs visit to South Africa in 1972-1973. Gradually
however the journal of travel experiences grows with the
use of neologisms I 'word-play, the portrayal of comic events
and the typification of people into the rediscovery of a
whole youthful world, into an accounting of his particular
views on poetb.h:;'land the search for humanity and human
dignity in the Gouth African society. (roy translation)
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A review by A van Zyl in Die Volksblad bears the title "Breyten
fassineer en irriteer tegelyk" (1977:5) (Breyten fascinates and
irritates simultaneously). In it she comments on the unusualness
of Breyten's travelogue, for as Breytenbach himself points out,
it is both a "Journal" and a "Nocturnal !ntrip" (Breytenbach
1985:25). In naming it as suoh Breytenbach reveals that the text
is not Ol'\ly a diary which focuses on highlights of his journey,
the people he meets and his experiences, but also a journey into
himself,in which he exposes subjective opinions on situations,
experiences and also political issues which were upsetting him.
Van Zyl comments that there is thus a dichotomy: the poet and the
political commentator. She finds the talented descriptions of the
poet fascinating and his political commentary irritating. In
dealing with the author as 'poet' she stresses that if one only
looks at his descriptions of dreams, fantasy, visions and of
.internal experiences, parts of 'n saisoen are successful - these
parts ar~ grippingly beautiful and one can recognize the poet at
his best. She also mentions that a saving grace of the work is
the engrossing theme of death and resurrt:ction which can be
traced right through the book. As for the political consnerrcary
and aspects she feels that the "poet has drowned in a flurry of ,( .. \
propagandistic words which are often inaccurate.1! She finds his
comment~ propagandist, unrealistic and idealistic. He is a poet
and poets are idealists and never have their feet on the ground.
In une of her more telling comments she mentions that the "book
could have been a valuable document of poetic politics (my
italics) if B:ceytenbach had been less egoistic and sometimes less
exhibitionistic in his comments. She feels that this makes the
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text too subjective and ~hat this causes it to lose its universal
appeal and effectiveness. She reserv(as her strongest criticism
for Breytenbach's famous speech given at the U.C.T SummerSchool
in Cape Town,which was included at the centre of the text. She
also states that Breyten's defense and support of South African
Black writers seems unwarranted because in reality 'black
literature I can often narrowly be termed literature. IiActive
involvement and politics were never literary norms." (my
translation throughout)
D.F. Spangenberg (T.L. Feb. 1977:66-69) praises the
imaginativeness of Breytenbach and how it is displayed in his
descriptions and 7,n the elements of fantasy to bs found in the
text. He commentspositively on the themes of death and mortality
which are present right through the text and which unify a very
diverse and varied presentation. He states that it is an
"entertaining book" which contains beautiful highlights. The
"charm of the text lies in i'ts character descrip'tions and the
best parts are those which deal with the author's family and with
the author's youth. II Spangenberg states that Breyten Breytenbach
Ls the master of the connotative Lmaqewhich is very suggestive
and which mayhave a wide variety of modal nuances. He criticizes
the political element of the work, saying that it does more harm
than good. He feels that Breyten' s inclusion of his views on
racial relations and racial problems do the work great harm from
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a literary paint of view. He comments that Breyten's views are
too general/sweeping and that they either offer no new
perspectives or are sintply one-sided and propaganda. He aLso
feels that the poetry is weak with some notable exceptions and
that some of the descriptions are exaggerated. Breyten's "style
is sometimes manneristic" (in other words too individual), and
too self-conscious.
The last review nBreyt;.enBreytenbach se 'hartseer lofsang' Ii by
De Vries in Die Burger comments that the text is an "actual and
gr:tpping account, of a writer's confrontation with his past and
with his country." (1977:30, my translation) S/he comments that
the text contains an exuberance of wordplay and fantasy.
Pos itive ment.Lon is made Df the text's alternation of prose and
poetry and the reviewer seems excited by its mixture/confusion
of styles. S/he. finds in the text a veritable dictionary of
Skylarking with language. It').his/her opinion the best
descriptions in the book are Breyten I s account of a drought, also
a visit to Gamkaskloof and Breyten' s reunion with his parents and
then at the end of the text, the farewells.
e
De Vries feels that the text provides several keys and this is
where its value lies. The text is a key to Breytenbach's
syntactic manoeuvres and jumps of association. It also provides
workshop secrets about the creation and ori.gins of poems. It
gives Breytenbach's thoughts on poetry - more specifically the
role of the A""'rikaanspoet. S/he notes that it is the first
appearance in publication of the speech at the centre of the
text. The text is also a key to ~he struggle of the poet with
himself and his circumstances.
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Sihe however also comments that the tex.t is one of the saddest
documents slhe knows. Some of the descriptions are "as sober as
bread". "The text is filled with the trials ar'itribulations of
being human. II (1977:30) This critic shows a great deal of
sympathy for the author and this seems to be reflected in his/her
reading of the te~t. There are also obvious silences in his/her
comments, some of which are ambiguous or leave much unsaid. No
explici t mention is made of the political aspects of the text and
the focus on the literary aspects of the text is only balanced
by sympatry (possibly empathy) for the author in respect of his
views and his treatment by the South African government and his
current situation as a result of these views and actions.
What can be seen from this overview is that the critics recognise
that there there are at least two important strands of meaning o
present within the text. These elements ar~ the voice of the
'poet' in his celebration of life and the voice of the
'philosopher' with his political commentary. Although interwoven,
the critics have different reactions to its presence 1 the
majority of which are tha·tthe political element in the text is
abrasive and unnecessary. In fact this element 'detracts' from >C- ,
the value of the text. Schalkwyk would argue that these
reactions are reading strategies which emphasise "inherent
ae::;t:t:.eticvalue, apoliticism, individualism and tragic endurance
in the face of destiny" and that this kind of reading strategy
signals "a refusal to come to terms wH:h literature and its place
in south African society"(1985:190).
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Institutionalised reading strategies
I
At this point I would like to take cognizance of the argument
introduced by David Schalkwyk in an article in the Journal of
Southern African Studies entitled liTheFlight from Politics: An
Analysis of the South African Reception of 'Poppie Nongena I • II
This article contains comments which I find to be applicable to
the present text in its Afrikaans form and to the English 'text
as well.
The comments I refer to are arguments put forward by ibothProf.
Jakes Gerwel and the writers of an article in the j(mrnal of
"critical Art.," entitled "English studies in Transiticm". Prof.
Gerwel argued that there was a "whole hearted appropriation of
formalist literary criticism by Afrikaans criti< sand Deipartments
of Afrikaans-Nederlands to suppress and efface the political and
social import of Afrikaans literature" {1985:183,184) ..At the
same tir.~ethe article in critical Arts "devoted oritical
attention to the place of literary studies within the general
context of South African society". It attacked 'liberal' English
Departments for their ahistorical commdtmerrc to "un:lv~rsal
aesthetic value' as immutable properties of literary texts and
their subsequent depoliticisation of suclltexts" (1985, 183).
Both Prof. Gerwel and the writers of the article in the "critical
Arts" journa.l argue
more or less explicitly that literary methodology plays a
major political role in the reception and evatuat.Lon of
li'cerarytexts, influencing not only the kinds of work that
may be proper.ly regarded as 'literature' within thE
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society, but also determining at all k:i.nds of levels the
way in which literary works are perceived by readers.
(Schalk",ryk1985:18.4)
Scnalkwyk says that what is most significant is the argument that
chiefly conservati ve Departments of Afrikaal1s and generally
liberal Departments of English both embrace formalism to efface
the specific conditions of history, society, and, most important,
polit: ~o from their research and teaching.
I have introduced this argument in the context of the statements
made in the Introduotion tv'hichpostulate that sevoral conceptions
exist about 1.:heliteral.·y nature of texts. If SchalkwykIe argument
holds and I would Gontend that it does, not only with reference
to 'Poppie Nongena' but also with reference to A Season in
Paradise, it follows tha\: the t.ranslator would also have a
predominantly formalist reading of the text.
This argument seems to be borne out by an analysis of both Andre
Brink's Introduction and Rike Vaughan'S Translator's Preface.
Andre Brink : The surrogate author
The inluence of Andre Brink on the translator should not be
The trG'.nslator emphasised that. she is indebted to Andre Brink for
igncred. It was after all Brink who chose the translator,
.(j
his assistance especially in interpreting Breytenbach's poetry.
He however also helped to interpret Fom~....~ the prose passages.
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She also dedicated her translation to him. In Appendix 1 she
mentions, several times, that his advice and his interpretation
of the text was invaluable, especially since Breytenbach was in
prison ~t the time and Brink took the responsibilty upon him~elf
to interpre....the parts of the text that the translator had
difficulties with.
It would then appear appropriate to investigate some of Brink's
viei:Json literature and what implications they may have had on
hi$ inte~pretation of the ST. He alsu wrote the Xntroduction and
it is this Int~oduetion which guides to a large ex~ent the target
audiences interpretation of the text.
Drink sees literature as follows:
To be literature, everything that literature can be, but
nothing but literature, tbat is the highest an author can
require of hi~ work. It means : whether he writes about the
agony or ecstasy of his experience, about love or
disillusionment, about silence or violence, about history
or his own time, about man Ln his socio-political dImens Lcn
or about the most private of fears, the writer's answer to
his situation lies firstly in the quality of his work. He
must not allow anything to touch t.h~ti he must not demand
anyth.ing less but the best of limself. Even rage must be
distilled to something lasting. Then and only then, it can
be accepted as literat~re - not ahout a struggle against
something, but primarily about an affirmation or a
c.§lebration of something: ••• (Brink 1985:117)
In a more telling comment Brink quotes Thomas Mann, saying that
"the writer is one of the power-s which helps to make life more
endurable .•." (1985:118).
I quote these statements in order to demonstrate the validity of
the arguments made by David Schr-.lkwyk,who further argues that:
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The underlying prer,'\ise of these attempts to endorse
the literary quality of (~V'hatever text in
question, in this case A Season in Pp.radise) is that
politics inevitably redu('Sls t.he status and purity of
literature - it is a dirT'. 'l;;usiness Which any properly
aesthetic text would . .cend or at least. transform
into the stuff of ar .uove all no literary text
would stoop to 'l::hepragmatic business of 'making a
point I and so Poppie Nongena (read A Season in
Paradise) must be aavcd from this evil by enthusiastic
reviewers. (Schalkwyk 1985:187) (myparenthesis)
In the Introduction to A Season in Paradise one can clear:;'y
dete-ct Bril1k following this tendency to read the text with the
emphasis on an ahistorical commitmentto 'universal aesthetic
value' as an immutable property of the literary text (Schalkwyk
1985:183).
In the first section of the Introduction Brink has an
introduction to the author and his circumstances. This is
obviously for 'che benefit of the international audd.enoe and it
is clear that Brink is providing a basic background picture which
would be needed for an understanding of the context in i.V'hichthe
author wrote A Season in Pa.radise.
In the next se~tion of the Introduction Brink gives an historical
overview of Breytenbach' s v.r:r.iting ar>1the themes generally to be
found in his work. He states that Zen Buddhism is the most
constant source of inspiration to be found in his work. Therefore
his work is usually Ita dazzling marriage of x.:he real, the
ordered, the rigorously disciplined world of the sp.nses on th.e
one hand, mystical and imaginary on the other." His ;"TOrkis
es'Sentially "~..ompted by the visual ... tV'hichin turn is infused,@
and informed by fantas~t, ••. II (B:reytenbach 1985:13) Brink
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comments 0.1 the internat:i.onal and national influel1ces to be
detec.ted in Breytenbach' s poetry, highlighting that the,re are
metaphysical, symbolic, lyrical and contemplative elements to be
found in his TN'ork.Althvugh this is truot no explicit mention is
made of any politically or socially-linked themes in Brink's
(Nerview. For Brink the val.ue of Breytenbach' s work lies in the
fact that
BreytE::llbachoffe/..,;, above all, a world of startling
paradoxesp a comprehensive vision in which life is
il1ccmceivable without death 1 light without darkness, good
without evil, love without hate, tenderness without
violence, he1'e ,tlit.hout there, now without then, growth
without decay, I without you. But each goes beyond the
recognition of complements~one of the poles in each pair
becow€znot only the attribute of the other, but proof of
the existence of the other. Life is death, happiness proves
sorrow, decay is characteristic of growth, violence exists
without tenderness And in Breytenbach's almost
obsessive };'reoo(.lupationwith transience one d:lscove:o:sthe
very affirMation of e.ternity and infinity. (Breyt,enbach
1985:13)
Whel1.osaling with A Season in Paradise specifical1.v j Brink tall,s
about; th~ context in which the visit took place, the events which
('\
, "
were of Lmpoxtiance dm:.'inc;:~the visit e.g. the SummerSchool. He
state.s that the speech, which Breytenhach first delivered at the
SummerSchool and vlhich "had practically the same resonance in
south Africa as the famous 'Winds of Change' speech in the South
African parliament by British Prime Minister Harold Macmillall,
in the wake of the Sharpev.ille massacre of 1960" (Breyb:mbach
1985:14), is included in the text. He however does not comment
at. all on the fact that this was the first time this speech
appeared in print and neither does he commenton the significance
of this inclus::"on in terms of the political theme and eh du'-:>nt.s
to be found in tr cext , Hement.i.onsthat the death of Breyten is
fa:i:.her"determifl"'l muchof the nature of the writing that was to
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come out of it" (A Season in Paradise) but does not mention what
effect Breyten Is e,xile and the re~sons for this - the S.A.
government's policy of Apartheid, had on the 'the nature of what
was to come out of A Season in Paradise'.
In a clear negation of the importa:,lceof the political elements
and themes to be found in A Season in Paradisa and in support of
the argument that 'liberal English departments' read texts in an
essentially formalist way, Brink states that
The book is much more than a travelogue, and the "facts" of
the journey are no more than a point of departure for the
real voyage undertaken through 'the landscapes of the mind
and memory and fantasy, and through virtuoso flights of
fancy in the realms of linguistics and literary allusion.
(Breytenbach, 1985;15)
Throughout, Breytenbach is referr.3d to as a poet and it is on the
poetic elements on which much of the focus falls. After
'conceding' that
••• the poet's personal return also imrol ves a return to
the roots and sources of his community, to that collective
past which he shares with those South Africans whom he both
hates and loves. The paradise he is groping for coincides
wi th the geography and the mysticism and xnythologies of
Africa (lltY emphasis); that is why so many of his
explorations lead back to an examination of being a white
man in a black land. (Breytenbach, 1985:15)
Brink argues that
bey.9nd all 'theexcursions there is always the more profound
journey through the inscapes of the selfl be it in the.formof political questioning, philosophising, fantasy exuberant
humour or ~n the final analysis, in the syntax ang
.§Sll!lJ~;jlticsof the langllC!.9'Qitself. Breytenbac Is handling of
Afril{.aansis a pyrotechnical performance involving the use
of metaphors and figurative constructions in a new literal
sense, turning Lddoms inside out;, forming stunning
neologisms, comj.ounds, composites, agglutinations,
employing children' s rhymes, Biblical aay Lnqe , and follc
songs in radically new situations. (Breyten~ach 1985:15,16)
"I,-!;,-,
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Brink then gOE.~Son to comment in the last section of the
Introduction that he ohose Rike Vaughan as the translator. He
also comments that the passages omitted from the ST Were included
at the author's regues~ and also that the author granted the
translator some leeway as regards the more lyrical or
experimental passages and also as regards the poetry. He does
mention here that "small 'judicious cuts were made which would
have been intelligible only to insiders" (Breytenbach 1985:16).
It is not known what these cuts to the TT are or how many there
are, but reference will again be made to this statement by Brink,
when in Chapter 4 of this study; ~ny omissions discovered will
be reviewed and commented on.
The Translat.or's reading of the text
In her Translator's Preface, Rike Olivier (then Vaughan) states
that the greatest challenge, which was both the "agony" and the
"eostasy" of her task, was to capture thE'.individual stamp or
mark of the author, VItoconvey the special 'tone' or 'mood I or
atmosphere of the work.1I She felt that
The rich imagery, the word-play, the unorthodox confusion
of and interplay between fact and fantasy - these are the
hallmark of the poet: if ·thentne translator cannot bs the
final judge of whether or not he has made that world
accessible I he may claim not to have made deliberate
omissions, save in those instances (and they were
negligibla) where the intricate play on \-lords in the
original language would have become non-sense in English
(Breytenbacb 1985:1~).
o
o
She also mentii.onsthat Breyten Is work was very hard to translate
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because he was the ultimate connotative artist and that it would
be an understatement ilto labe.L his style \unconventional I or to
say +:hat he thre'Vl"the 'rules r overboard".
I I would like to higblight that in this prefaol3, no explicitmention is made of the political nature of Breytenbach's work.
The only reference to it is the broad (and rather tame?) label
of "philosopher" (Breytenbach 1985: 21) • And so the target
readership has to discover for itself the extent to which the.
text has a political theme. (This focus on the literariness may
also be a rest'r::;;of the fact that the text was topical because
of the political nature of Breytenbach's imprisonment and the
political nature of the text would then have "een obvious to the
readership. What the translator and Brink may have been trying
to do was to highlight the other features of the text Which made
it notiabLe ,)
TranslatQr's strategy
The translator's overt strategy was to translate everything in
the ST. The coirt.ext;of the TT's piroductrLon favoured this
strategy. There was no undue pressure from outside agencies to
significantly alter the text. There were no p:;:e.ssingtime
restraints and the translator had the assistance of one of South
Africa's most prominent literary figures to help her with
different parts of the translation.
consider.ations for the target audience is clearly reflected in
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the amount of extra-textual features present in the TT. The
li terary natrure of the text as well as the author IS poli t.ioal
involvement and outspokenness was a deciding factor in respect
of :t'etaining the content of the ST.
l In the interview with the translator it b~comesclear that a
large clmountof time was spent on translating the poetry sections
of the text. The translator strasses that without AndreBrinlc's
input she wouldnot have been able to translate these sections.
She also ment.Lonsthat he was a very big influence on her reading
and understanding of the other sections of the text. A previous
section (Brink. : the surrogat& aut.hor) highlighted liON Brink's
understanding of literature is different froIt!BreytenbachIsand
it can theref~re be expected that this will be reflected in
translation. The translator mentionedthat this state of affairs
existed only because it was impossible to contact the author and
she wa.s unable to converse with him on translation problems
because he was in prison and not allowed muchcontact with the
ou.tside "Ylorld.She also mentioned in Appendix1, pp 9·~10,11 200-
221 that if the author had not, been al.ive, she would have felt
that she had mot§.freedom to change the text to reflect her
interpretation. WithBrink therefore acting as 'surrogate author'
it can be exp~'.::tedthat his view of literary value would also
influence the. translator's reading of the text and thus her
translation strategy.
'(i
~~
The translator also mentioned a need to interpret the text for
her audience (Appendix1, p 5, 11 107-111 also Appendix1, pp
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8,9). She did not aim to mE~rely reflect what was written in the
ST. The reader was clearly to ,beguided ill his/her interpretation
of the text and not left to make an independent decision.
John Miles sUbstantiates the fact that interpretation reflects
to some extent the personal characteristics of the person doing
the interpretation. "Kyk, jy weet tog wat gebeur met vertaling
ne: Die vertaler se keuse is nie net bepaal deur die taal self
nd,e, maar ook deur die ••• sy of haar politieke siening en
derglike." (Appendix 2, p 16, 11 411-414)
This translation strategy clearly indicates that while everything
will be translated, certain shifts may occur due to individual
interpretation or may be caused by reading strategies i~"_ conflict
with the author's views, being ~pplied.
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Chapter 3 Micro-analysis of explicit pOlitical extraets from.•
the text
(
I
The micro-analysis of selected passages from the TT and the ST
will be done in order to discov®r any shifts in meaning which may
have occurred. The Introduction mentions that concepts derived
from Halliday (1985) will be used as tools to aid in the
discovery of any shifts between the TT and ST. The following is
a summarised index of the concepts and terminology which has been
based on Halliday and which will b~ ed in the micro-analysis.
summary of Halliday's terms and concepts
The micro-analysis will analyse the extracts on a clause by
clause basis, looking for shifts
These will be regarded as transiti"
'"he ideational meanillg.
.dfts. It will also look
for shifts in modal meanir.g, usualJy caused either by transitive
shifts or other chanqea in the clause structure such as the
clause's ThemC3\Rheme structure which indicates ~mphasis.
The basic clause structure is regarded as consisting of a
participant \pro.:ass\partioipant and\or a circumstantial t?lement.
If there is a shift. in anyone of these elements, its
implications will be considered in the broader context of the
study.
Lastly the analysis will look at ommissions or additions to the
text, not only with reference to how they affect the text, but
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also with reference to why they occur. The analysis will also
look at the punctiuat.Lcn of the texts in order to detect any
shifts which would affect interpretation.
These then are the basic concepts and terms which will be appl.ied
in the micro-analysis.
The politioal themes in the text
The passages to be analyzed have been chosen because of their
thematic correspondence to the issue which forms the focus of
this study, which is the issue of the political element in
Breytenbach's work and its treatment in translation. The
political elements in A Season in Paradise have, for the purposes
of this etudy I been broadly divided into four general themes.
'Broadly' and \general' because they are all inter-connected and
linked, but in order to facilitate comment on these passages,
they will be treated separately_ The four themes are basically
as follows:
(i) art is secondary to the living conditions of people Le.
social issues are mure important than art.
(ii) white Afrikaans writers should be more activ€ in exposing
social injustice~ and working towards social reform,
especially in the context of the Apartheid system.
(iii)cultural tolerance, !:-,oliticalnegotiation based on an
awareness of the equal rights and freedom for the other
racial\cultural groups in South Africa.
(iv) the moral and material corruptness of the Apartheid system
and of those who enforce. it, or contribute to its continued
existence, e.g. by doing nothing.
Breytenbach's political views were eclectic and individual, being
informed by sources such as the philosophy of Zen Buddhism.
(Breytenbach 1985:13) and his involvement with the ANC(Lazarus
1985: 160), among other things (Lazar-us 1985). Breytenbach' s
politics can be said to consist of a recognition of every manls
basic right to respect and humandignity~ His philosophy was one
of, and he ar:gued fo:t·, tolerance of difference, for equal
treatment of all men, for freedom of expression and for a mcxe
non-racist and just political system which treated its population
with fairness (Breytenbach 1985: 151-160). Hewas aware of howthe
Apartheid system worked to deny black people basic rights and
recognition of their humanity. His ownexperiences had sensitized
him to how these people were oppressed. He identified with them
as fellow human beings and as a fellow oppressed person
(demonstrated by his 'exile' status) and his work reflected this
experience and this attitude of non-racialism. He was also
sensitive to class issues and he was very aware of how a
capitalist-Apartheid South African government system and ideology
worked to oppress and exploit the majority of the South African
population.
Breytenbach's ideological position prompted him to be severely
critical of this system and anyone who tolerated it or who was
apathetic to its consequences. The first extract to be analyzed
"t"ill subs'carrt.Latie mydescription of BreytenbCi.c:h's poU.tical views
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change, especially in one's chosen vocation which in his case was
and it will also demonstrate his main argument, based on his
ideological position, that one should actively work for social
that of being a writer. Chapter 2 argues that his views were not
necessarily shared by the larger literary public (or the South
African government, for that matter), and more specifically, his
views may not even have been shared by the translator and her
mentor.
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(i) Art is second.ary to the living conditions of pe.ople i.e.
social issues are more important than art.
The primary argument reflected in this extraot is Breytenbach's
view that people and their social conditions are more important
than art - and th";l.tart should serve only as a vehicle for the
improvement of humanity.
I have quoted both the TT and the 81'in or-dar to demonstrate the
kinds of shift which become apparent in the contex~ of the main
argument in {Ihapter 2. I have also highlighted in bold the
primary argument in the extract but the analysis, though focusing
on the bold sections, will deal with the whole extract.
;.
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eource text
'n Gemeenskap aondez . 1 g(:~voel vir geskiedenis, sonder die
stabiliteit van tradisie; ~l.i.emena met 'n a-hietoriese ldentiteit wat
nf!t leef vir die onmiddellikheid van die huidi9a moment - as
bogaande menslikheid moont:J.;!.k11$dan betoken cUt dat ona vanaand
hier die dood van die geheue viQ;!:r,en eI:'ger, die van. alle hoop.
nit hang van ons af. Ek. het gesl~ alle praat is politiek. Net so is
alle stryd, myna insie!lla oplaas •n kla6sastryd. En daar is nie
'kultuur' nie; claar is klassekultuur.
sooa Pa:;Jolini dit gestel het: "wann~er jy dit:. sosiale
implikasies van 'n kunawerk ontken, d3n sluit jy joueelf op in 'n
romantieae ideal.istiese gestiq wat ons nie maar interesseer nie en
dis selfs nutteloos om so •n hc;tuding tt:i Qor'l/eeg 6£ te vernietig.
Net so nutteloos as wat dit is om vir dooles kwaad te wees."
En RomanJakobsen: "In dte taal bestaan geen private
eiendom nie. ladere kunswerk, ~1anneer dit in kontak met die
publiek kom, wor~dsosiaal."
Ek hQU nio V!1lIl die terme \kunst-lork' of \kuns' nie. !roe
gedigto Dlaak 'n 'digltuns' gewo:i:'dhet is sy tande get.,'lek. Dit het
'n estatiese ding geword wat nll)t na homself of na and-at.
literatuur verwys; onG sit dit op 'n rakkie tussen veilige omslae
neer, waar dit n;~e kan byt nie, neu is dit 1<0$ vir akkedisse en die
,I,lkkademiciJ dis nie mee.r 'n bedreiging vir die bestaande orde, 'n
werktuig of '11 wapen nie.
Ek wil saam met Godard sretui~: "Die buryerlike stelse1
vervaardig kuns wat •n bOI.i,rge(.i$-::.l~olo$f~e 0n waarde;s
propageer: onbetrokkenheid, ]101itiekl3 (....,;:.,und en p.u;siwiteit
• • • Vandag se wette tt;il. "'6 cl~" ons 110'1:-&Qvlb ..tenlllies op die JIlura
IIkryf en ni8 peesie ni •• Ma~n:'t'iJ.. 910 d8\':'eas po.lSia kortkom en
dit moe't groei uit 'n sosiale praktyk!"om te skryf is om te komltlunikeer, om Sqam to eet, am
gemeenskap to he, 'n nagmaal, ons almal Se bloed, ens alma! fiN!
vleis. Ona is mense, ons skryf vir mense oor mense, en daarom
oor verhoudings tUBsen mense. One eerate dimensie is die mena -
in sy eendeX'sheid en in sy andersheid, ir.menahe-id. waar daa~
iets is wat uitdrukking soek, sal daa~ ~ie ncaige verruiming in
die taal kom om uitdrukking .:Landaardie .iets te gee. En
omgekeer, "n .~aal, 'n kanaaL, sal die gedagtes oproep wat hy kan
dra. So is die dialek tussen begrip en taal. Waar daardie
kana Le bastaan - ona \':aterfilskale, die sensors, ten opyt - sal. die
water vroser of later vJ.oei. ona het werk om te doen.
Wat my betref - ak wil probeer sk~f vir hier, vir n06. Ek
t.zil in my werk so na moontJ..ik probei:lr kom aan die
verbygaande - nie die ewige nie; die was altyd a1 daar. En die
ewigs sE! niks. Dis die verbY'gaande wat seeX'lllaak, die plaaslilte.
Ek dink dat ons deur lihennis te neem van natuur van die
stryd waarby ons betrek word en waarin ons 'n .andesl het, denr
daardie stryd dul.de1iker te JIl8'!k- en meer nog; deu'J:' ste11ing te
neem gebaseer op hierdie kel:mi"" verruim ons ons Jl\e111il1ikhaid
en ons taal.
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Target text
295 A society without a feeling for history, without the
stability of tradition; the human being with ahlstorloal Identity who
lives only for the immediacy uf ~he present moment ~ if the above is
humanly possible, it means that we are here this evening to celebrate
the death of the memory, and worse still. that of all hope. It depends on
us. I have said all talk is politics. Similarly, In the flnal analysis, all
struggle is, in my opinion, a class-struggle. And there Is no
"culture"; there Is class-culture.
As Pasollnl put it: "In denying the social Implications of (.;work
of art, you 101.::k yourself up 111a romantic Idealistic asylum which no
longer interests us, and it Is futile either to consider or destroy such an
attitude. As futile as being angry with the dead."
And Roman JaccJbson: "In language there is no ;:"ivate
property. Upon contact with the public, each work of art becomes
social."
I do not like the terms "work 01 art" or "art," When making
poems became the ftrt of poetry, I~~ost its teeth. It became an
aesthetic thing leferrlng to it~elf t.....ne or to other Iiter£1turej we place
it on a shelf between safe covers where It cannot bite, now it is fOl)d for
lizards and academics; it is threat no longer to the status quo, a tool
or weapon no more.
In the warda of Godard I 6ubmit: "The bourgeois system
manufactures art which propagates a bou(geois ide?logy and values:
detachment, political ign<'rance, and passivity •••• Today's laws want
us 10 write only advertisements on the walls and not poet~. But
I believe that we are short of poetry, anr' it mU5' "t..ow out of a social
praetlcel"
To write is to communicate, !O eat together, to Ilave lnter-
course, a communion, all of our blood, all of our flesh. We are men,
writing for men about men, and therefore about relationships
between men. Our first dimension Is man - in his sameness and in
his otherness, In his humanness, Where thers ;~ something seeking
expression, tho language will expand where necessary to give
expression to that something. And \rl_. versa, a lanQuage, a channel,
will evoke the thoughts it can transmit. Such are the dlalG~tlcs
between concept and language. Sooner or later the waters will flow
where those channels exist ._ in spite of our water bailiffs, the
censors.
As for myself - I want to try to write for tt::_"'D~ for now.
I want to come as close as I can in my work to the lomporal -
not the Infinite; that has always b~en around. And infinity say&
!'toUting. What hurts is the ephl)meral, the local.
I think' that by taking cognizance of tho lI'!3ltureof the struggle
we are involved in and share, by making that struggle clearer - and
even more: by taking a stand based on this knowledge - we expand
our humanity and OUf language.
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In the ST (1 332) the au'chor' places 'di'fjlcuns' in inverted commas
and also an accent-sign on the word "k.unsll. This is a clear
ling7.listic indiciAtion at the author's questioning and critical
tone and attitude toward these concepts of 'digkuns' and
especially "kuns". In the Tr.L'these punct.uat.Lon signs are omitted
and so a great modal shift OCCU:L'S because the author's scepticism
and his questj.oning of these ooncept.s is entirely lost. The
translated concept "art of poetry" (TT, 1 311) nowrel'l.ds as fact,
as something immutable, (when it Sh":-".lldhave looked like this
'art of poetry I). This is clearly more in line with the
tra.nslator's ref.l.ding of literature than with thE? author's. The
author's critL,al and erophati.co.lly questioning perspective is
further watered down in the TT When a comma (1 336, ST) is
omitted (1 312,TT) resulting in the semantic emphasis which is
placed on the clause in the ST being ]ost in the TT "where h.
cannot bit~" (TT, 1 312).
In line 319 of the TT the translator has translated "kortkom" (1
343, ST) as "short of poetry". Kortkom in fact means lacking,
wanting or falls short. This transitive shift effe-::tively
neutralises the critical aspect of the sentence and the meaning
and the focus now ;:'alls on 'more poetrry I rather than 'more
politic~l poetryv.
The eucnor+s intentior, is, after all, "to write for the here and
now. II (1 333, TT)
,® In the last line of the TT extract it can be seen howpunctuation
is added to shift the meaning Of the ST. In line 338 another
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dash, not present in the ST is added. This places ,,- ...and even
more: by taking a stand based on this knowledge __Ii (1 338) in
parenthesis. The TT clause now reac;'s, IIbymaking that struggle
clearer we expand our humanity and our language", whereas the S'1'
reads, VUenmeer nog: deur stelling te neem geba(.&eerop hierdie
kermd.s, verruim ons ens menslikheid en ons taal" (11 362,3,4) The
TT's meaning thus argues for, or emphasised, a less involved
approach - it focuses on "making the stl:U09le clearer" rather
than "taking a stand", which is what the ST does.
A secondary theme in the e:!{tract is 'the author i s derisive and
!scornful attitude towards anyone or any group of people who are
apathetic or supportive (even if only by their inaction) of the
lIpa:i::-theid system. The e}~tent of the author I s derision and
criticisnl of this group of people, especially tb.e writers and
aoadems.cs '1,;,1".' :r.:egard 'art' as primarily an aes...'lhetic thing,
bec(;:m~8'.~le.a:t"'irlhenone considers the clause: "nou is dit kos vir
akkedisse en die akkademf.cd, ..• n (1 337)
<i
\.:~
The akka in akkademi.cL not only strengthens the connection
between the "akkademicill amd "akkedissell through alliteration,
it also has negative connot.at.Lons , connotations of something
disgusting and vile, something shitty. It is an expression often
used by mothers when they are disgusted by something their babies
have put in their mouths - it is in fact a corruption of, and it
rhymes with ka.kl.:ai the allusion is therefore obvious. By changing
the spelling Breytenbach clearly signifies his opinion Df
academi.cs, especially those, whoare politically apathet.ic. In the
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TT, a clear transitive shift.takes place when this image and its
connotations is lost because "akkademicill is simply translated
as "acadr,icsll• Translating 'nkka' into English is fairly easy,
onp.could simply say crapademics. The shift is therefore a non-
compulsory shift, and is not occasdoned by the fact that the TT
language does not have the resources with which to reflect the
ST meaning.
Br~ytenbach not only criticisest he also advocates action. He is
trying through his work to change opinions and spur his fellcw
wriTers on. This is a natural result of his particular view,
which has as its goal social change for the better. It appears
au if this element of his work also met il[ith some resistance from
thE~ translator. In line 335 of the ST Breytenbach ends the
paragrC"ph with the sentence HOns het werk om te doen." This has
been omi~ted from the TT (1 331). Another omission which affects
the cohesiveness of the text negatively is that of the word "anI!
(1 296). The ST reads "In a-historiese identiteit" (1 317) in
contra~,\twith the target te}ct's "with ahistorical identity". The
reader of the target text is more likely to read the line as
missing a space than to dete'~tthe missing word. The meaning has
thus become fudgy or ambiguous.
~
~~
That the translator appears to resist Breytenbach's political
and ideological stanoe is further demonstrated by an examination
of the emphasis the author puts on certain words in order to
emphasise his feelings and to make his intentions about certain
statements clearer. Throughout the sour.cetext, accent signs have
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been added to specific wo~ds which do not normally carry these
signs. They have thus clearly been added for the purpose of
emphasising and highlighting what the speaker is saying and as
slich makes an important contribution to the overall impression
and understanding of the passage. An examination of the TT shows
that the translator in the most oases ignored these accent signs.
I would argue that she wa~ aware of the purpose of the accent
signs but chose to ignore them in view of the fact that the
passage was not extremely noteworthy in terms of her conception
of the literary value of the text.
That the translator was aware of th( purpose of the accent signs
is demonstrated by a comparison of the words "hisr en nou" (1
356, ST) with the TT's here and now which have been italicised.
In this case the translator ("'"carlyadded the emphasis which the
ST places on these words.
The following "tvordsdid not, however, receive similar treatment
(1 320), opl.aas (1 322), of (1 327), digkuns (1 333) I
gemeens]cap (1 346) f cor (1 347), die (1 358). Th::"saffected the
modal meaning present in the text to a large extent, because the
speaker Is emphasis on these words was not brought across in
translation. This particular shift and its implications will be
commented on in later passages.
Another element of the 'political commentary' which is present
in the text is Breytenbachls non-racist attitude. He argues for
tolerance of difference and for a perspective which sees and
treats all people as equal (S'I', 345-349). Though not the main
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theme in this extract it is an element which is nevertheless
present.
The above extract cLeaz J.y shows the author i s negation of a view
of literature which argues for asstnetici~m and it introduces us
to several of the themes in other sections of his writing in
which he criticizes writers who regard th,..lmselvesas above this
struggle, who merely use social circumstances as material to turn
into 'art': what Andre Brink calls 'the power of the writer to
make life more bearable' (Brink 1985:118).
(ii) White Afrikaans writers should be more active in expo~inq
social injustices and working towards social reform, especially
in ~he context of the Apartheid systemG
In this section t:h~reare three extracts which will be analyzed.
The third extract is the one which most clearly SUbstantiates
this section's h€::!ading.The first two extracts, however, are
directly linked, thematically, to the third extract and serve
here as an introduction to the ma in the _Ita (heading) of this
section.
In ths following extract Breytenbach introduces the argument that
'VlhiteSouth African writers (especially the Afrikaans vTriters)
are not involved enough in social issues. They are talking too
much and they are merely paying lip service to the concepts of
equality and freedom instead of taking an active stand to enact
change. This statement is SUbstantiated by the opening line of
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the following extract. Breytenbach says they are preaching (STf
12- "preekbeurt"), they don,'tappear to be doing (ST, 11 10,11
"nou nie dat daar ooit In op:standwas nie").
SOURCE TEXT
'n Blik van Bui:.e
5
Oit wil lyk ascf elkeen van ons hierdie week 'n apreekbeurt, of
liewer 'n pr.eekbeurt moet waarneem. Myna wil 'n lykrede weeSe
'n Baie ekstremistiese lykr:ede - u moet my maar verakoon. Maar
die dood maak my die hel in. Veral wa.nneer hierdie jong
Sestigerlyk plek-pl£k nog warm ia. U moet my dUB oorsien
indien daar te veel ge1'oel op die lappet "f op die papier kom,
Gevoel is altyd orig; ken nie sy grense nie. U het. tog seker nie
gekom om 'n koel analise van my te kry nie •••
Andre Brink het nou dil..aand laat deurskemer dat daar '11
herop~tand kan wees van one Lasarussee nou nie dat daar ooit 'nopstand was nie. Ek wonder. Dit klink somber, ne - al hierdie
verwysings na 'n bont begrafnis. Ek wil juis vanaand vra of ons
nog 'n bietjie leef, of is ons heeltemal uitgevrek deur ons
kleinburgerskap? Ek bedoel, sit ana so vas aan ons
huurkoop lewens - daardie lewe wat ons le.'lenslank sal moet
afbetaal - dat ons die versekeraar se toe stemming moet vra vir
el.ke bruuske asemteug en \oTindgelaat? Is ons dan 'l::otdie dood
toe vir die lews bang?
10
1.5
TARGET. TEXT
A View from Outside
5
It seems that each of us Is to have a turn to epeas, or rather to preach this
week. Mine will be a funeral oration - a very extrerrtstlc funeral
oration - you will simply have to bear with me. But death makes me
fighting mad. Particularly when the corpse of this Y'jung writer from
the Sixties Is not completely cold yet. Oonsequently you will have to
make allowances if an excess of emotion is brought out into the open, or
onto the paper. Emotion is always superfluous and Intrusive; does not
recognise its limlta.tions. Surely you weren't expecting to get a cold
analysis from me ....
Andre Brink intimated the other evening that there might be a
resurrection of us Lazaruses. I wonder. It sounds somber, doesn't it
- all thssa references to a motley many-colored funeral. As a matter
of fact, one of the things I specifically want to ask this evening Is
whether there Is still some life left in us, or are we totally
mummified as a result of our petty bourgeoisie mentality? I mean, are
we so bogged down in our hire-purchase-lives - that life we'll be
paying off for life - that we have to get permission from the Insurer
for every brusque breath or wind passed? Are we scared to death,
then, of life?
10
15
The tit:le and the content of the extract shows that Breytenbach
is very aware that his perspecti ve will be different to the
perspeot.Lvee of writers who have stayed in the country and who
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Ihave allowed th~mselves to be drawn into the Apartheid
government's appropriation of Afrikaner writing in order to
promote Afrikaner culture under the guise of promoting literature
(Coetzee 1990:34); literature \y'l :h did not enter the political
arena or concern itself too critically with the social effects
of the political system of the time.
This extract forewarns the reader that Breytenbach will not be
neuta-aL and that he will not allow' hhlself to remain distanced
from the South Afric;;.l society and the dilemma of the writer's
responsibility within this community. He assert:'; that he will be
extre ••list, emotional and angry and that he will nut be silent.
Whena compar-Lsonis made betvleen thg TT·and the STr several
shifts come to light~ In line 2 of the ST the author says that
his talk will be "'n lykrede. 'n Baie extremistiese lykrede - Il
He uses two separate sentences to emphasise that it io a
"1ykrede" and that it is IIBaie ekstremisties". The two sentences
with the repetition of their tvJOseparate theme/rheme structures
achieve :.~.modal intensity not found in the translation. The TT
has turncld these two sentences into one sentence. It puts" - a
very extremistic funeral oration .~into parenthesis (TT, 1 2: J) •
Thi~ de-emphasises the fact that the oration will be extrenlistic
because in the STthis was foregrounded, it was a sentence on its
own, with" In BaLe ekstremistiese lykrede" being the theme and
the apology being the Rheme. The TT however now creates the
impression that the fact that the oration will be extremistic,
is an afterthought. This changing of the punctuation therefore
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altered the clause structure of the TT, creating a significant
modal shift by lessening or downplaying the emot.~veness of the
ST as well as the ST's references to the emotiven_&s which will
appear in the rest of the text.
I In 1 4 of the ST a colloquilism (or slang word) was translatedinto .its approximate meaning in English. The translator has
hovevez shifted the language level in the ST when she translated
"de hel in" with "fighting mad" (TT, I 4). The TT has now shifted
t.he language level of the ST from colloquial Afrikaans to
standard English and no effort was made to compensate for the
loss \)f the force/intensity/effect 't'ihichoccured , The ST's
audience would most certainly have been jolted to attention by
the Afrikaans colloquialism, but this effect is lost in the TT.
The very next line 11 5) shows a transitive shift when "plelc-plek
nog warm" is translated as "not yet cold" (1 5, TT). The phrase
"plek-plek nog warm" translated literally I becomes still warm in
plaoes. It is a positive statement with the emphasis on warmth,
energy, life ane connotations of hope and revival. However, these
connotations and their positive effects are lost in the TT, and
so a transitive and modal shift is effected. These shifts become
even more meaningful when it is understood that 'death' is here
alluding to an Afrikaans writer who is attempting to establish
or argue for the legitimicy of Afrikaans as a language capable
of representing all the peoples of South Africa who apeak it. The
autho~ is also alluding to other sestigers who drew heavily on
European and American traditions in order to Lmpr-ove the
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'lit~rary quality' and statu~ Afrikaans, but only within the
confines or' context of the Afrikaner culture and trad';"tion.
Breytenbach is predicting that Afrikaans will die if it continues
to be unrepresentive of all the different ~ultures and rer.lains
f
)
exclusi ve. He is also alluding to the fact that Afrikaans writers
€Ire losing touch wj.th or simply closing their eyes to the
political realities of the calF'cry by adopting an objective,
distanced approach.
Alhoewe,ldie Sest.Lgers vernuwend, waaghalsig, ikonoklasties
en rebels was, kon hulle hulle nie distansieer van die wit,
oppcessLewe , bourgeois-kultuur nie - }:...lalwe Breytenbach,
wat die land verlaat het in 1960~ Uit sou slegs In
handjievol sk:rywers van die laat sewentiger- en
tagtigerj are wees wat kon weg'breek en skryf na In ander
kultu~r. (Coetzee 1990:34)
This conclusion by Coetzee stems from the fact that although the
Sestigers protested heavily against the government's censhorship
Lawa they eventu.ally accepted it on condition that they had a say
in which persons were chosen to sit on the Publications Board.
Die vrees dat 'n werk van literere meriete verbied ken
word, het Afrikaan:se skrywers, . , gedwing tot 'n
fatale kompromiemet sensuur . . . " Op hierdie wyse het
hulle deel geword van die staatsapparaat. Selfs vandag vind
die gevestigde Afrikaner dit moeilik om In radikale
opponent van die regime te wees, 'n feit wat geYllustreer
word deur hulle geredelike aanvaarding van die Hertzogprys,
of deurdat die meeste van hulle skryfwerk uitgegee word
ur staats-ondersteunde uitgewers (Tafelberg, Persko,
Hdum) - of deur hul deelname aan die rezensiebedryf in pro-
Nationalistiese koerante en tydskrifte (Beeld, Die Burger,
Insig), en vurig-kapitalistiese glansblaaie (De Kat).
(Coetzee 1990:34)
Later in the paragraph CST, 1 7) there is another transitive
shift when Breytenbar'IJ talks about emotion. "Gevoel is altyd
orig, ken nie sy grense nie. II Breytenbach states this in a matter
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of fact way and is not at all apologetic about what he wants to
say; he is merely ask~tnqhis reade~'ship to "make allowances" (TT
J. 5,6). "U :moetmydus oorsien" (ST, I 5).
(
)
The translator in translating lIorigU as "intrusive" (referring
to something/somebocy forcing its/h:'.m/her way into places where
itis/he nay not be wanted added the word "superfluous". This
transitive addition effects an entirely different reading of \'lhat
Breytenbach is saying. :it now appears as if Breytenbach is
apologetic for the "superfluous" amountof emotion present in the
extract. This addition then has Breytenbach saying that e,'I\othm
i.s always unner:>sssaryand intrusive whereas in the ST he simply
says "emotion is always intrusive" (my translation). He is not
saying that it is unnecessary or that it is necessarily unwanted.
The translator also effected a transitive shift of the
circum.stance element of the clause in ST, 1 8 when ~ikoelll vIaS
translated as "cold91 (TTl 1 9). The c.quf.va.Lent; of koel in English
is cool and cold in Afrikaans is koud. Although the meanings are
very close to each other they are not equivalent transitively.
Koel implies neutrality, indifference and being unaffected. Cold
implies antagonism. Both terms do to a c~rtain extent mean
likoel" Lnt;o "cold" can be classified as a shift because an
objective though to different degrees and the translation of
adequate word does exist in the target language. This shift then
probably occurred because the translator felt that it was not too
important to be faithful to the ST. This subtle but important
shift may therefore be another indication that the translator's
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conception about what makes a text literary may have influenced
her reading of this extract! and the result of was that she did
not translate the text as accu~ately as she could havee This
resulted in subtle shifts in meaning.
In the first sentence of the second paragraph there is an
omission in the TT of a whole clause in the ST. This is the line
"nou nie dat daar coit 'n opstand was lioLe." CST 1 1.0) This
omission is puzzling as it is easily translatable. My translation
would read - not that there ever was an uprising. This line is
clearly very ironic and critical of attempts made by the
Sestigers to breaJe from the Afrikaner culture and.value sy'tem,
and to write for change, to oppose racism and oppression. This
line is almost scornful and its tone of derision is claar.
Breytenbach corrc+nuesr
(ST)
Met ander woorde hierdie simposium gaan vir mJr vanaf dil:..
openingsrede al om die doen en late van 'n aantal
115 jongerige skrywers wa~ skryf in die taal van die stam aan
bewin~" die magsgroep, die heersers - en wat daazom tn
besonderse verantwoordelikheid dra; wat soos alle Afrikaanse
skrywers 'n bevoorregte alhoewel onbenydenswaardige posisie
beklse in die stanl, al is dit dan ook net 'n posisie van bohaai,
The "jongerige skry\l1ers"he is refers to here are the sestigers,
a very influential group of writers within the context of
Afrikaans literature and literary circles. He includes himself
in this group and he is speaking as much to himself as he is to
them. This extract also reveals that he doe.snot think too much
of the 'vocation' of writing, though he is aware of the
responsiblity of writers. He is also aware of how Afrikaans
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r,rritersare lauded or 'appropriated' by the political system in
order to promote Afrikaner culture. This gives these writers a
"bevoorregte alhoewel onbenyderrewaaz-dd.qe posisie" "in die starn"
(1 118 I 9). He also calls this liposisie" a "posisie van bohaad,'
because these writers are not really writing for all the
communities of South Africa but only for one, the Afrikaner
community.
The TT reads as follo'ws =
In other words, to me this symposium has bo'i.:~concerned from
the very opening address with the acts, and In particular, witt, the
omissions of a number of )f')unger writers writing in the language of
the tribe in office, the group in power, the ru!>'" - and who bear a
110 particular responsibility, therefore; who like 4;:. ~I<aanswriters
occupy a privileged if unenviable position In ~He'( );'~.even if only by
virtue of the fuss made about them, ..'
In this extract two shifts occur, the first of which is a very
significant one.
In 1 :115:108 the Sll'S "jongerige skryt'l'ersJlwas translated into
ilyounger writers". This transitive shift is a critical shift in
the contegt of the author's message. As mentioned previously, he
is here addressing a group of his peers] the Sestigers, with
"jongerige skrywers" referring specifically to this influential
group of writ~rs. If the term then becomes "younger writers"
instead of youngish writers ~hich is the equivalent of the ST,
the meaning shifts to exclude the very writers Breyten is
referring to. This is a group Breytenbach is a part of and the
content of his message is applicable to him as well. The meaning
in the TT is that he is directing a message at an audience from
which he is excluded, and by implication, the other Sestigers are
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aLso excluded. ':I:heTT t.herefcrG has him directing his message at
a different audience to 't.he one he is addz-esisLnq in the ST.
In 1 1.16:11.0the word "daarom" was moved in the TT (UthereforeSl)
t.o the end of the clause. This makes the thematic foous ambiguous
because the reader is not sure whether "therefore" is referring
to the clause p~eceding it or to the clause following it, whereas
in t.he ST the thematic focm~ is unambiguous and clear.
In a continuation of this theme, i.e. his a.ttack on Afrikaans
writers, the following extract is relevant.
SOURCE TEXT
Die titel van my gesels is 'n lJ'l.ikvan Buite. Die versoeking is
daar om te ss: dis net van buite af dat 'n mens kan hoor hoe 'n
geraao 'n lee blik maak. Hart Crane gebruik in een van 6y
gedigt';)'n mooi beeld wanneer hy verwys na iemand - seker
maar 'n onbekeerbare j apie soos ek - wat •n Dl;C~ met die
dekselkant teen 8y oog hou om daa" ~,jU.l:' in di-aplaaslike
daistez'nis af na die maan bo hom t(~kyk ,
Ek is bly ek hoef nie te praat van 'n blik vat' bo n.Le, Daar is
weirlitJskl3peels wat vir my meer laakbaar is as die elitisme -
·.U.twa I;. wil dink in terme van 'n klein groepie begenadigdes -
hulle wat die 'skry~erskap' of die 'digterskap' op huJ.le het sooa
'n heillge tong, hulle wat so af en toe afduik in die wriemelende
warm volk - vir 'materiaal' - om dan weer op te kom boontoe,
grot toe vir vare asem. Hulle han~e val naderhand af van die skoonheid!
'n Blik van onder, m~t die Suidoostewind op straat, sou
sekerlik interessant kon wees, 'n blik van b!nne vi~ my, helaas,
nie maer moontlik nie. Daarom wil ek om daardie blik loop en
probeer se hoe ek h.i.erdietitel interpreteer: 'n poging om aan te
dui hoe die Sestig-nageboorte - ons eie Fl."anJ~enstein- van buite
af lyk; "n poging om dit te plaas teen die agtergrcl:d van
Suid Afrika en die Suid-Afrikaanse kulture waarvan ons s'n maar
net 'n klein, 'n piepklein ondercieeltjie is. Daardie
agtergrondo doek, sou u seker met my saamstem, is een
van teenstrydige kulturele strominge, van politieke stank, van sosiale
onrus, van diskriminasie en onrus en sensuur. Kortom, van
'n gistende kookpot. Maar ook die van stryd.
Wanneer ek vanaand praat van 'ons', dan is dit as 'l'litterige
of off-white suid~Afrikaner teenoor sy scortgelykes - op enkele
aanvaarde en nie-verteenwoordigende uitsonderings na. Wat
bestaan in hierdie land is gepleQg in ons -.in my - naam, in ons
in my - taal. Hoewel ek C;h,;3 :'liemandse a£gevaardigde is nie behalwe my eie en
die van my vloole, wil ek ,"'!"! kan ek my nie dist~ansieer van h:erdie gamors nie.
Ek is oortuig daarv<l.l1dat die redding van hierdie land,
indien .20 'n evangeH!3tiese woord geoorloof is, byna uitsluitlik in
die hande le van my swart en bruin landgenote. So het die naat
verskuif en 6ns is nou die halfnaatjies. As groep het ons ons kans
gehad en al babbelende het cns dit verby laat gaan - as't ware
met mart:i.nisin die hand terwyl ons uitkyk oor die weemCledige
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sonsondergang oOr d~e ~aroo, op die uitkyk vir di~ onst~rflike •••
105 Nou kan slags hulle ons gemeenskaplike lot verbater dear ears
hulself te bevry. En net soos ek die Swartman t>latBy mense se
lot probeer verbeter eerbiedig, net so, 910 ek, s8.1die Swa:l:'l:man
my net X'espekteertot die mate wat ek bere:l.dia C'ilI te werk vir
~ie transformRsie van my €liegemeenakap - en nie as ek vir hom110 prnbeer voorse wat hy behoort te doen nLe.
100
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TARGET TEX~
65 My talk is entitled P View from Outside. In one of his poems Hart
Orane employs a striking metaphor when he refers to someone -
probably all Impervious etmpleton like myself - looking down into a
tin can trying to discover the image of the moon above him.
I'm glad I don't have to speak about a view from above. Thera
are few phenomena I find more loathsome than the elitism of those
who think In terms d a small privileged yYOUP - those Who regard
their vocation as writers and poets as sacred, and who deign
occasionally to plunge Into the warm crawling masses - In search of
'matenal" - to surface again In the cave, for fresh air. The purity of
their whiteness shines like leprosy.
A view from below. with the southeaster about. could certainly
prove Interesting; a view from Inside, alas, no longer possible for me.
Therefore I 'want to walk around that view and try and say how I
Interpret this title: and attempt to lndlcatc what the afterbirth of the
Sixties - our owr private Frankenstein - looks like from the
outside: an attempt at placing !t against the background of South
Africa and the South African cultures of which ours Is but a tiny
component. That backdrop, you would probabi~f agree Is one of
conflicting cultural currents of political stench, of social unrest, of
discrimination and detentlon and censorship. In short of a
fermenting cauldron. But also one of conflict.
When I speak of "us" this evening, it is as a whitish or off-white
South African to others of the same kind - with a few notable and
non-representative exceptions. What exists In this country has been
perpetrated In our - In my - name, In our - In my - language.
Although. therefore, I am no one's delegate but my own and that of
my fleas, I can not and will not dissociate myself from this mess.
I am convinced that the salvation of this country, if such an
evangelistic word is permtssable, Is almost exclusively In the hands of
my black and brown fellow countrymen. Thus has the line of division
shlltad and have we become the bastard race. As a group we have had
our chance, and babbling away we allowed It to pass - ,clutching
martinis. as it were, and gazing all the while upon the melancholy
sunset over the Karoo, 011 ths look-out for Immortality .... now
they alone can improve our common Jot by first liberating
themselves. And just as I respect the black man trying to improve the
dispensation of his own people, just so, I believe, will the black man
respect me only to the extend that I am prepared to work for the
transformation of my own community - and not if I attempt to tell
him what he ought to do.
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What becomes almost immediately apparent in the translation is
a measure of sensitivity shown by the translator towards the
criticism of the author. Several shifts occur which demonstrate
this.
I Right at. the very beginning of this extract this sensitivity
towards Broytenbachcs criticism and arguments become apparent
when a complete line is omitted from the TT. Th.i~sentence seems
to me to be of crucial importance to the passage because it is
part of the author's explanation and justification of the title
of this section of thl. ST. The line "Die versoeking is daar om
te se: dis net van buite af dat In mens kan hoar hoe 'n geraas
In lee blik maak" (81',1 67), translated reads, The temptation is
there to say : it is only from the outside that one can hear how
much noise an empty vessel makes. This is a clear reference to
Breyte11bach Is derisive view of the lip service paid by whit~
South African writers to the princtples of freedom and equality.
The fact that this line has been omitted from the translation
clearly shows that his words havs struck a nerve. The omission
affects t.he ~ohesiveness of the whole text b~cause the author
plays on the word "blik" in the ST, using it in all i.tsmeanings
of view, vessel, tin and can. The TT therefore loses much of the
original meaning a~i.dsarcasm evident in the ST.
o,
In the next paragraph there is both a transitive shift and a
modal shift. This shift occurs when Breytenbach starts to
criticise th~ South African writers more overtly. In the ST the
sub-ordinate clause" - dit wat. wil dink in tarme van 'n klein
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Igroepie begenadigdes - .. does not appear in the TT. In the '~.:T(1
70) this clause has been made a part of the main clause. 'rhis
changes the goal of the clause "die elitisme - " (in English its
equivalent is simply 'elitism') in the ST 1':'0 " the elitism of
those ••. " The objectifying and distancing of the concept
'elitism' by the word Udit" in the ST, is lost in the TT, where
elitism has becomean ad~lective of "those", which has then become
the goal of that clause. 1.n the ST "die elitisme Il is the goal.
There is thus also a modal shift because a great deg~ee of the
writer's critical tone and disapproval towards both the concept
and those who subscribe to i·t, is lost during this shi.;-t.
This shift in meaning is compoundedin the rest of the sentence
(1 76 : 72) whenthe sceptical, questioning tone of the ST is lost
due to the omission of '~he inverted commas on the words
"s]cry,V'erskapuand "digterskapll in the TT.
Similarly when in the TT (1 74) the adverb IIboontoe" (ST, 1 78)
is omitted, it results in a loss of emphasis on the process of
resurfacing to the t.op , which the ST achieves. This fooue is
in the TT.
further downp Layed when the phrase ",grot toe," (1 79), which
stands on its own in the ST, does not receive the same treatment
The last sentence of this paragraph (STf 1 79 : TT, 1 75,76)
clearly shows a complete transitive shift from the original.
Halliday I s divisions of the clause into the categories of
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Actor /Carrier I Process and Circumstance/Att:l.'ibute for the
purposes of comparison ar9 very useful here.
CARRIER I PROCESS I ATTRIBUTE
I
ST - "Hulle hande I val naderhand af / van die skoonheid!U
TT - "The purity of their whiteness / shines / like leprosy.1I
Comparing these two sentences in this way shows how very
different tbey are to each other. They are not equivalent in any
way. It is obvious that the information supplied by these two
sentences are very different and that the original ideational
meaning of uselessness is Loa'c , The modal tone of extreme irony
and amusement has also shift'ed to something more harsh and
critical in the TT b~~ause of the sharp difference between the
images being referred to. The exclamation mark is omitted in the
TT and this eLao shows a shift in emphasis (attitude) •
ST becomes" a tiny component" in the T'I. This is a transitive
Another example of change can be seen when later in the s~eech
(87:82) the phrase nero klein, 'n piepklein onderdeeltjie" in the
and modal shift. Ideationally "oomponent;" is not tl'.\eequivalent
of "onderdeeltjie", and the modal shift occur-s when the
intensification of the diminutive "klein" is omitted in the TT.
An omission of a comma 1n the next paragraph (1 90;84) changes
much of the meaning in the TT, giving a very misleading image of
whc :.the author is saying. What should have read "That backdrop
.,•• is one of conflicting cultural currents, (that backdr-op •••.
I
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is one) of political stench, (that backdrop •.•• is one) of
social unrest, (that backduop is 011e) of •.• " nowreads"
l.1'hat backdr-op...• is one of conflicting cultural currents of
political stench, (•.. conflicting cuJ.tural currents) of social
unrest, (... conflicting cultural currents) of ••• ".
I In the ST, 1 93 the translator interprets stryd as oonflict (TT,
1 85), even though the author has already used several synonyms
for oonfli"~. earlier in the extract (teenstrydig, cnrue) . By
using stl'yd in a separate, contrasting clause (ST, 193) it is
clear that he is referring to s't;r,yd as struggle. Else'Y!h'erein the
text thea translator has il:tterpreted stryd to mean struqgle
(Appendix 3, 1 332 Ap~endix 4, 1 300). This reveals an
inconsistency in the translator's interpretation. In translation
she igllored the accent/signs present in the STcLauae (1 93) and
so the author's positive contrast of struggle against the odds
was lost because of a shift in the transitive el~ments of the
process (struggle becameconflict).
In the line 98 : 92 \;here is a thematic shif·t in the TTt where
"cannot" is emphasisedinstead of "will notU, which bas thematic
status in the ST.
A trcmsit:Lve shift occurs in 1. 106 due to different images
occurring as participants in the participant/process/participant
structurs. Anadjective, "die onsterflike" has been translated
into the noun,It immortality". This shift changes an incomplet.e
sentence in the STto a complete sentence in the TT. Themeaning
which was open-endedin the STis completely changed in the TIl'.
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In 1 108 a thematic shift occur-ad when the adverb "net" ("Ollly"
I 103) was semantically shifted to modify a differ6nt part of the
sentence. The emphasis is thus placed on a different part of the
sentence in the TT. At this point the number of shifts become
disconcerting. It clearly appears as if the translator is not
paying too close attention to exactly what is being said, or
implied in the ST.
The other thematic element which also becomes clear in the last
part of this extract is Breytenbach' s awareness of other Sou·th
at their apathy and he argues that by not actively working toward
change they are contributing to 1;heapartheid situation, and are
thus also to be held responsible.
African cultural groups, his er '~hyfor 'them and the fact that
he very emphatically identifies with their struggle for freedom.
It is this drive toward action, this attitude of doing something
concrete in support of that struggle, which he wants to convey
to his fellow writers. This passage clearly reflects his distress
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(iii) cultural tolerance, political negotiation based on an
awa.reness of the equal rig-htl] and freedom for the other
racial/cultural groups in south Africa
The following extract will be micro-analysed in this section.
SOURCE TEXT
Ek wil baweer dat ana literatuur, hoe slim oak some
grotendeels 'n pr':"ldukvan ons verstarring en ana vervreemdinq
is en dat dit, gesien die kader waarbinnc dit ontstaan, nie andere
kan wees nie.
Het ons alternatiewe? Is ons as skrywers dan net hierdi.e wit
establishment se skokbrekers, sy waghonda?
Die dag gaan aanbreek \,rsnneerona, hierdie huidige geslag,
gehaat gaan word deur ons afstammelinge omdat ana hulle
geboor+;ereg verkwansel het, in die myne gesteek het. omdat
hulle sal moet oorleef onder die juk van vervreemding wat ons nOll
besig is am vir hulle te skep. omdat daar deur ons r.oedoen 'n
regmatige ~eboortereg ontss word ann ons medeburgers, hier,
vandag. Noem dit die sondes van die voorvaders ••• Noem dit
karma as u dit so verkies. Dis illl 8,'~' same side.
"n Jong mE'isie, een van die \'1a'<:..:eeds aan ens hoerskole
bearbei word, gesk66l word in die gepaardgaarlde
haat, skryf hierdie verskriklike ding enkele dae gelede in 'n brief
gerig aan die Burger. =ons het Apar'theid gesaai en ons sal 'n
witmansland maaL" Wat 'n t;t:agieseblindheidl Dis waar, ons het
Apartheid gesaai of l.aat saai, ja, en daar kom vrees op, en
wanhoop, afstomping, skynheiligheid, vervlakking, verskrikking,
perversies, onverdraagaaamheid. En bloed.
Ons is reeds binne daardie situasie, hier, nou. weet ons dit?
Ons erf onG eie sonde. Die Swartman wil al hoe minder met ons
te doen he, hy plE'it nie mee17 vir sy \Y'aardigheidSOOs 'n
'verantwoordelike' bekeerde nie, hy ,rat dit eommez sander "n by
your lea.ve, hy soek bondgenote en wapens. Hoe op aarde het
dit so lank geduur? Hoekom nou eers? IS daar enigiemand wat
g10 dat hierdie proses van be~~uswording ooit weer stopgesit
kan word? Hoe lank het ons die juk van Britse imperialisme verdra,
en wat het ons toe gedoen? Of het hulle minder rede? Is hulle
minder mens? Dink ons dat daar genoeg tyd gekoop kan
word, iewers in die buiteland? Tyd am ,<]atmee te doen? Die
land nag verder te versnipper?
En in hierdie nag wat ons nou betree, sal aie vure van
nal'lionalismesaangeblaas ""ord, nag helderder en meer
verwoestend opvlam. Daar sal gese word dat dit 'ons' of 'hulle'
is ~ sander dat ons \\leet\\lieona is of sander dat ons hulle ken,
Daardie kant wat ons sal moet kies, gaan dit 'n wetende keuse
wees, of 'n desperate stamkeuse? Salons selfs 'n keuse he?
Daar gaan verwag word dat iets verdedig word. ~7at? 'n ~qesterEle
beskawing? Wattsr Westerse beskawing, en'l>11es'n? Die
alleenreg tot magsbesluite van die Witman? Die wit vel? Net die
dood se vel is vlekkeloos wit. Afrikaans? Wie se Afrikaans?
Dis hier waar die toekoms van elkeen van ons bealeg gaan
word, van gister af al. As ons kop bo die muur wou uit,ateek
sou ons sien, met permissie gess, dat die kameel se rug in 9y
moer is.
l-1enswou in 'n wonderwerk kon ,)10. Mens 1I10U glo dat; dit
moontlik kon wees om in hier-die land van en vir mense te' sltryf
as menEle. l-iaardie gi£ van rassisme vloei so diep in ons are.
Selfs in ons taal, ons mooi taal, ons wonderlike voertuig. Ons
,
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praat van man en vrou, van seun en dogter. En wanneer hulle
nie bleek genoeg is nie? Kafter, hotnot, koelie, houtkop, outa, aia,
jong meld, klong; skepsel »- ja, eer\ van ons voorste Sestigers praat
in sy jongste werk nog van 'skepsels; tot sy car moet ek darem
seker se dat hy nie verwys na skepselwyfies of skepselooie nie.
sommige van daardie terme het ons onder die druk van
bewuswording laat vaar, maar salons coit die volwaardige,
vanselfsprekende mensheid van die 'ander' aanvaar? Nou staan
ons by 'n selftevrede Bantoe en Kleurling, Met hierdie vuilpraat
van ander mense bevuil ons onsself. Dan word ons taal 'n
drektaal. Is dit dan so moeilik om 'n mens aan te spreek soos hy
na homself verwys? Wil ons dan dat daar later gese word - in
hierdie land van sonsltyn was daar twee soorte homo sapiens - die
mensl en die Witmens?
TARGET TEXT
I contend that our literature, no matter how clever sometimes,
Is largely a product of our stagnation and our alienation, and that It
cannot be anything else, given the framework within which it
originates.
Do we have alternatives? Are we nothing, then as writers, but
the shock-absorbers of this white establishment, its watchdogs?
The day will dawn when we, the present generation, will be
hated by our descendants because we have bartered their birthright.
Because they will be forced to live under the yoke of alienation which
we are now engaged In creating for them. Because we are instru-
mental in denying our fellow citizens their rightful birthright, here,
today. Calf It the sins of the fathers .... Call it karma If you like. It's all
the same.
A young girl, one of the ones already being manipulated in our
high schools, trained In fear and the hatred that goes with it, wrote
this terrible thing a few draysago in a letter to the Burger. "We have
sown Apartheid and we will reap a white man's land." What a tragiC)
blindness! It's true, we have sown Apartheid or allowed It to be sown,
and yes, fear is germinating, and despair, Insensitivity, hypocrisy,
superficiality, terror, perversions, Intolerance. And blood.
Already we are part of that situation, here, now. Are we aware of
that? We inherit our own sins. lhe black man wants to have less and
less to do with us, he no longer pleads for his dignity like a
'responslble" convert, he simply takes it without a by-your-leave, he
seeks allies and arms. Why on earth has it taken so long? Why only
now? Is there anyone who believes that a', end can be put to this
process of consclousness? How long did we tolerate the yoke of the
British imperialism. and what did we do then? Or have they less
reason? Are they less human? 00 we think sufficient time can I~tillbe
bought, somewhere abroad? Time to do what with? Fragment the
country even further?
And in this night we now enter, the fires of nationalism will be
fanned, will flare up even brighter and more destructive. It will be
said that It is "us" or "them" - without our knowing who "us" iSi,
without our knowin!1"them". That side which we are going to have to
choose, it is going to be a knowing choice, or a desperate tribal
choice? Will we even have a choice? The expectation will bel that
sornethlnq will be defended. \Vhat? A Western civilization? What
Western civilization, and whose? The white man's sole right to
decision-mal<ing? The white l,kin? Only deeth's skin Is an
unblemished white. Afrikaansl? Whose Afrikaans?
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This is where the 1uture of each of us will be settled, since way
back when, If we would only take a pe~k over the wall, we would see,
if you pardon the expression, that the camel's back is buggered.
One would like to believe In a miracle. One would like to
belleve that it would be possible to write in this country for and about
people as people. But the poison of racism flows so deeply in our
veins. Even in our language, our beautifullanguaqe, our wonderful
vehicle. We speak of man and woman, of boy and girl. And when
these are not pale enough? Kaflr, nigger, coolie, blockhead, 'uncle",
ayah, kv./edln, maid, wag, munt - yes, one of our foremost writers
from the Sixties still refers to "skepsels" (creatures) in his latest work;
to his credit I suppose I had better add that he does not speak of
"skepsels'' -females or "skepsels" -ewes. Some of those terms were
dropped under the pressure of growing consciousness, but will we
ever accept the full and equal, self-evident humanness of the
"others"? We stick now to a emug Bantu and Colored. By defecating
others we defecate ourselves. Then ours becomes a feca!lal1guage. Is
it so difficult to address a person by the name he uses whefl referring
to himself? Do we later want it said then - in this land of sunshine.
there were two species of homo sapiens - man, and white man?
In this passage Breyb:mbach speaks of the wbite community's
cultural alienation (ST, ). 234). He links this alienation t;o
nationalism and the fear of unknowncultures and communities.
The basis of this criticism is Breytenbach' s opinion that the
other communities in south .A.frica are people too, that they need
not be feared; there is however also the awareness that if the
white Afrikaner community in south Africa continues to disregard
the other communities, if it continues to oppress these
communities and regard al1idtreat them as less than human, these
communities will etand up and insist on claiming their rightful
place in the South Africa.n society.
The ideological base on which these commentsare founded lies in
the author's recogniticm of the humanity of all pe.ople
irrespective of race I crE!ed or colour. He is therefore a voice
speaking in support of thE~oppressed communit es of South Africa
and he encourages his audience to make contact with these
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communities in order that they may get to know the people that
they have alienated themsel vIes from. This statement is supported
by the following quote from 'theextract above.
En in hierdie nag wat ons nou betree; sal die vure van
nasiollalismes aangeblaas word, nog helderder en meer
verwoestend opvlam. Daar sal gese woz'd dat dit 'ems' of 'hulle'
is - sonder dat ons weet wie ons is of sonder dat ons hulle ken.
(ST, 11 284-287)
Breytenbach is clearly at~acking the fact 'that language and its
labelling function can be mimused to create and promote negative
and blinker~a perceptions. He then tries, to a certain extent,
within this passage, to address this phenomena of 'labelling' in
order to get his audience to re-examine their views on race ( ST,
11 297-315). In translation however his comments are misread and
it appears as if the translator is not aware that Breytenbach is
offering a meta-comment on language.
In the ST, II's 286, 287 reads as follows:
Daar sal gese word dat dit 'ons'of 'hulle'is - aondez d;,:.t
ons weet wie ons is, sonder dat ons hulle k~n.
'Onsl refers to the white South African community and 'hulle'
refers to all the o·ther communf.t.Lea, By placing these words in
inverted commas, Breytenbach modally and ideationally emUlates
and highlights the way most white south Africans talk - in fact
most cultural groups in south Africa speak this way 'when
speaking about race relations and racial groups. The world is
divided int:o 'us I and 'them I groups delineanated by colour. In i
IL(.~
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the very next half of the sentence, these inverted commas fall
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away. This diff~rence can be interpreted in the following way.
Breytenbach is no longer speaking about racial groups in the way
that they are nozma.L'lyspoken about, with the differences between
the groups highlighted ideationally and modally by the inverted
comma. He has de-emphasised the group in relation to other groups
- the ons\us and made it into a more p~rsonal and closer ons\we.
source text is clearly not referring to a \hull~' to be feared,
it is instead a hulle to be curLcus about I to be discovered. A
The same moda'L and ideational shift occurs with the word 'hulle'.
The word becomes a more personal less distant hulle, with an
accent sign to emphasise this more personal tone even more. The
hulle who are human too.
The translation however reads as follows:
It will be said that it is 'usf or 'them' - without our
knowing who 'us' is, without our knowing 'them'.
It becomes clear that the translation does not make any
distinction in the ST's use of inverted comma I s and in fact
ignored the modal and transitive difference apparent in the ST.
As a result a shift occured which causes the line to reflect the
second 'ons' in the ST remains ons\us in the TT, when in the ST
it has changed to a we. The translator is clearly aware of the
very kind of thinking which the ST is speaking out against. The
accent sign on the word hulle (ST, 1 287) but instead she
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italicised, thus emphasising, the word knowing which precedes it.
The ST's meaning is therefore lost. This kind of shift clearly
Ddmonstrates the fact that the translator is not concentrating
very closely or•.the meanings of the ST. The fact that she ignored
the accent signs in the ST, thereby distorting some of the ST's
meaning is consLstierrc with her treatment of the accent signs
elsewhere in the text. If one looks at line 254 of the ST and
line 237 of the TT one can clearly see that the translato~
compensated for the ST'B use of an accent sign on the word Het
by ~talicising its equivalent DO in the TT. She was thus clearly
aware of compensatory equi'iTalentsfor reflecting the S'l"s modal
emphasis but did not apply it consistently in translation and
this resulted in the ST meaning being neglected.
Elsewhere in this passage there are similar shifts which
demonstrate that the translator showed a certain amount of
neglect in clearly reflecting the ideology which under9ins the
ST.
Line 301 of the ST reads, "Ons praat van man en vrou, van seun
elldogter. En wanneer hulle nie bleek genoeg is nie?" The ta.rget
text translates hulle as these! (TT, 1 287)
Also in 1 309 of the ST, Breytenbach puts modal emphasis on the
need for the ,,[hite community to accept the humanness of the
'other' :t:acialgroups. He does this by placing accent signs on
the words mensheid and aanvaar. As has been previously
demonstrated, compensatory measures, like italicising (humanness
\ accept) do exist and the translator was aware of this but she
chose not to utilise these means. The modal emphasis is therefore
lost in the TT (11 288, 289).
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Clearly the contents of this passage are of a sensitive nature,
'toJ'iththe author laying the blame of a racist Apartheid, system
(
\
squarely at the feet of the white commun i.tiy of S.Aw He also
accuses the writers of this communi~} of not being in touch with
the real tensions existing in the S.A. community.
Further evidence of shift~ this extract are the follOWing. The
ST, 1 268, reads H~)n.a het Apartheid gesaai of laat saai, ja, en
daar kornvrees op , en wanh00p • it- • • " The TT shifts the word
en\and to before the ja\yes. The ST's emphasis of blame is
weakened because the yes has now becom~ ~art of the second half
of the sentence.
similarly there is a transitive shift in lines 256 ST \ 239 TT
where the ST word hierdic (this) was translated lnto the (diej.
The shift of the word this to the has the effect of losing the
immediacy of the author Is statement and the audience \ readership
will immediately feel less involved tha rhat, the ST's readership
would have felt. A.Isoin I 263 \ TT 245 the translator translates
the allthor's "side same side", which is an English expression,
into a shorter, less colloquial ver-sLon, - its all the SPlme-
which is also less emotive in impact.
There is also an omission in tIllSextract. This occurs where the
author accuses the Afrikaner people of squandering their
childrens' hirthright, which by implication is one of a free
democratic 'tolerant' South Africa (ST, 11 256-262). He mentions
that this "vervreemding" (alienation) is due in part to the
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country's exploitation of black labour e.g. in the mine5 - "in
die mynagesteek het". T&cj,s line is ommit.ted in the TT.
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I(iv) The moral and mate~ial corruptness of t~~ Apartheid system
and of those who enforce it, or contribute to i~~ continued
existence
The following extract was written soon after Breytenbach is
illegal visit to Ro'hert L'Jbukwe. This extract as well as his
account of his visit to Robert sobuxwe was edited from the
original Afrikaans text, by the publisher, Perskor, because it
\'Jasdeemed too politically sensitive.
Breytenbach wrote this section of the text (of which I only use
a part) as a result of his brush with r~le securit.y police, who
interrogated him and subtly threatened him if he continued to
follow tha path which his particular ideology had set for him.
The central theme of this extract is Breytenbach' santi-apartheid
and anti-capitalist ideology which resulted in him being
extremely critical of the South African government and its
agents, more so because South Africa was his homeland and it was
being governed by his people. This extract also gives the reader
some insight into the fear many non-white South Africans felt
towards the security police. Breytenbach's artiCUlation of his
fear 1s to a certain extent also an artiCUlation of the
experience of the non-white south African.
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SOURCE TEXT
18 Maart
5
Glo my, ek het lank gahuiwer voordat ek by die skrywe hlervan gekom het,
Hoekom hat ek gehulwer? Omdat ek en my vrou, Soettong, nag jonk
Is, orndat ek lief Is vir hlerdls wi1reld soos die oog lief Is vir die IIg en
omdat ons so graag terug wi! kom hlernatoe. Hlerdle aarde praat
soos geen ander aarde waar dan ook nle, my mense IE!hler In die grand, ek Ie self
hier in die stof -~moet ek dan van my graf geskel word? Ook orndat
my pa en my rna ouer word, aldag ouer, en omdat ak saam met hulle sou wou loop tot aan
die skeidlng. Hoekom skryf ek dit dan nog neer? Omdat ek lief Is vir
hierdle aarde, vir hlerdie land an sy mense, soos 'n oog lief Is vir die lig,
soos 'n fluit lief Is vir die laaste bletjle donkerre net voor dagbreek wanneer
die mOrewind die boornkrulne en die bossies se toppe en die gras roer met 'n
voorwsreldse warm hand. Omdat ek glo In die toekoms van hierdie land, omdat ons
'n toekoms hat, saam kan bou aan 'n beter wareld, 'n beter wareld vir die Vlmnamese
klelnboer en die Indlaan van Suld-Amerlka wanneer hy op sal staan ult die voue
van sy treurigheid en die Afrikaan en al die ander prolstsre - 'n w~reld
waar die soort van manse wat ek vanaand ontrnoet het nle mser funksle of
bestae-isrede sal M nie. Maar om dlt te kan doen, am verder op die en1gsta
moontlike weg te kan wandel, moet ons leer am te praat en te verte! van die
afgrysill<e skaduflgure. Ons moet "Ie toelaat dat ons een vir een en afsonderhk hokgeslaan
en banggepraat word nle, Dit moet deel word van ons gedeelde ervaring, deel van die
skat van ons gemeenskaplike bewussyn - ons moet onderling vertel van die metodes wat
skadufigure toepas om ons In die kader van hulle base se beheer te probeer dwing sodat
ons almal starker kan word en betel' weerstand kan bled.
Dlt was die werkllkheld waarmee ek in aanraklnq gekom het.
Mense van my stam, mense van my geskiedenls, mense van my taal, mense
wat aan die kern van my onbewuste veillgheld sit wau met my praat - is
dit dan van daardle onbewuste en wesentlike veillgheld wat ek vervreem moet raak?
Ole dood se steek I~ In ele boesem, Maar wat is die enlgste ware
dood? Dit Is wat ons aan ander doen.
Hiardie land Is 'n gillende hel as ons maar net willuister. Selfs diu
witpleistery waarmee ons nou beslg Is sal nle kan verhoed dat d!t eendao
oopbars nle Ons is verantwoordelik vir wat gebeur het, ons Is verantwomdellk
vir wat gaan gebeur. Wie is die mense wat voorloplq I die deksel op die
kookpot hou'? Hulls Is die afloerders In die skaduwees, die aflulsteraars
met d!e donkerbrille in staatsmotorkarre, die agente van die kapltallsms, hulle
wat die uitbulters en die afpersers sa bult en maqsposlste In stand probeer hou,
hulle wat glo dat die doel die mlddele hellig • en die doel is lankal verswelg
deur die modder van arnoralltalt, hulle wat die opponent sa menslll<heid moet
ontken sodat die laaste bietjle brulkbare Inllgtlng ult hom gefolter mag word,
hulle vir wie daar geen wet of kode of geloof bestaan nle maar slegs die
gehoorsaamheid aan bevele, 'orlsntasle', en die dlepwordende moeras van vervreemding,
van perversle, van eensaamheld. Vir dl6 mense moet die vyand strak en eenvoudig
wees - en hulle skep vir hulself drogbeelde waarteen hulle kan baklei,
veresnvoudlqde bedrelglngs wat die pyn en atstornplnq (en selfvernederlng) van
wat hulle elke dag moet doen sal kan regverdig. En so verdwaal hulle dleper In
die doolhowe van die a-soslale waansln, hulls word self die proal van die stelsel,
hulle Ofo dat hulle glo, hulle glo dat hulle verstaan, hulle glo dat hulle goels
werk doen, hulle glo dat hulle opreg is en dat hulle klnders trots op hulle kan wees,
hulle glo dat hulle die geskledenls kan te~hou, hulle glo dat hulle die regte
ml~ntasie het, hulle hou koers, En doodmaak of laat lewe word 'n kwessle van
watter metode die beste kan werk, van doeltreffendheld. Of, wanneer hulle rang verhoog
word tot dl~ van raadqewers, adviseurs vir die poppe aan bewlnd, dan word die vull
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werk deur die swaksinnlges uitgevoer, deur die psigopate en die monsters, die manna
van staal, die killers. Hulle Is die kruisvaders van die imperialisme, die dienders
van die wet van die sterkstea die soldate van die Clbermenschen. Hulle weet hoe
broos mag is, hulle weet hoe maklik die politlci gekoop en verkoop kan word en hulle
weet hoe om enige mlddel aan te wend om hul doel te berelk - of dit nou die ander se
vrses, se liefde vir sy naasbestaande of ~Ifs Gy patriotlsme is. Hulle Is die mag.
Hulle Is die sameswering. Hulle Is die korrupsle. Hulle beskik oar lewe en dood,
Hulle staan onder geen morels of watllke verpllgtlng nle. Hulle Is die regters en
hulle is die beuls. En die wltmense van ons land hat vir hulle 'n arsenaal van
wette gegee om hulle werk makllk te maak. Omdat ons glo dat dit 'n teengi~ is
sluk ons daardle gif in al hoe grater dostsse. Ons vrees en ons vraatsug het
monsters gesekreer en omdat hulle ons haat vir wet ons van hulle gemaak
het sal hulle ons vernletlg ~al 1$daardle vernietiging dan ook net dat hulle van
elkeen van ons oak 'n monster maak,
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TARGET TEXT
March 18
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Believe me, I hesitated a long time before deciding to write {;,Is.
Why did I hesitate? Because I and my wife, Sweet-tongue, are young
yet, because I love this world as the eye loves the light, and
because we would like so much to come back here. This earth speaks
as no earth anywhere else, my people lie buried In this ground, I myself lie
in the dust here - must I then be separated from my grave? Also
because my father and my mother grow older each day, ever older and
because I would like to walk with them Until the parting. Why then
do ! write this down all the same? Because I love this soli, this land
with its people, as the eye loves the light. as a flute loves the last bit Of
darkness before dawn when the morning breeze stirs the tops of the
trees and the shrubs and the grass with a primordial warm hand.
Because I believe In the future of this land. because we have a future.
can build a better world together, a better world for the Vietnamese
small-holder and the Indian from South America when he rises from
the folds of sadness and the African and all the other proletarians - a
world where the kind of people I met tonight will have neither
function nor raison d'etre any more. But to achieve this, to continue to
walk upon the only possible road. we must learn to speak and to tell of
the hideous figures in the shadows. We must not allow ourselves to
be brow-beaten and intimidated one by one and separately. It must
become part of our shared experience, part of the treasure of our
common consciousness - we must recount among ourselves those
methods applied by shady characters trying to force us Into
the framework of their bosses' control. so that we may all become
stronger and better able to offer resistance.
That was the reality with which I held to come Into contact.
People of my tribe, people of my history, people of my language,
people who are the core of my unconscious safety wanted to talk to
me - Is it from that unconscious and fundamental safety then that I
must become alienated? The sting of death lying in one's own bosom.
But what is the oniy tn i~ death? It is that which we do unto others.
This land Is a screaming hell if only we cared to listen. Even the
whitewashing we are engaged in now will not prevent it from
exploding one day. W' are responsible for what has happened. we are
responsible for what is going to happen. Who are the people
temporarily keeping the cover on the cauldron? They are the spies In
the shadows, the eavesdroppers with the dark glasses in government
cars, the agents of oapltallsr I, those who maintain the spoils and the
positions of power of the exploiters and the blaokrnallers, those who
believe that the means justify tho ends - the end has long since been
swallowed by the mud of amorality - those must deny the
humanity of their opponents so that every last bit of useful
information may be tortured out of them, those for whom no law or
code or belief exists, nothing but the obeying of orders, "orientation,"
and the deepening swamp of alienation, or perversion. or
loneliness. For these people the enemy must be hide-bound and
simple - and they create for themselves phantoms against which to
fight, simplistic threats to justify the pain and dulling (and seif-
humiliation) of the actions they carry out every day. And $0 they
increasingly lose their way In the labyrinths of asocial insanity. they
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themselves become victims of the system. they believe that they
believe, they believe that they understand, they believe that they are
doing good work, they believe that they are sincere and that their
children will be proud of them, they believe. that they can halt tho
progress of history, they believe that theirs is the correct orientation,
they keep straight. Aod killing or letting live becomes a matter of
choosing the best method of expediency. Or when their rank is
increased to that of advisors, advisors to the puppets In the office, then
the dirty work Is carried out by the mentally deficient, by the
psychopaths and the mcral monsters, the heavies, the killers. They are
the crusaders of imperialism, the servants of the law of the Jungle, the
soldiers of the Obermellschen. They know how fragile power is, they
know how easily politicians may be bought and sold, and they know
how to employ any means to achieve their object - be it the other's
fear, his love for his nearest and dearest, or even his patriotism. They
are the power. They are the conspracy, They are the corruption.
They command life and death. They are subject to no moral or legal
obligation. They are the judges and they are the executioners. And the
white men of our land have supplied them with an arsenal of laws to
facilitate their work. In the belief that it Is an antidote, we swallow
the poison in increasing doses. Our fear and our greed has secreted
monsters and because they hate us for what we have made them they
will destroy us - even though that destruction be simply that they
turn each of us into a monster too.75
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several shifts occur in the passage, the majority of which subtly
make the author Is harsh criticisl'!lsless so and by so doing,
protects and obscures the real object of his criticism :..the
South African government and its security agents - who were
necessary to enforce and uphold unjust, oppressive and inhumane
Apartheid laws. This extract is a severely critical examination
of such a mentality.
The author, in his vilification of the security agents of the
South African government, admonishes his readership saying, "Ons
moet nie toelaat dat ons een vir een en afsonderlik hokgeslaan
en banggepraat word niell (ST. 1 19). Here a 'transitive shift has
taken place. The TT reads, "We must not allow ourselves to be
brow-beaten and intimidated one by one and separately." (1 21)
and the shift took place when the words "hokgeslaan en
banggepraat" were translated as "brow-beaten and intimidated".
The translator instead of translating "hokgeslaan" as cracked
down on, which is what hokgeslaan means, translated it as
"browbeaten" which is synonymous with llintimidatedll• So in effect
where the ST has two elements in the circumstance element of the
clause structure, the TT has one. The shift in meaning is obvious
because the TT's image is less graphic than the ST's. It results
in the reader less affected\involved (to what degre(~, being a
subjective process) than s\he would have been had the ST been
translated as "cracked down on" f which was the reality at the
time. Some writers (mostly non-white) were banned - prohibited
by la'Vlfrom publishing bonks. This \smudging' of the ST! S\
hokgeslaan has caused a modal shift in the translation, which
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results in the reader of the TT being less outraged or shocked
~.:hanwhat s\h(=\could have been.
The aut.her- writing about the agents of the government, emphasise
their cmdnousnesa, their ever present spirit-like presence. He
says in 1 19,20 of the ST uMaar am dit te kan doen •••• most
ons leE=rom te ve;r:tel van die afgryslike skadufigure." However
when the. ST once again mentions these "skadufigure" (shadow
fj.gures) in line 22 the translator has effected a transitive
figures. These connotations sometimes also have debonair and
shift of the participant element of the clause. The ST refers to
uskadufi.gure" (1 2;~) once again but the T'l' now refers to "shady
characters" (1 24). This participant, shady ohar~c.\ters has
diff(~rent and misleading connotations of crime and criminal
romantic associations. There is thus less emphasis on the real
point of the ST~ which is that these are government agents
operating clandestinely within the law to suppress and oppz-es s ,
The whole m~,,",ningof the sentence is affected because in the TT
the "bosses" (1 25, TT) are more likely to be crime bosses than
government officials. Also affected is the repetition of
"skadufigure" in the ST (1 19,22). This does not appear in the
TT, which has "figures in the shadows" and "shady characters" and
so the cohesiveness of the text is changed and the
intensification of images refleoted in the ST, which ~lould
instill fear and outrage in the reader, is lost in the TT.
In the first line of the next paragraph CST,l 25) the author
comments on his experience of thi::; harsh reality, the reality of
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being confronted with "chs dark agents of the South African
system. "Dit was die vlerklikheid waarmee ek in aanraking gekom
het ~" It is a matter of fact statement, str.aight and to the
point. ~1henthe TT changes the process element of this clause to
"had to come into <contact", the shift in process causes a shift
in the ways a reader could interpret the sentence. In the TT it
now appears as if the author has had to make an adjustment to the
'reality' he finds himself in and the TT has tones of self-pity.
The emphasis in the TT is on the author and his experience. It
appears to accept the 'reality', so strongly being criticised in
the ST, as natural, emphasising instead the author's adjustment.
In the ST however the author is criticising his society and is
in fact outraged. A similar shift occurs in 1. 32 (TT) when a
short and concise sentence in the ST is made more abstract, thus
changing its impact and emphasis. The ST (1 29) reads "Dit is wat
ons aan ander doen II and is a clear reference to the way the
apartheid laws dehumanise and oppress souch Africa's black
citizens. The TT reads, "It is that which we do unto others." By
translating "wat" as "that which" instead of as what, the
sentence becomes more abstract and the Biblical connotations are
highlighted. The word "aan" has also been translated as "unto".
This does not appear to be in character because the author is a
Zen Buddhist, and so in fact the direct force of the authoris
comment becomes o~scured and de-emphasised.
I
Breytenbach emphathized with the oppressed peoples of South
Africa. He had :E'irsthand experience of the callous, Lnhumane
treatment they were subjected to by the white South African
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government. Breytenbach was also aware that the oppressed people
of South Africa would not tolerate this kind of treatment for
:-.....)
)
very long. He was sensitive to their Hurt, their pain and their
anger at the injustices done to them.
I From this perspective it is not surprising that he wrote the
following lines : c'Hierdie land is !n gillende hel as ons maar
net wil luister. Selfs die witpleistery waarmee ons nou besig is
sal nie kan verhoed dat dit eendag oopbars nie.If (ST, 1 31-33)
These lines suggest that South Africa is a sore which will become
worse and worse and which will one day 'burst open' - ttoopbarsll
(ST, 1 33) - despite the attempts of white political leaders to
cover up and fix, 'to put a plaster on' as "~dtpleisteryn (ST,
I 32) (white plastering) suggests. The process tloopbars"(ST, 1 33)
was translated as "exploding" (TT, 1 35). This also results in
the strong element of criticism inherent in the modal part of the
image being lost and instead the lines seem to imply a warning
of impending doom rather than a shocking metaphor ,to describe
current events at the time.
Certain subtle shifts appear in the next few lines. Breytenbach
proceeds to investigate and isolate the agents who are
responsible for the maintenance of the apartheid situation in
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South Africa. He asks : "wie is die mense wat voorlopig 'die
deksel op die kookpot hou "? (ST, 1 34). In the TT this has
become: "Whr.-are the people temporarily keeping the cover on the
cauldron?" 1rrT, 1 36(37).
(\
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Twoshifts becomeapparent. Themore obvious one involves a shift
of the participants of the clause, when "deksel op die kookpotet
becomes "cover on the cauldron. 'l'his shift gives the English
translation a more fearsome image. A cauldron is larger than a
\cooking pot' on a parallel to which an 'explosion' is more
dramatic and destructive than 'bursting open'. Tl~ word cauldron
also has more si1;lister connotations. It implies or alludes to
darkness, mystery, the unknownand a fear thereof.
It coulu be argued that the translator simply tried to translate
the Afrikaans line into idiomatic English. A shift has
nevertheless taken place and she also neglected to include the
inverte.d commas which appear around the Afrikaans lim""
highlighting its idiomatic function. This therefors creates a
model shift because in the ST the author wants to remind the
reader that he (the author) is referring to a very complex social
reality. The reality that south Africa is a 'cooking pot' of
different cultures, political groups, races and ideologies, thus
leaving a wide variety of intE'rpretations available to the
reader. The translator, however, see8 this reality as a cauldron,
something rather more scary and fear inspiring. Something to be
avoided. This does not seem to be the implicat:'.o:l in the ST.
.(j
The other shift which becomes apparent and is just as meaningful,
is the translator's interpretation of Breytenbach's use of the
Wo:i:u "voorlopig" (ST61 34). Voorlopig mea.nsfor the moment, for
the time b~ing, fOl' th~ t)resent. The implication being that at
some time :i.nthe future, circumstances will ohanqe and that this
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change is },nevitable, in other words that the situation is
temporary. The translator Is explicit use of the word {5~~
"temporarily" (TTr I 37) which in J\frikaans is tydelik has
different implicat.ions for the meaning of the text, an
examination of which may provide clues towards eXplaining many
the shifts in this extract (and o'thers) still to be discussed.
The explicit use of the word "temporarily" implies that south
Africa has always been a bubbling cauldron of conflict. There is
also the further implication that the "keeping" of the "cover on
the cauldron" may actually be a good thing. This interpretation
is SUbstantiated by the omission of the inverted commasfrom the
TT (present in the ST) thus restricting the reader1s
interpretation of the line in its allusion to reali"y ann this
elicits a memoryof South Africa's history of colonisation, of
racial conflict, its fight against imperialism and its growth
into a white Afrikaner nation at the expense of the other
indigenous peoples.
It is at this point that. one begins to wonder whether the
translator may n"t be identifyin.g too closely with the content
of Breytenbach's text. The TT seems to be almost unconsciously
reflacting her perception of what he is saying. She appears to
be reacling more into his lines, making thelItmoz'edramatic, seeing
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the situation as more apocalyptic t"an he is describing it. It
appears as if these shifts cannot simply be explained as an
aversion to the political themes of the text, resulting in
'inexact transla'tion'. It appears as if she is not reading the
c:
text sensi ti vely enough or she maybe subconsciously reacting to
what Breytenbach is saying.
I
Another shift becomes interesting dhen seen in this con~ext. It
is a small but meaningful one. In 1 49 of the ST, Breytenbach
asserts th':\t the security agents believe that their children can
be proud of them - "hul].e g10 dat hulle opreg is en dat hull:8
kinderc trots op hulle kan wees." '!'he translator transla.tes this
"kan" as "will" (which is sal in Afrikaans) indicating the
1'u lire. This definitely appears to be an unconscious shift : \
because will referring to t.ee future implies that 'the .-K<mrity
- it
.• 1
agents are kcepd.nq the country safe for future generations of
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white South African and that in future years to come, their
children vIill be grateful to them. This is far removed fl:omthe
mnanLnq of the ST, which implies that these poor souls are
misguided.
It may also be appropriate to refer here to a mistranslati.)n of
the T, whicli appears hard to explain otherwise. The ST (1 38)
ret~rs to th~se security agents as "hulle wat g10 d&.tdie doel
die middelc heilig". In the TT this is translated as "those who
believe that the means justify the end" (1 41) 'ather than the
obv~ous idiom - the end justifies the means. There is obviously
a shift in meaning here.
Breytenbach denounces the ~ecurity forces as
\\, -:
~
Hulle Is die a~Qerders in die skaduwees, die atiuisteraars
met die donkeror ':c; in staatsmotorkarre, die agente van die kapitalisme, hulls
wat die uitbuiters t!I, die afpersers se bult en rnaqsposls'e in stand probeer i101J, (ST, I - '37)
''lI'--
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Here Breytenbach is referring to all government politicians as
OIuitbuiters" and "afpersers" because they had the politi.cal power
and were determined to keep it. The translator translates
"mag'sposisieu (ST; 1 37), which is position of power, int.o
IIposition.:a. of p071leril (TT, 1 40). This transitive shift into the
plural has different implicat.ions to the ST' s meaning and this
is strengthened by a thematic shift in the same line. 11here the
ST foregrounds the ui tbui tars en die afpersers" the TT has
foregrou:nded "spoils and position.§, of power'~.
In the TT the focus is taken off tha people and put onto their
actions. By turning 'position' int.o "positions" the translat.or
succeeds in making the text imply that some and not all
politicians are "exploiters and blac]cmailers". The ST clearly
implies that 911 politicians are r.ainted.
More shifts are discovered when the ST's line 42 is compared with
the TTis Ij "Ie 46. Breytenbach makes the assertion that t .e
occupation of a security agent leads to a "diepwordende moeras
van vervreemding 1 van perversie, van eensaamhei.d.." All these
I' ,
things are the resu"l t of 'the kind of ideology and actions they
subscribe to. 'rhe TT however reads "a deepening swamp of
alienation, or perversion, 01"10nelinesE;." The ST1s 'Ivan" (of in
English) has become or in the 'lIT.
'@ ST. Breytenbach caD.s security agents ~Idie psigopate en die
There is also a transitive shift of the Actor in line 54 of the
monsters" and the TT (1 (1) reads lithe psychopaths and the moral
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monsters." There is clearly no indication in the ST to warrant
the addition of moral to the TT.
(
J
In the very next line the translator causes another shift. The
ST calls their behaviour, wldiewet van die sterkstes" (1 56) but
in the TT this has become, the "law of the jungle" (J. (2). While
these lines may appear to have the same meaning, the transitive
shift of ci:rcm!ls'tance occurred where jungle replaced stronqest
in the TT, implying that what is happening is in fact not
bullying or unfair but is actually perfectly acceptable, natural
and fair because it is the way of nature, 'the law of the
jungle I. This is not what the STmeans and so ,."esee a cont.Lnued
overall shift in the TTwh~,chsubtly misdirects the ST's clarity
and purpose of meaning.
In line 41 of the ST a similar t.ransitive shift occured when the
Actor "prooi" (prey) was translated as "victims II (TT, 1 52)
(slagoffers). The translation appears perfectly acceptable but
the connotations have changed. Prey with its predatory, animal-
1ilee connotations has been replaced with victims I with its
connotations of helplessness and innocence. This results in the
'system I being seen as less e.vil, less deliberate. The ST's
criticism of the system is now less harsh in the TT.
In an expansion of this theme, Breytenbach asserts that the
behaviour of the security agents becomesmechanical, dehumanised,
desensitised. In the ST, line 52 reads as foLlows : lien die
doodmaakof laat lewe word 'n kwessie van watter metode die beste
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kan w'erk, van doeltreffendheid. II The 1fTreads differently : "And
killing or letting live becomes a ma'tter of choosing the best
method of expediency" (l 57,58). This is a large transitive shift
affecting the cohesion of the whole paragraph because of the
omission of the 'tIlords"beste kan werk" as well as the comma,from
the TT. A literal translation of 'the ST reads, And killing or
letting live :becomes at matter of wbich method will work beste of
efficienoy. The t'jord "doe1treffendheid" (efficiency) has been
translated as "expediency" which in Afrikaans translates as
gerief or doelmatiqbeitl. This shift definitely distorts the
original meaning. It distorts the lines continuation of the theme
that the system and its ideology is the driving factor behind the
behaviour of ':hese men. This transitive shift also distorts the
modal meaning of the ST, because it nowappears as if the writer
is more cri'ticu1 of the agents than of the system, when in actual
fact he is mF'l7c:eritical of. the system. This is SUbstantiated by
the fact that earlier he stated that the agents are also the
'prey' of the system. The TT in 1 58 even added the word
"choosing" which SUbstantiates an assertion 'that the translator
misread the meanings and the nuances of the ST.
Anothe.r appropriate SUbstantiation of this assertion is the
discovery of an omission which occurs in li11e 50 of the TTI where
t.he ST's "moetll (1 415) in the line "vereenvoudigde bedreigings
wat; die pyn en afstomping (en se1fvernedering) van wat hulle elks
dag moet doen sal kan regve.rdigVl is omitted. The TT should have
read Ii... they have to carry out everyday." instead of II. • •
i
\
~"J
they carry out everyday" (TT/l 50).
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In this sameline the translator has translated "vereenvoudigde"
as "simplistic". This is a transitive shift of one of the
participants in the clause because vereenvoudigde tran6lates as
sinlplified. "simplistic" implies that the 'enemy' being fought
against, is a 'simpler one. This term does not allow any dispute
as to the fact that this enemydoes exist. :t:n fact, the ST is
referring to the complexity of the South African social situation
and the fact that 'the authorities are unsympathetic to the
consequences of the apartheid laws, which is the main reason why
people of other races feel threatened and are rebelling against
the system.
In a similar occurrence where the ST zea-ts I~strak" (1 43) and
the English synonymsfor this word are fixed, tight, taught,
tense, grim, severe and hard, 'the translator has used "hid(:'l~
bound" (1 47) which is actually an idiomatic expression nmaning
'styf en strak' - set in their ways. The translation the:r.:efore
implies that the 'enemy' is a threat (one is here reminded of
south Africa Is history of colonisation) rather than that the
system and its agents ~erceive a threat. Certainly this
(.)
dis·tinction is a subtle nuance because hide-bound appears
adequate. Howeverthe ST's meaning is nevertheless slightly
distorted and an important eLement;of the complexity of the
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author's meaningis lost.
A large part of the author's nuances and emphasis is also
frequently negJ.ected by the translator. In the ST {]. 43) "die"
has no corresponding emphasis in the TT (1 47). In line 53 of the
ST exactly the same thing occurs. In line 52 of the STt the loss
of a punctuation mark _. the comma after "of." - causes a shift
in the modal meaning.
It must be emphasised that these are not the only modal shifts
in the extract, they are simply the more explicit ones. All the
other shifts mentioned, transitive and thematic, create modal
3hifts as well, almost by definiti0n. This pattern of explicit
modal shifts can be traced through all of the other extracts.
The main focus of my analysis of this extract has been to
highlight the translator's failure to sensitively translate the
conlplexity of meanings inherent in the ST, given the cont.ext of
I(
" its creation.
A possible reason for this is the cultural gap (and socio-
economic) gnp between black and white people in south Africa, a
distance created by the policies of apartheid and separate
development, which caused ignorance, anxiety, misunderstanding
and fear. Breytenbach was aware of this issue and this extract
touches on it right at its very beginning where Breytf'nbach
expresses his support for the oppressed, exploited and
disadvantaged allover the world and especially in south Africa,
his homeland. His philosophy is obviOUSly co-operation ~etween
cultural groups based on a mutual respect of each others basic
human rights and cultural values. He therefore argues his beliefs
saying he .t., •.J taking his stand : (ST)
I
i~
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in the :/rocess element of the clause is meaningful because the
IIOmdat ek glo In die toekoms van hlerdie land, omdat ons
'n toekoms het, saam kan bou aan 'n bater wGreld. 'n beter w~reld vir die Vi~tnamese
klelnboer en die lndlaan van Suld·Amerika wannesr hy op sal staan ult die voue van sy treurlgheid en
die Afrll(aan en al die ander proletsre" (II 13-16)
In the.se lines two shifts occur. One is a thema't:ic shift where
Breytenbach thematically emphasises the word "saam" in "saamkan
bou aan 'n beter wE'!reldIt and this word. is shifted .~!o the
background in the TT when the clause Is theme (its emphasis)
becomes "can build a better world" (TT, l14).
In line 14 of the s'r the translator has simply translated "ap sal
staan" (will rise) as "rises" (TT, 1 15). This transitive shift
TT implication seems to be that exploitation, injustice and
oppression will naturally disappear with time. There is no
indication that this change has to be worked for, by the
community as a whole, and that if 'this is not done, the oppressed
people themselves will start to work towards this change - they
'will rise I. Another extract in Appendix 3 t P 2, 11 108-112
sUbstantintes this reading (TTequivalent - Appendix 4, p 2, 11
111-105). The cohesiveness of the meaning of the text has now
also been affected because this image in the ST is linked to the
ilnageof "working for a better world". In the '!'T these two images
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nowappear unconnected.
Chapter 4: Links between maoro~ and mioro-analyses
This chapter will provide an overview of the translation process
on the macro-level and on the micro-level, while continuing the
focus on how the political theme in the text was dealt with in
translation. This chapter will also analyze the links between the
two levels as discussed in Chapters 1-3 and it examines the
implications of these for the political content of the text.
Maoro-level i9sues regarding the TT
(i) Reasons for publication
The author's politics and the author's subsequent imprisonment
created an international interest in the author ~s wor¥~, The
curiosity value of his wor1{ was thus the main reason why the
publishers, Persea, commissioned a translation of the text. Andre
Brink, a very pr~minent S.A. writer and academic, was approached
to translate the text but he nominated Rike Olivier. She agreed
to do the translation and after negotiations with the author and
the publishers, the translation was done.
Because the TT was to be publi8hed outside of S.A. there w~s
never any fear of intimidation by outside forces, e.g the south
African Government, as had been the case with the ST and
therefore the complete ST could be translated. Brink in his
Introduction to the TT mentions however that the inclusion of the
~
\
.
ST sections, which were cut fjrom the ST. was done specifically
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at the author Is request, possibly indic.~atingthat he and the
translator would have been happy to simply translate the
published ST versionQ However, the parts that were left out of
the ST, were included in the TT version and the translator
I recalled being very surprised, even awed by the author's daringin writing these sections (Appendix liP 3, l68-71).
(ii) Literary issues
Chapter 2 gives a very detailed examination of literary reading
strategies which existed at the time. The predominant reading
strategy at the time was a forlllalistone which is based on the
view that art should transcend the real world and that it should
have universally appealing qualities. This meant that real life
issues, such as politics were not to be mixed with art and also
that a work of art should not 'localize' itself. This view was
in direct opposition to Breytenbach' s vievlof art. Two subsequent
commentators demonstrate in their aneLyaea of Breytenbach' s work
that the poli tic::altheme was a central concern of the author's
work (Lazarus 1985, Coetzee 1990). Coetzee feels that Breytenbach
cannot ev-an be regarded as a sestig~r , because his whole
philosophy ,lTasso different tCIthat of his contemporaries. This
difference was reflected in his life and work. An attempt is made
baloy,," to clarify that philosophy and bow it manifests itself in
the text. This will provide a context for understanding some of
the comments made in thJ.S study concerning the findings in the
micro-al1alysis of the text.
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It should be rememberedthat the political content and criticism
in the BT, as well as the author's attack on other areas of taboo
for the Afrikaner culture, led to . .:s publication being delayed
for 3 years. It was then published but this was only possible on
the condition that certain parts of the text be edited.
The structure uf the STwas also a new one within the context of
the Afrikaans literary tradition. Breyten Breytenbach wrote th.e
text as a travelogue and this travelogue is a mixture of memories
and experiences and it reflects the opinions and the impressions
of the author as they occur to him. The text also contains
several poemsand also ccnvez-aatidonswith the author's alter ego.
It also contains the autihoz' Is opinions on the state of South
Africa and the role the whibe South African writ.er has played in
contributing towards Apartheid. In this extract and other similar o
('
extracts 8 the author I s vie'IJ{of a free and democratic South
Africa, which tolerates culblral diversity and also works towards
the uplifting of the quality of life of the oppressed classes,
is expressed.
There is thus no specific plot. to the text and it is a mixture
of all these elements I refle<';:ting the author Is journey through
tlle country and also reflecting his thoughts and feelings about
b
)
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his experiences. AShas been mentioned, this mixture of prose and
poetry as well as other type's of commentary was completely
outside the parameters of tradi.tional Afrikaans literature but
it is entirely consistent with the author's philosophy of Zen
Buddhism which places its focus on the experience of things,
rl.\).therthan the outcome. As one commentator on Zen Buddhism
explains
I
The first and foremost aim of Zen, • . • • r iElto break
the net of our concepcs • • • ~ Zen holds to the
realization that life and the sense of life are antecedent
to meaning; the idea being to let life come and not name
it. (Campbell 1988:133)
The result of this and of the realization that "all life is
sorrowful" is a process which results (or which aim~ to result)
in an "extinction of egoism"
with that, th8re will have been extinguished also ti.le
desire of ego for enjoyment, its fear of death, and the
sense of duties imposed by society. For the released one is
moved from within, not by an external authority: and this
motivation from within is not out of a sense of duty, but
out of compassion for all suffering beings. (Campbell
1988:137)
Tht:.qu.ote above reveals how this philosophy is, by its very
nature, opposed to an ideology such as Apartheid. If the form and
content of 'n seisoen in die Parady:; is based on a Zen Buddhist
philosophy, then the form and content of 'n seisoen. in. die
Paradys can also be said to imply a reaction against the system
of Apartheid and the Afrikaner culture's nationalist defence of
this policy. It is then possible to understand how strong a
react.ioT!the text is against the whole tradition of Afrikaans
literature and literary criticism which was privileged by the
system of Apartheid (Coetzee 1990:34). It also explains
Breytenbach's examination of the ki.nd of thinking which causes
or allows a system like Apartheid to exist. It, in the last
instance, explains how Breytenrach could argue for toleran'...~eof
other cultures, for communication with other cultures, in fact
i
I .\ ,
~
for an awareness, a knowledge of other cultures and an ac~eptance
of these cultures withi.n the context of a democratic South
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Africa.
The Zen Buddhist focus on "life and the sense of life" (Campbell
1988:133) i.e. the experience of things to some extent also
explains the emotional intensity of the ST.
It can be seen from the above situation why Breytenbach was
regarded as a Sestiger. It is also clear why some commentators
regard this view, that Breytenbach was a sestiger, somewhat
critically.
(iii) The translator's conceptio~ of literature
The translator did not regard berself as an authority on
Breytenbach 0 s 't\York (Appendix 1, P 6 t 1 135, 142,143). She
aoknowLedqeathat her reading and interpretation of the text was
to a large ext.ent influenced by Andre Brink I s perceptions and
interpretations of the author I s work. (His focus on the literary
aspects of the TT in the Introduotion to the TT is extensive and
det::iiled and his views cn Ii terature are out.Li.ned in Chapter 2.)
She also had a file of clippings which contained co~ents and
critiques on the author and the teJ.':'t (an overview of 'chis is
contained in Chapter 2) and was aware af the general perceptions
held by other academics regarding the value of the text. She
concedes that these toa may have influenced her (Appendix 1, p
6, J.l 126-154). She felt that she had a duty to translate
everything in the text in order to makethe author I s voice heard.
She however also felt that the: ,licitly political parts of the
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Qtext were the hardest parts of the text to translate. She c:~alls
these parts 'diatribes and value judgements' (lippenoJ.x1, p 5,
11 100-103, 11 120-122), perhaps reflecting the attitude that
these sections were not of 'li te)!:ary value'.
In the interview done with her ·\:.alks about the neen to
interpr~t the text for the readership (Appendix 1, p 5, 11 108-
111). This comment;is a clear indication that some kin<i of
interference could take place in translation and the ana'l.ysLs of
the macro factors: indica.tes that the political extracts in t.he
text would have beE~nnegatively affected because these \'lere not
held to be very valuable parts of thp- text, in Ii terary terl'l1s.
Micro-level find:lng's.
Chapter 3 clearly Lndd.cat.es that the political extracts in the
text were neglected in the translation process. None of the
shifts discovered and analyzed in chapter 3 could be called
obligatory shifts. Compulsory shifts are broadly defined as
shifts which are necessitated by the fact that the difference in
the ST and TT language or culture is such that equivalent terms
are not available in the target language thus necessitating the
l"a of an alternative term. This usually results in somekind of
shift in meaning taking place. In none of the instances analyzed
was this the case~ Language difference was thus clearly not th~
cause Qf these shifts and so these shifts may be termed non-
obligatory.
I
~
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The pr'edomd.nant;type of shift discovered in ('Jhapt~r 3 was
transitive shifts, modaL shirts, omissions and changes in
punctuation \vhicn ~ssell~d the emotive impact and meaning of
trying to communicate to its readership.wha1;:(;l;Verthe ST
f
I (i) omissions
The omissions discovered in the taxtracts that wp-re analyzed
affected the cohe$iveness of the TT negatively. Andre Brink in
the last section of his introduction mentions that certain sma.ll
judicious cuts were made in the T~I'.'for two raasons; (i) J; 1...0
eliminate cryptic references intelligible only to insiders" al!d
(ii) "lines which would have lost all flavour or sense in another
language" (Breytenbach 1985:16). It has already been established
that none of the shifts discovered in Cha]pter 3 occurred becauae
of the second reason given by Brink. When one looks at tha
omissions in the light of the first rea scm given; it is hard to
imagine lines like "in die myna gesteek lllet" (ST, 1 258), "nou
nie dat daar ooLt; In opstand was nieli (S'1', 1 lQ,1.1) and nDie
versoeking is daar amte se: dis n~t van bttite af dat 'n mens kan
hoor hoe In geraas In l~;;i blik maak." (BT, 1 71,72,73) being
cryptic. The omi'';sions are thus clear evidence that the political
parts of the text did not receive the ttttention it merited Jonthe
light of the author's overt aim to make politj cs and soc i.af
issues part of his art and also in ligt~ of the translator's
, \
stated intention of translating the politics in the text because
I • @ she ...:elt what Broytenbach had to say was important (Appe.ndix
1: 5). She however calls these the "p'J.ilosophical" parts (AtJ,t;·andi.x
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1, P 5, 1 101,121).
(ii) Transitiv~ shifts
A large number of transitive shifts were discovercr:d.in the
extracts analyzed and these shifts had the. general effect of
shifting the ST meaning slightly. The general pattern of these
shifts was that the S'l'1 s empha: t.;' or focu~ was downplayedand
this also affected the modalmeal'ling of the text negatively.
certain transitive sh.:J.fts "'hich were discovered CQuld be
int.erpl'eted as an attempt by 't.he translator to makethe ext.ract
mor-e literary e.g. whenshe translated tlg'eelpersl&(ST, 1 157),
\'lith its cowardly connotations, j,nto IQpurolepress Ii (,rT, 1 146) 1
oz- whenshe translated "die onsterflike •••• " (STq 1 106) into
IIimmortality" (TT, 1 99). The samecannot be said for most of the o
transi ti ve shif.t:s discovered .in Cha.pter 3. Most of the shifts
w'ere optional, in the sense that the translator usually had more
than one option when ohooad.nq an English 'term. Her choice
reflects that she -:'lid not regard these choices as central to the
maintainance (If the literary value of tbe text.
!~: \
(iii) Modal shifts
-"l
\.\
There was clear evidence in Chapter 3 thdt the modalmeaning in
the STwas rteglt\~ctedand "\'~chof the personE'l emotion present in
the ST was dcwnpl.ayed, The translator's inconsistent use and
reading of the ST's accent It ";'''S is clear evidence of tld.s.
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All these shifts are consistent with a view of literature ~nlich
I
sees politics as separate from literature. The main thrust of the
ST author's opinions was his anger at other South African writers
and academics for their apathy and then also his ~nger at the
government system and its effect on all the communities in South
Africa.
In tp ....interview with the translator, she mentioned that large
amounts of time were spent translating the poetl~Y sections
(Appendix 1, p 2, 11 30-35). Throughout the interview and in her
'X'ranslator'IS preface, as Tliellas in And:te Brink's Introduotion,
the focus is on Breytenbach, the poet. Though even here there is
an interesting omission in the TT.
In the closing stages of 'h eeisoen in die Paraays, Breytenbach
dedicates a section of his travelogue specifically to the
r.,
'gaurdians of law and order' (Breytenbach 1976: 223 j (my j
l1,I
r. II.1\
H
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translation). This section is clearly politicaly orientated and
is a sort of defiant, rebellious yet humorous statement directed
in the faces of the government agents. This statement has been
occasioned by the fear and harrassment these agents caused. the
(!uth()rduring his visit. At the end of this section he writes a
limerick wh Lch is clearly directed a't these government agents.
Pyrrhusoor~V'innin9! Poe!
("poep op ·n lappie/
vou dit opl
steek dit in jeu sakkie") (ST, P 224) C<V
To ShO'" that this limerick is easi ly t:ranslatable, I have.
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translated it as follows:
pyrr'hus wins! yo!
(fart on a rag(gie)/
fold it up!
and put it in your bag(gie)1
I or purrhus wins! Yo!(fart on a (little) lace!fold it upand put it in your (little) case I
These translations have been done to demonstrate that a
translation is possible. However, p:r.obablydue to the political
nature of the extract and the the kind of people that the
limerick is aimed at;, this limerick has been omitted from the TT.
Links between the macro-leV'al findings and the micro-level
findings
Ccl
The macro-level findings in Chapter 1 indicate that there was no
pressure from the publishers or any outside agency on the
translator to chanqe or omit any part of the 'rT. 'J.1hatthis is
a valid consideration is evidenced from the findings relating to
the ST. The macro-level investigation did however bring to light
the fact that different views of what literature is, do exist and
tha't these views can have an effect on the interpretation of
literary works. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the predominant
reading strategy at the time and very clearly links this to the
translator's reading st.rategy and ~Iso to that of her mentor, who
acted as a surrogate author. This reading strategy saw politics
as separate from art, the implication being that in a work of art
.'my pc,/liticaltheme is ex'traneous and therefore not as important
as the elements which are viewed to be literary.
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The 'translator clearly articulates that she needed to interpret
the statements made by the author. It is clear that her
interpretation was guided by the secondary literature and also
by Brink, who clearly did not have the same view of literary
value which Breytenbach had.
This is sUbstantiated by the findings of the micro-analysis in
Chapter 3 (and briefly commented on above), in which the
political aspects of the ST were not concentrated on duri:\'lg
translation. This resulted illshifts which negatively affected
the transfe:.o:of the political meaning during translation. The
translator mentioned in the interview done with her that the
political sections were the hardest to translate. She also calls
these sections, the sections wher-e Breytenbach maC:'~"value
judgen\~nts" (Appendix 1, 1 101) and "we.nt into a diatribe"
(Append)..""1, 1 120) indicating possibly 1 that these were the
sections that were net of literary merit (Appendix 1, p 5, 11
118-122), but were the sections that w~re of interest to the
target readership. She mentioned that these were the sections
10
most in need of interpretation. She commented that she felt she
could not give a "word by word account" but needed ,toput what
she tihouqht;into those words (Appendix i , P 5, 11 109-111). What
this also implies is that the translator would have had to be
:
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well aware of and sensitive to the effect that the author!s Zen
.(j
Buddhist philosophy had an his ideology and how this was
reflected in his work. Interpretation suggests a kind of
interference in which personal perceptions can influence the
material being vlorJcedwith (see also Appendix z, P 16, 11 404-
415). Her political awareness, views and perceptions therefore
author. To what extent their views can be credited with impacting
on the shifts is not known, but that it had an impact cannot be
had the potential to have a major impact on the translation as
well as the views &nd perceptions of her mentor, the surrogate
discounted.
There is a cleal' link betw'een the reading strategies practised
by critics, reviewers and academics at the same time of the
translation and the shifts discovered during the micro-analysis,
the link being the fact that politics was not regarded as having
literary value. It "Ylouldtherefore not have the same value in the
literary text and it was therefore neglected, to a certain
extent.
1.1.3
I,
J.:::onclusion
This case study clearly dem"nstrates the usefulness of the
LambertandVanGorpmodel in analysing lib)rary translations and
_..'" :factors which can impact on these translations. Themodel is
useful in its prf.wision of an ordered frameworkwithin which to
account for a translation, as well as fOl:tracing the translation
process. The Lambert and VanGorpmodel has also been a useful
guide in isolating the factors one could look at, which could
influence a translation. Comparingthe cLrcumat.ancea of the TT
production with the circumstances of the STproduction has been
an invaluable mechanism for discovering factors which can
influence & translation.
trhe merging of Halliday's concepts for the micro"'anal~tsis with
the above.model was also very useful in interpreting the s;;hifts
disco' Jred during the micro-analysis and in linking the macro-
analysis. Most of the interpretation was done sepax'ately, but
Chapter 4 was useful in focusing on the outcomes.
This case study has clearly demonstrated that literary
translations are products of a complex process and that this
process is not simply a process existing bat.weenthe translator
and the text being translated. outside influences can and do play
a large part in translations because tran.slations are
publications too and subject to some of the same criteria as
original publications. That transl: tiona are someti.mestreated
as original publit"lations is not disputed, but in this case study
'(i
\
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in such a wayas to give the STcontext clear precedence.
the translation was clearly markedas a translation and comment
on the translation and the content of the translation was done
The complexity of transla.tion as a procemshas been demonstrated
by this study's examination of howexternal factors can influence
the translation process. The study has proved '1;heextent to which
generally held perceptions, in this case percepti("''I'lsof literary
value; can influence meaningduring translation. Thetranslator's
perception of literary value was influenced> ~her critics and
oommerrcacor-s, even though these perceptions were in conf.lict with
the stated opinion of the author. This reflects the fact that the
author's o~inions, views and values are not necessarily the most
important considerations during translation. The translator also
felt that as a translator she had the freedoF' influence the
translation by imprinting the translation with _"", interpret.ation
of. the the ST. She felt an allegiance to the ~uthor, only because
he was ali.ve (App~'mdix1, p 9, 11 209-217). Howevershe could not
communicatewith himresulting in her dependence on other figure~,;
of authority. The pbysical circumstances of the author then had
an Lmpact;on what was to happen during translatiQ~'l. These
o
surrogate figures, the critics, reviewers and Brink then also
t,
\\, /
~
The target audience had an eff~1ct on howthe translation was done
and accounted for all the extra- and metatextual features. The
LnfLuericed the translation by their interpretation! and this
explains the extent to which the political element was affected
in translation.
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Ipersonal perceptions of the translator and her mentor and their
understanding of what literature was and where literary value
lay, clearly impacted very directly on the translation. Their
understanding of the authoris work and their appreciation of it
was affected by this and the result of this was clearly
demonstrated in Chapter 3 of the study
The previous chapters have clearly shown that, generally,
politics was not regarded as being of literary value in a work
of art and that this view was also subscribed to, in a ~ense, by
the translator's mentor - the surrogate author. This view was
opposite to the view held by the author of the text and it was
the view which the text was very critical of. A situation was
therefore created in Which the very people the text was critical
of had an input into the translation of the text. It becomes
clear that the sections held to be of little or no literary merit
were affected by this, given the fact that the author was not
able to impact on the translation in any meaningful way.
This study cannot SUbstantiate any conclusion that any shifts
were deliberate. It is however clear that the author's view of
literature, clearly reflected in the text was not the primary
consideration of the translator during translation. She
116
subscribed to more generally held conceptions of literature and
this had a negative effect on the poli~ical meaning in the text.
n.
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Q The publist,ers are overseas publishers and they only have an agency in South Africa, so
you are the closest person to ask how the book actually came about.
We!!, the original translators of Persea, I don't know if you've got the Jonathan Cape edition, bl,'t
it was originally published by Persea Books end they were In New York, and I believe that the
Chief Director of this company met Andre Brink on one of his tours or met Andre through
Breyten or whatever, I'm not sure about that, but Andre actually came to me, I mean iwas in
the Afrikaans Department at Rhcdes at that time and Andre then said to me, Am I Interested In
a project - the translation project - and I said well it depends on what It was, and he said well
actually' "P.y had approached him and he didn't have the time at the time. J can't remember
what novel he was busy with at the time and then he said, "Would you like to do it?" and I said,
"OK" and then he said he would go back to the publishers - who would go back to Breyten and
ask if that was OK with him, which is more or less what happened. I think actually Breyten was
in jail While I was translating it, so it was quite a long "gedoente" (process) you know, to try and
get his permission. Breyten said, "Everything's finr - go ahead." $0 in fact the publisher then
wrote to me directly from New York - and In fact I still have that correspondence unless we
threw it out the other day which Is possible because we threw out a whole lot of stuff - and we
had quite a long snd Involved correspondence. It took about a year to translate.
Q What was the correspondence about?
A It was mainly about what he expected from me as a translator because a lot of the .... I mean
this thing is set in South Africa and a lot of the terminology would have bes In foreign to
American readers, a lot of the situations, ... So to what extent did he want me to use colloquial
expressions? To what extent did he expect me to compile some kind of a Glossary at the end?
How informed would his reading public be? Would I need detailed footnotes? Would I need to
supply details? That kind of thing ... I which we wrote about. Also obviously progress reports.
I was lecturing at the time so I had to do it ;n my own time. About the financial side of it, you
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know, how he would pay me? How much would he pay me? That kind of thing. And then there
were areas in this text which Iwould not have been able to interpret correctly, Idon't think,
without some kind of insider information, which Andre Brink helped me with. He and
Breytenbach having a longstanding friendship and being in correspondence with Breyten !n jail,
and being able to ask him then, listen she is not quite sure of exactly what you meant, SO i" fact
Andre and I did tne poetry sections together and I would always say that when it came to the
poetry sections that he : lad more of a say with what the final result was than I did. I mean, I
would draft .... we actually worked together. I actually remember that as working together In
his study for hours and hours on the poetry sections, but without him ... I don't think I could
have done it. I mean there's a lot of things that he would tell about, that otherwise Iwouldn't
have known and since Breyten was lncoovnunlcado, I couldn't write to hirn .... and I always do
feel when you're translating someone ""'olO is still alive, that you have a duty to engage tnern in
a kind of dialogue &6 to what they want or how they want something expressed. Idon't know
if that actually answers your question.
Q And the deadlines you were talking about, were there any?
A They were very flexible, if I remember correctly. I must be absolutely honest, I can't remember
exactly when I started and exactly when I finished but I do remember that at the end of it there
was some kind of international PEN Award for translations and by that stage the galley proofs
had been published but not the final thing and that was submitted to them and I think it came
second if I remember correctly, I can't remember now who they awarded It to eventually, but
I think that was a kind of deadline so I think you would have to go back and find out when this
PEN Award, annual PEN Award fOI' translations was.
Q Would you say ~he deadlines were more or less self imposed (Yes ...) based on •.•
A I never had this feelil'lJ that I was under terrible pressure, unlil<e subsequent things which I've
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done, in which I've felt very pushed. I mean this thing was really a leisurely ...
Obviously they wanteil it out as soon as possible because Breyten was in jail and it was topical
and they obviously telt that .., , some people felt that if this man could be heard while he was
In fact incommunicado, it was a good thing I mean it wasn't as if I was given carte blanche, but
I think they gave me about a year and that was, ! thought that was, a realistic time frame and
we kept to that.
Q When you compare the English version with the Afrikaans ViI~rsion- I've spoken to Prof.
Miles and he says 1hat a lot of the text which was edited, was self·edited, they preferred
that the editing was done by themselves r8!~er than by the auth",rities at the tlms, Do you
know if something similar happened to the English text?
A I don't think so. When you say the text was edited you mean, self censorship? Is that what you
are talking about - the Afrikaans version? - Yes. I don't remember there being any kind of self
censorship .... I'm happy to accept that there was self censorship of the Afrikaans version, in fact
I recall that now, but when it came to the English we simply tried as near as dammlt, 01' at least
I did, to keep what was on the page.
Q I'm asking because t notice that the edited sections are in the English version (yes) and
when I called yaup you mentioned the you had worked from the Afrikaans text as well as
from the original manuscript.
A Yes, I had an original manuscript, that I do recall- (So that Is as complete a version n.) as I've
ever had and I think there Is. I was never aware of any censorship of the English version, now
that you mention it , tllere are passages where he speaks about people following him, In fact
... , and r remember thinking at the time 'that's quite risky', but no.
I think that the publishers felt that the book was going to be published abroad, so you didn't
have to worry about what the South African authorities thought.
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Q So ~he audience played a part in the approat.h to the text?
A You see that is a very interesting ..• fascinating factor for me. in that one of the vql'\" firs\:
questions I asked is Who? Who is the book going to be aimed at? You know. who is this meant
fc - and he said well its going to be for •.. it's meant {i;:,r an international audience and I said
alright but in that case I do have this problem with ~as I said to you earlier - with certain words
and phrases, or locations, or situations which urn ... , And Iwas told, "I don't want you to adapt
this, you kr JW, to a kind of universal standard of English or whatever or tl1e way you think
Americans speak, I want you to keep it as near as possible to the idiom of the Afrikaans." Where
for instance someone like John never gave me that kind of go ahead, Idon't think ...•. well, no.
wrong, he said iwant John to speak the way John would speak, don't make any allowancos,
and Ithink Idid make more allowanc 's with Breyten ... sounds like I'm contradicting myself '"
weli I actually did make more allowances when Itranslated Breyten, because J ~new he would
have to be understood mainly overseas, but on the other hand I also knew from the beginning
that I was going to do a glossary, so that made it easy, to me. imean I always had this to rely
on whereas with John's work I always knew that I wasn't going to be doing a glossary - very
difficult work - which on the other hand I said from the beginning to John it was his baby,
whereas Breyten I mean he couldn't be involved to the same extent, he wasn't there to edit it,
he wasn't allowed to receive anything In jail, so that ill a sense I had to take that responsibility
on myself, shared I must say with Andre. You know I really do want to emphasise that that kind
of responsibility wasn't borne by me alone. But Inever felt restricted, you know - Inever really
felt very restricted.
Q So when you were assessing the Afrikaans - I'm leading up to what you thought were the
most important parts of the text that you had to translate, cause I'm sure that there were
some things: that In Afrikaans you just couldn't translate.
A I wouldn't like to say what was the most, or maybe, yes, I could say ... because, I mean it was
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a travelogue of a kind. It gave an account of someone tr,Nelling through the country with his
wife, of their reactions to them and what ever, but ... The most difficult translations were those
when he became philosophical, where he made value judgsments, whether political or
philosophical, or Zen Buddhist ~ Ihatever kind of value judgement. I found thos~ the most
important because I think this Is what the book is all abc'lt and saying that Ihad to come back,
I had to come back to this country all these years and I look at it now through the eyes of my
wife, !hrollgh the eyes of someone who has been In exile. who would love to come back and
who feels it is not possible, certainly not at this point and why do I feel that way. So I think
those were the most important bits for me, when it comes to the Afrikaans of trylflg to Interpret
those, rather, of .' ying to translate them. They were very difficult for me because precisely trying
to say what someone is ihinldng means you are interpreting wh!~t!hej saying. I mean you are
not simply giving a word by word account, you are actually putting what you think he means
into those words, So getting the signified and the signifhince together, if I may put it that way.
what is this pointing to - I found very difficult and again I think that is where Andre was very
halpful. He said you know, in view of the fact, that Iknow this man Is poetry intimately and I've
been with him intimately, you know, I know a great deal about his Katastrophes 01' whatev(,f;
I think he means this rather than that - because there weren't ... I mean all writing is ambiguous
anyway. Unless you are writing a very strict newspaper report or whatever, even then it can be
misleading, but this kind of writing certainly Is multi-Interpretable and to actually, I think, come
up with what Ithink he was trying to say, what he was thinking. So in other words the accounts
of his actual travels from point A to point B, or what he ssw or what someone said, those were
not the difficult parts. It was when he. went into a diatribe about, you know, what somebody had
said or he was tall{ing In more philosophical terms about the country, abmfi attitudes and about
Q In other words what you are trying to say is that you were trying to get that meaning?
A I was trying to get that meaning, I was trying in fact to get behind the words, and that was
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difficult. It was a very difficult translancn,
Q I'm asking because 1''1eresearched some of the ,~ewspaper e....t1m~i1taries and there were
all sorts of writ ...,-ups about it in the Afrikaans journa~s of the time.
A I can't ever remember any of them.
Q That's my question. Did you read any of them?
A !must have - I recall having a file with clippings? But I cannot recall any of the comments.
Q The critics at tite time felt that his poetry lacked something. (That's interesting, that's all
Andre's fault.) rm asking what part any comments about the (;rigina! version played in your
assessment of the book.
A Well, I woulc 'lay very little because I can't remember reading a great deal of criticism of the
original version betore I started and I've never counted myself as a Breyten specialist. You know
at the time when Istarted it there were various people who had just done Phd's and what have
you on Breyten •. so that I don't think I was really influenced. Ifanything I was influenced more
by Andr' 's point of view because h~ had just written extensively about Breyten and I knew that
he valued Breyten's poetry highly and whatever, so I think I was entirely positive from the VlJry
first Instant I started writing and because I'm not a B~eytenspecialist myself, I mean a collea.gue
of mine who's a year or two junior did a Phd, was doing a Phd - A van de Merwe, I don't think
you know her, she's at Tafelberg publishers - so F3reytenbachwas the big thing but I mean I 18
never part of the specialist group as it were.
Maybe an example I could mention was that one eritlc found that hi$ descriptions of his
parents and his descriptions of his homeland and his descriptions of the country were
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beautifully dono etc and th~ criticises his opinion" his philOsophising, laying !i
detracts from the book, It makes it Zes!; litera!)',
A Well, as I say, I was not influenced at all by this because •.. Who was that by ahe way? Who
was that? You see it would have depended very much on who said it, because about that I do
have very strong opinions. I think there are very few Afrikaans critics who are worth anyth!ng
at the moment, and even then. So P ,,"Joulddepend very much on whether; held the person in
a kind of esteem or what, but as I say I read very little and really think I went to the script with
a completely clean sheet, If anything, I felt extremely positive about everything. Very daunted,
totally overawed in fact, you know like fools rush in. Imean ... , really ..• , you know.
Q A question maybe I should have asked right at the beginning u Your concept of what
makes a work literary or wh~t do you find is important.
A That is one of those questions that I don't even think I should answer. Its a terribly difficult
question. !n fact we iiterarians don't even talk about 'whats literature?' anymore, we try and say
what Is literarIness and even thsn there's a huge debate.
I would say the particular way in which language is re:!llis\~, you know its not a different
language because we use exactly the same words in everyday usage, its just a different way
of organIsing the language, and then of course depending on whether we speak about poetry,
or drama, or prose or whatever ~you're going to have further categories. But I mean that Is a
whole debate on literary theory- we could be here weeks.
Q So to relate that to the text 1hat we are talking about you· thought tnat the way Brl9)!1en
org8uised his language, that was the important part. Are you talking just about the poetry
or are you talking about the prose c:s well?
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A No. In the first place I think that I would have translated anything of his at that point because
itwas his and he was ill jail. So first of (1.11,I thought it was ter~'ibly lmportant that he should be
heard. So whether they'd given me this to translate or had asked me to translate some political
tract or whatever I would have been just as keen. But this particular text interested me because
or also because it was or is a travelogue but its also more than a travelogue. I mean ,ts not
simply an account of whers I've been at a particular day at a partloular hour, with whom or
whatever. I mean its unmistakably the work of a writer. You know a very particular kind of
person who ... I mean the distinctions between travelogue and literature in this text become
very very blurred. So ~twas a challenge, It was an enormous challenge.
Even If you look at the dust cover, the jacket, I mean this can never be just an ordinary "relaas" -
a story, of a J.;;mrey. From the moment that you pick up this book you realize that Its going
to be something more. And because I read his "Katastrofes" and because I knew a little a')out
the way he thought.
I'd never say that I did this translation completely because it was a work of literature, as I said
the primary reason was to give e voice tc. someone who, temporarily at any rate, had become
voiceless, but I mean then the joy of translatin:;,.iJ.Y very much In trying to find ways of saying
what he had said, in another language. I meun that was the challenge and the agony. J'm not
sure which was the greater.
Q Can I take 'agony' to mean , it was difficult to find out another person's opinions.
A Yes, it was difficult to ... Firstly to find out of all the possible meanings and associations, you
-now, denotations or connotations or something, to find \vhich one was appropriate hers, but
then it was equally difficult having , you thought found out what he was trying to say, how the
hell you were going to say this in another language and to put a AOSS the same ten meanings
that was in the original text. Because its all very well giving 2 meanings or S meanings, but to
give all 10, that is the difficulty. I think that is the difficulty in any translation really.
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Q SO••• where I'm going is, if you could not give all 10 meanings, which ones?
Well, I would think. I suppose it would be the ones that I thought most appropriately fit Into what
he had produced in literature, in literature form and what he had prooucad as a man with 1
conscience, lets say politically, you know, his pronouncements on various things, you tmow,
what I could find, something that I thought was Breyten saying something about society, and
I thought that would come very close.
You see the other difficult thing is having ... you say \I. nlch one of those meanings ... You see
ultimately it was still a very arbitrary thing. !think what made this text very difficult, more difficult
maybe than another text, than any other text at that time .•. dealing with the text of a living
author, but one you couldn't communicate with, you couldn't ask an opinion of. Now why I say
that, you know, if the author had been dead, then I could have said OK I'm not going to bother
to translate this, I will adapt it or I will rewrite it, or I willl'Ccreate It and then I can use ..• I say
OK ... I've established, I think what he is trying to say. Now I'm going to say ... , I'm going to
Torgetthe way he said it and I'm going to say it my way .•. in what I think Is in the original, but
you see you can't do that with someone who's still alive, because i feel at any rate that I have
an allegiance to this text. I have to say it the way the text has chosen to say it, although I might
think, even in the original that there are four better wa:/s of saying I •• But then you see this
author being alive, that ihave this feeling .•• this responsibility to, but I cannot Writeto him and
say 'Hey look', you know; 'Here are five possible ways' - like I did for lnstance with Wilma
Stockenstroom. 'Here are five possible ways. which would you think or would you prefer to
use?" and she would then tell me, she was actually very good, you know, she said "I think what
I was really trying to say originally really comes closer to no. 3 not to no. 2 or no.5 or to t 10. 1" -
but I mean he was incommunicado, so I could not do that, so I would really have to rely ... Its
a very fine balance between trying to be ... and J would not want to use the word accurate ...
Trying to be as loyal as possible to this specific author's way of saying it - and that's where the
fctlonal bit comes in, the literary bit, this is not a newspaper report you know, - to his way,
his individual stamp. This must be a Breytenbach text when you read it in English as well. So
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to try and keep as closely to that, to try and force through that loyallty on the one hand and on
the other tlYing to be creative about it in my own right, because you cannot say - "jy kan nie
sa in Engels 'Hy is onder die tafel dsur nle" - or whatever. Try and say it and yOJJ can't, you
know, so trying to nnd that happy balance was the agony, I mean it was really agony because
he uses a great deal of double entendres and al'j')b!~uities and word-play and you know ..•
because he Is what I would call a connotetlvo artist anyway. I mean us!ng free association In
his poetry. I mean he does exactly the same in his prose, so you have to try and use free
association in this ot~er language now In the same way that he did in the original without losing
him. Imean its very easy for me \0 !..:? off on a tangent of my own but I ... "ek moet getrou
bly", you know, remain faithful to what his style was, to what he was trying to say in his way.
Its very difficult. .. I would tnt' ',re never ever try to translate poetry, I have tried and unless
I had the freedom, as Krige 1id w' .Iets say 'Noordkaap', where he actually lit&rally recreated
the poem from the Afrikaans, I wouldn't, I really wouldn't, because I don't think .•. I hope that
answers your question.
Q it does. The other question I hati was ••• Andre Srlllk was a very big cnfluence on you as
you said. Was it extremely ,mportant?
A Yes, i!was extremely important. I felt a great deal of confidence because he would advise me
and he wal;\ very spprcachable and I felt I could go to him and say to him 'look what on earth
does he meant" and then he would say you know "look in the light of this and this publlcatlon,
or in the light of this and this interesting thing or in the light of his surrealist art or whatever, or
the time we shared in Paris together, I can guarantee or 99% guarantee that this is what he
means or that. II
Q Can you be more specific? MentioR any incidents?
A No, not offhand no. I would say for most of his poetry.
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Q Did you need his 3civh~eon Breyten'$ prose?
A No, I think it was the constant ronversatlon, you know. As I said, I was in his Department at
the time, so we would meet over tea - you know, it was one of those wonderful common rooms
where everyone gathered at regularly, and Iwould say 'Llsten, hang on, ! struggled with this
passage last night, won't you just have a look at this.' But there were also other afternoons
where I went to his home and said 'Look, I'm really stumped by this passage J'm afraid.'
'Which?' 'I really •.. you know, really can't' - 'Which ones'?' He was very much a backup, I
would say a mentor, you k'i()iw that's not even a strong enough word.
On the other hand when he N;x:I to hijack me, he wrote, . preface at the end and he Just about
hijacked the translatlon, I sald, 'Vllait a. minute, it was not t:'lile like that. You helped me, I didn't
help you.' - whi(ih he conceded,
Q What do ynu think he thought was the value of Breytenbach's text - you know, hi~
opinions.
A I think he thought it was very Important, I think for the same reasons ... that the man needed
to be heard.
And I also think he thOUg:lt highly of it as a piece of literature,
He was also very knowledgable, I think he's an autl'l-"rity 01' Breyten.
Permj~sion was not given for the rest of the interview to be printed.
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Prof. Miles
As ons nou pr-aat; van 1973, van daai Somerskool deelname van
5
Breytenhach, dan wat. jy se wat In sentrale gegewe in 'n
saisoen in die Paradys is omdat hy dit daar in die middel
plaas - dit sal interessant wees omdie reaksie na te gaan
- geskre'Vle reaksie I want daar was die sondag onm:i.ddellik
daarna het R van Rheenen in, is dit die Beeld nog? Die
Sondag koerant, dis nou nie Die Beeld van vandag nle. Net
vooz Happort was daar ' n ander Sondagkoerant • • Die
Beeld, en jy sou dit kon in In argief net kry om te sien
hoe die .reaksie wus van mense op daardie t.cespzaak van
Breyten. Dit was 'n • . . dit was merklik 'n dramatiese
aand gewees - en ek dink hy het dit ook genoem 'n Blik van
Buite - was di t destyds en soos ek se, di t is v n • . .
aintlik 'n belangrike gebeurtenis in die sin dat daai
tweespalk onder die skrywers, die jonger skrywers korn ons
se maar die Sestiger~ dan, duideliker uitgekom het.
Aan die eenkant, die wat meer polities batrokke WaU wees,
'n susiale dirr.ensie, spesifiek 'n Suid Afrikaanse politiese
dimensie in hul werk wou betrelc. Dan aan die anderkant die
wat 'n groter afstand wou behou.
Jy kan gerus daarna kyk. Ek het dit ongelukkig nie.
Want kyk toe net daarna het 'n tydskrif, ek dLnk dis ~:.;\rieq
homgevra 0111 f n reeks artikels vir hulle te skryf I want hy
sou toe vertre::k op In reis deur die land en hy het toe
inderdaad en dear het tOcl van di.e stuklce verskyn as
artikels in die tydskrif en dit is 'n baie interessante
1
ding - die haat-·liefde verhouding teenoor B:ceY'cenbach.Aan
die eenkant is hy bewonder, dit is l1ntuurlik oak waarom hy
30 as so ge.vaarlik heskou is omdat hy juis so In
oortuigingskrag het. Hy is In persoon met charisma en hy
kan die woord goed voer en hy is natuurlik gesien as In
35
gevaarlike invloed, ver~l op jang skr~qers want oral waar
hy gegaa.n hat. • . jy weet het hy so 'n klomp bewonderaars
gehad, oneler jonger skrywers en natuurlik onder die
politici self, ek dink byvoorbeeld aan die mense wat later
40
saam met hom aangehou • . • die NUSAS st.udente met wie hy
kontak gehad het op daai eerste besoek ook en ook in 1975,
Is mense wat almal saam met hom aangehou i~; soos Karel Tip
en Jerry Marais, Greg Moss en James Polley self. James
Polley wat die Somerskool ge:r:eiUhet, hy is ook saam
aangehOll. En ek weet, want voor Breyten natuu:clik oak terug
is Europa toe, na daai 1973 besoek, toe hy in Johannesburg
was , het ons baie kontak gehad. Ek weet hoe moeilik dit was
45 vir hom 01'1\ nee te se vir afsprake, maar nou klets ek
sommer. Jy wil tog nog vrae vra.
w Die an~er vraag wat ek wou vra. is in verbancl met die
redigering. Truida Bes\'l.idenhout het •n artikel geskryf
~aa:ein sy die Perskor uitgawe vezoqE'lyt m~t die Nederlandse
50 en die Engelse taks. Soos ek dit van u verstaan, was die
teks deur u, self gesensor.
Prof. Miles
Nee, kyk ons was betrokke, ons was drie gewees. Dit is die
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drie mense wat later Taurus sou bestuur het, die uitgewery
55 Taurus sou bestuur. Daar was toe al - ons het toe al begin
met Taurus, dis reg, ons het toe al begin. Ernst Lindenberg
en Ampie Coetzee en eke
Kyk, ons het deur Breyten se broer die versoek gekry om
behulpsaam te wees met die publikasie van die boek deur
60 Perskor. En dit is alles ••. die keuse van die uitgewer
is bepaal deur ek sou se, sy adviseurs wat natuurlik mense
is wat naby aan die Regering gestaan het, mense wat toegang
65
tot hom gehad het en sy broer, en die uitgewer was •
Barto smit was die persoon. Hy het gekom met In lys van
iterns en gedeel'Ces in die teks waar wa·t hy gelneen het
aanstootlik sou ~.,eesof. probleme sou kon gee vir die
70
maatskappy of ook problema sou sleepvir Breyten self, soos
hulle dit gesie.n het. Dit was In lang lys en as ek nou
korrek onthou het dit hoofsaaklik op twee dinge neergekom.
Een ding is die politieke goed, politieke gedeeltes en die
ander w~s nou kornons se nou breedweg morele gedeeltes, jy
weet, gebruik van woorde secs 'kak' en 'naai', 'stront' en
derglike en die ander was 1l0U politieke besware ~cos ek al
reeds gese het. En wat ons gedoen het is • ons was in
75 In moeilike pos Ls Le , wel dit erken ek , ek wil nie om
verskoning vra nie. Die enigste korrcak-;ITatons gebad het na
Breyten toe was bedenklik gewees, ditwas: iemand wat saam
met die owerheid gewerk het en dit was spesifiek sy broer,
Cloete, en die het gese, 'Kyk moet nie iets publiseer wat
80 Breyten tot nadeel strek nie!' Breyten • , wel die
indruk is geskep - Breytel'lis fn -'?keerde man, bekeer tot
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'n ander poli;;ieke siening8 hy is nie meer dle ou Breyten
nie - en ons het Qnderling besluit ons gaan probeer om so
veel as moontlik van die tekSt te behou. En :met daardie
85 debat oor die aanstootlike woorde was dit natuurlik maklik.
Ons het gekyk na die konteks waarin dit voozkom, en ek
orrtnou spesifiek daar was een l"oord die woord was
'naaiklere'p twee mense as hulle kaal is, se hy die menr.se
het 'naaiklere' aan. Ek onthou, ek het spesifiek • kyk
90 dis so goed ! Dis so 'n vends ne _. 'die.mense het naaiklere
95
aan I I en ons het vir die uitgewe:r daarop gewys 'kyk, dis
eintlik In hriljante vonds, los dit, los dit daar, en dit
is behou mean ek, maar • • • en dan het ~ns • • • dit was
regtig nou 'n belaglike storie net jy se nou goed ons laat
4 'feks' uit dan behou ons nou 2 'kakke' of wat ookal, jy
weet dit gaan om daai T:JOorde,dit.was eintlik nou belaglik.
Maar die groter gedeelte, ek meen dit was nou 2 3
bladsye, die grootste gedeelte het gehandel • • • wel, is
In verslag van sy besoek aan Sobukwe en dit was natuurlik
100 iets Wc;.t'n mens nie mog doen nie, dit was In onwettige
ontmoeting sover ek •• my geheue, as my geheue my nie in
die steek laat nie. Dis geraelv ek weat nie hoe nie en hy
en Robert Sobukwe het ontmoet in • • ek meen dit was in
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Kimberley en daarvan het hy verslag gedoen, en die hele
passasie: is in sy geheel uitgelaat. Nou, kyk, nou moet jy
onthou - hoekom het ons toegestem is omdat geen uitgewer
sou dit kon u.itgee nie • en kyk Truida Lijphart • . •
, geen uitgewer wat, kom ons se, 'n professionelE~ bestaan
voer in suid-·Afrika nie, want dis teen die wet. Kyk jy kan
Ii
J
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110 nie mense aanhaal wat gelys is nie. Jy mag nie, jy mognie,
jy kon dit nie doen nie. M.a.w. geen uitgewer in SU ti-
Afrika sou dit kon doen nie en dit i~-i natuurll.k hoekom ons
met Taurus begin het, omdat ons bereid was omsulke goed te
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doen, ons was bereid om die wet te oortree. Die enigste
ding wat ons nie wou doen nie, soos jy kan sien in "True
Confessions" wat ons toe uitgegee het in die vroeer
tagtigerjare, is wanneer dit gevaarloop op laster, waarin
hy spesij;iek na die regter verwys het en gese het die
regter i~! ' n au pappezd of iets soos di t . • I<yk 'n
120 lastersaak is iets anders as 'n saak wat die wet op 'n
ander manier oortr
125
Ja kyk, dis 'n ander tipe saak wanneen jy Lemand se
karakter skaad en dergelike en ons het ook toe geredeneer
dati, jy w1eet, dit gaan nie vi:t' ons omdie person.e nie, dit
gaan nie vi r ons omdie regter, oor hoe It:omieklik hy is of
hoe potsierlik hy optree nie, dit gaan vir ons om die
beginsel, dit gaan oo~ die feit dat ons teen die stelsel
is. Die st~elsel is belangriker as die persona, dus hoe ons
dit vir OllS uitgemaak het en dus natuurlik hoekom ons die
130 behoefte 99sien het vir !n ui tgewersinstansie om daard.ie
werk te doen. ·'l:kwil, kan miskien net vir jou dit byvoeg,
hierdie oorsese uitgewers wat nou so hoogheilig is, komons
5e hierdie groot name, O'X:fordUniversity Press by. of
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Macmillan, of wat ookal~ Hulle het ook, en ek noem nou net
daardie t:.weeui tgewers as In voorbeeld, ek se nie di t 1.S
hulle nis, maar ek sal dit kan nagaan watter ene, dit is
die een. di t is die ui tgewer , ek dink di t is
5
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Macmillan wat Andre Brink se Engelse uitgawe van Hou den
Bek uitgegee het. Ek dink dis A Chain of Voices. Hulle het
bv. 'n ensiklopedie wat hulle oak hier bemark het vir skola
en derglike, 'n ensiklopedie wat hulle uitgee in die
buiteland, in Amerika byvoorbeeld. Maar hulle het 'n
spesiale uitgawe in suid-Afrika gehad waarin hulle die
t.emas 'Apartheid I bv, uithaal. Nee, hul.Le het ook
I
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saamgespeel, hulle het almal saamgespeel en hulle sou ook
nie so iets gepubliseer het soos Breyten se besoek aan
Robert Sobukwe nie. Hulle sou dit ook nie gedoen het niet
so m.a.w, ek kan nou nie Truida Lijphart Se artikel presies
anthou nieo maar dis maklik om in die buiteland te sit en
se, \Ja, julle \111 nie alles publiseer nd.e • I Dit verg
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eintlik In andez struktuur, dit verg In ander houdd.nq , am
dit so te noem, dit varg eintlik en ondergrondse
lllentaliteit om dit te doen, want daardie Nederlandse
uitgewers kan dit daar maklik uitgee, hulle kan nie te-na-
gekornword nie, d(;~,arkan nie teen hulle opgetree word nie e
Nou toe, ek is bE!s.tgom met In lang pad om met 'n lang
paadj ie te kom by die punt dat daar wel ander stukke
gesensor. is, nadat ons gepraat het en waartoe ons toegestem
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het, wat politieke implikasies gehad t'.et,en politieke
oortredings was. Dit is nie sommer gesindhede en houdings
nie. Jy oortree In wet, jy mag nie daai persoon se naam
noem nd.e, As jy dit doen, well jy kan beskuldig word van
terrorisme en dis In minimum van 5 jaar. nit is hoe die
wetgewing was en sover ek weet is dit nie so baie (gcsny)
165 nie, ek het nie • • sy gaan dit natuurlik na in haar
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stuk, maar andersins is daar nie wesenlik gelol met die
manuskr-Ip nd.e,
w Het Breytenbach qeweet dat dit teen die wet was? Daardi.
qedeeltes vat hy ges~ryf het?
170 Prof. Miles
Ja. Hy't dit natullrlik geweet ja, en dit was natuurlik die
rede hcekom Buren dit nie uitgegee het in die eerst& plek
nie. Dis 'n lang storie daardie, want kyk nou moet jy
onthou, ons is nou by 1973 en 1976. Breytenbach se 'Lotus °
vez-skyn in 1970 en voor Lotus het verskyn - Lotus het
verskyn by Buren die digbl.lndelKouevuur en in Kouevuur
was daar In reeksie gedigte, politieke gedigte, wat die
uitgewer uitgelaat het en Breyten was natuurlik ontsteld
toe hy dit sien en toe het.die uitgewer daardie gedigte in
In klein bundeltjie gepubliseer met die titel oorblyfsels
- dis vandag fn versamelaars item, want dit was 'n beperk'te
oplaag, ek dink 'n honderd of so. Hy is natuurlik bang.
Hy's bang vir sy posisie as uitgewer. Jy moet onthou, die
viktimisasie was 56 erg • 'Jy gee daai boek uit, ons
185 gaan nie hierdie boeke van jou voorskryf nie - hierdie
ander 11ie.' As jy dit doen is jy gebrandmerk. en jy
sien • en toe het hy dit gedoen en ek dink Ek
weet wel Buren het lank gesit met hierdie manuskrip, 'n
seisoen in die Paradys en hulle hat natuurlik ••• , of hy -
190 dis nou Daantjie saaiman was eintlik die besturende
direk.teur, hy was eintlik die enigste pilaar van Buren,
7
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behalwe die finansiele, hy het natuurlik finansiele
probleme ook gebad, en dit het homnatuurlik laat hudwez,
net doodgewoondie geldelike 1aktor • . • Maar sekerlik het
die mense vir wie hy die manuskrip gegee het omte lees vir
hom gese 'Jong, net die feit dat sy naam (Sobukwe) genoem
word maak jou slmldig aan 'n kriminele oortreding.'
WHet Breytenbaoh dit geweet? Dat dit In oortredinq was, dat
dit teen die wet waso
200 Prof. Miles
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Jar hy moers dit geweet het. Hy moes dit geweet het; , Kyk, jy
moet nou onthou, hy sit natuurlik in die buiteland en hy
het gevoel hy moet iets doen. Kykwat het hy later gedoen.
Dis eintlik tn wanhoopsdaad, wil In mens amper se, want dit
is niks anders as dit nie. want dis tog nie fn praktiese
daad . . Dit is net 'n poging om 'n tipe klimaat van
weerstand teen apartheid aan die gang te kry -- deur die
stig van In organisasie. Maar ek dink hy Ga,l vandaq toegee
dis eintlik 'n droom-organisasie, maar die . • dit is
baie belangrik dat dit gebeu:c het natuurlik. Dis
vers}:riklik jammer dat by soveel jaar in die tronk moes
sit, maar dis belangrik dat Lemand dit gedoen het.. Ek
bedoel, doen liewer di t as am In born te plant, of wat
ookal. Dat jy eint,lik daardie versetbeweging stimuleer en
op die manier probeer omonder jong mense, onder skrywers,
onder kunstenaars, onder intellektueles die weerstand op In
vasta basis te kry.
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w Ons kom dan by die literatuurwaarde van die taks dis
natuurlik gekoppel met die inhoud van die taka Hoe
verstaan u dit?
Prof. Miles
Ja, kyk, dit is natuurlik In tipe reisverslag kan 'n mens
sa. Dis so 'n gemengde genre reisverslag, waarin hy
indrukke opteken van sy besoek, van :i._z' reis deur die land,
met natuur1U:: poesie by, met natruuz-Ld.k• . . Dis natuurlik
iets wat BreY'~8n later weer sou doen, meez dikwels. }T.!.lrdie
Return to Paradise wat nou onlangs verskyn is ook so In
boek , En ek sou sa die rede hoekom die uitgewers die boek
wou uitgee is gewoonweg die boek sou verkoop. Daar was In
vraag daarna - daar was 'n geweldige behoefte na so rn tipe
boek • • • van hom! Want jy moet onthou hy • • • wat vir
die establishment aanvaarbaar was, is kom ons sa die
persoonlike tragiese van die situasie. Die man wat so
talentvol was, wat so goed kon praat, wat so goed kon
skryf, wat so In goeie digter is, wat so graag sy rnawil
sien, sy ouers, sy familia wil ontmoet. En ek dink net daar
was 'n behoefte vir so 'n boek, want kyk die gedigte random
die ouers was oak geweldig popular gewees - roerende
aspekte daarvan. M.a.w. ek dink enige uitgewer sou bitter
graag die boek Walluitgee, mits daai gedeeltes uit is.
Nou jy sian aan die anderkant was ons motivering, ons het
nou nie dieselfde motivering , hopelik I gehad as Perskor
nLe, ons het aan die anderkant gedink dis 'n bron van
inkomste vir hom. En onthou sy familie wou nie sy hofkoste
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bet,aalnie. Dit is hoekom ons Blolllskrif uf.tgegee het. Daai
bloemlesing. want daar was '11 geweldige behoefte aan •n
blosmlesing wat voorgeskryf kan word en die boek is oak
onmiddellik feitlik uitverkoop. Dit het nie lank gehou nie
en ons het 33% van die inkoInste aan die auteur gegee. En
dit is gebruik in sy eerste hofsaak • • M.a.w. dis In
inkomste vir sy vrou am die hofsaak finansieEH 1:e kan
hanteer, want kyk dit is nie politieke verhore nie, daar is
nie politieke advokate gekry nie. M.&~w. dit is ook iets
wat ons spesifiek wou doen, ons wou dit wegkry uit daardie
politiek uit, want ons het gedink op die manier sal hy
beter daarvan afkom en dit het nie so g~~eur nie. Dat dit
m, a.w. doodgewoon 'n neutrale saak is van iemand •
neutrale saak sou dit nooit kon wees nie, maar ons wou dit
wegkry van ••• kom ons se die linkse politieke kader I met
linkse prokureurs en buitelandse instansies wat die ding
betaal. Want jy weet dit, dit is die dood wat jy dan kry.
Want. • dan gaan jy lewensiank iowers• nee wat •
heen. Dit was net 'n praktiese ding, ne • jy wil
iemand probeer help. En aan die anderkant moet "n mens
onthou, Breytenbach1 weet ons, was eintlik iemand wat nie
so binne in die suiwer politieke bewegings was nie. Hy is
eintlik 'n skrywer wat meeloop in In sekere sin. Kyk, hy
het sy eie ding ne . . . dis eintlik sy eie storie. En hy't
oak met ander meer radikale politieke mense geskakel • • •
kom ons se anarchistiese groepe, anarchistiese bewegings en
hy't .•• wat ek wil se is dat hy nie In 'party man' is
nie - wat alies doen vir die party nie. As iemand vir hom
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SB 'Man hcu jou bek, dit pas nie ons nou am dit te se nie',
dat hy sal stilbly nie. Nee, nee, jy weet hy se lvat hy wil
se. By i S iemand wat onafhanklik 't'Terk. Dis hoe ons hom geken
het. En nie een van ons was partygenote nie. Behoort aan
die SAKP by. of was lede van die ANC of so iets nie. Ons
was eintlik betrokke by weerstand ne , Wt'\tjy ook al daarvan
mag dink. Dis miskien pateties~ Ek is natuurlik nie 'n mens
wat coit by In vereniging of organisasie sou behoort nie.
Ek sal saamwerk ja. Maar dit is hoe ons Breyten gesien het
en ek dink hoe Breyten ook is. Jy kan sien vandag ••• kyk
b,e krities is hy oar baie dinge. Hy is ook natuurlik
. en ek dink dis baie d1.4.idelikdat hy verraai is. Want die
veiligheidspolisi.; het al vooraf geweet, voor sy vertrek
het hulle al geweet hy is op pad.
Man, wat ek nou besig is om te doan is nOllmaar eintlik net
vir jou die skinderstories rondom die ding te vertel - o~k.
So bietjie kleur en geur. Jy kan maar uitlaat wat jy wile
w My fokus is eintlik die politieke element in die boek, en
hoe dit gesien word deur die lese:r:skap,'latuurlik ook die
staat. My vraaq qaan eintlik daaroor. Het u al daar~ie boek
aan studente voorqeskryf.
prof. Miles
Ek, persoonlik nie, maar dit is al voorgeskryf . • . wie
het dit gedoen? Maar ek persoonlik nie, maar ek het van sy
ander werk voorgeskryf. Wat pas in, jy weet, vir my
doeleindes en ook net wat ek, w~aroor ek klasgee. Jy weet,
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LY Breytenbach is daar soveel tekste om van te kies en jy
kan eintlik tekste kies wat jou toelaat om beter ocr die
politiek te praat. Beter net om na ander tekste te kyk. Net
met daai liefdesbundel, votius I met; daai parodie op sy vader,
wat 'n velIe, velIe aanval is op politiek hier, van
uitbuiting. M.a.w. jy moet ••• jy moet ve~sigtig waes en
nie die gevolgtrskking maak hierdie is In politieke boek en
die andez' is ..Lepolitieke boeke nie. Daar is ander boeke
waar die palitiek eil1.tlikiuteressantsr en beter en starker
uitkom.
W Was dit Breyten se aerste prosaboek.
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Prof. Miles
Nee. Hy debutesr 1964 gelyktydig met 'n poesie Die
ysterkoei moet sweet en Katastrofes. Katastrofes is sy
eerste prosa boek. Baie liriese prosa maar Ek wil
eintlik se ;n Beisoen in die Paradys is 'n tweede fase in
sy prosa want daardie eerste fase van sy prosa is
Katastrofes en daarma is, eintlik wat hy vroeer
geskryf het is Om te vlieg maar dit h~t later verskyn by
Buren en dan vert-kyn daar In Nederlandse bunde L Die Boom
agter die Maan en dan sou daar late:r oak verskyn, die
bundeltjie wat ons uitgegee het van Die miernes swel Ope
M.a.w. dit was ••• As 'n seisoen in die Paradys verskyn,
is dit eintlik In tweede fase • • • eintlik in sy prosa kan
o
In mens sien, want daarby sou dan later aansluit True
Confessions of an Albino Terrorist en derglike.
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325 Ek het vanjaar Xatastrofes weer voorgeskryf.
w Ek vra die vraag emdat die kritiek rondom die b~ek lui dat
die poesie in sommiqe qevalle baie goed is, 4ie beskrywings
van sy reise, dit allas verskriklik goed ••• en natuurlik
4i.8 prosa.
330 prof. Miles
Jy1s heeltemal reg, want kyk Brink bv. is vel aangeval
omdat hy die moontlikheid genoem het dat skrywers moet,
hulle meer rig op Afrika byvoorbeeld. Dit het hy al gedoen,
hier in die eLnde Sestigerj are I en daar is die algemene
335 opvatting, opvatting was diecae algemeen onder
establishment die literere In estetieseisdat
aangeleentheid, 011 die politiek is te na aan die
340
aktualiteit en jy IlloeteintliJr.afstand behou daarvan en dat
iemand soos Satre eintlik 'n bedenklike credo het, indien
hy soos hy, vanuit sosiale betrokkenheid wil skryf. Nee,
dit is so. En daar was in die tyd, ek praat nou van middel-
sewentigerjare oak sterk 'n gerigtheid in die taks alleene
Begin by bladsy een en lees tot by die laaste punt. Mie die
345
skrywe se besonder bes:'nderhede nie en ek betrek ook nie
d:.e scsiale raam'werk nie! Jy's heeltemal reg daar , Maar 0
" dit het bet:5taan,.maar daar was natuurlik, jy weet
groeiende bewussyn en daai ander dinge was ook daar ne . •
• en dit salop ander maniere uitkom. Maar jy's heeltemal
reg.
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'W Ek.vezneem (lat Andr;>,Brink goed bevrlend was met Breyten op
'n stadium.
Prof. Miles
Ja, hulle is nie nou meer so goed bevriend nie. Dit is ook
In lang storie waarval1 ek nie al die besond.erhede ken nie,
maar kyk hulle is natuurlik verskillende temperamente,
verskillende persoonlikhede, verskillenne tipe.s skrywers,
ten spyte daarvan dat. hulle in suid Afrikaanse terme saam
gegroepeer word vanwee hulle politieke betrokkenheid, maar
dit is 'n OF gevoel wat al dateer terug uit die
Sestigerjare, toe Brink in Parys 'n tyd lank was. Ek wil
nie daaroor pradt nie, want ek weet te min daarvan. Jy kan
ook siE:.~'1bv , as jy ook lees in True Confession die gedeelte
waarin hy Brink se huis in Grahamst.ad beskryf. Hy noem dit
In 'mock muis mansion'. M.a.w. daar is duidelik 'n baie
kritiese k::;~\:tip Brink. I'laa:!:'aan die anderkant wil ek ook
net byvoeg, Brink het geweldig baie gedoen om Breyten se
werk eintlik toeganklik te maak , As ek dink aan daardie
blo}cboekie wat hy ges]{ryf het, oor Breyten se poesie, ~V'at
eintlik vandag nog • • • • ek wil amper se, 'n nlylpaal is,
in die sin van toeganklik maak.
Kyk Breyten se amper wil ek se, ant.i-estetiese
houdd.nq , kan In mens nie net terugvoer na die poli tiek. t,oe
nie. Dis eintlik in breer . •• Dit is as gevolg van RY
Zen Boeddhisme ook. Want jy weet poesie skryf is eintlik In
soort me.ditasie. M.a.w. mens kan nie se dit gaan nie
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uiteindel:lk oor die aoepeLe, estetiese afgeronde stukkie
kunswerk nie. Dit gaan om die proses van helderheid en
derglike. M.a.vl. daar kom die godsdiens ill • die
religieus.~ 1 want Breytenbach is ' n Boeddhis. Dis nie net
woorde nf.e , Hy is dit. ~1.a.w. dis nie net polities nie, dis
ook sy religieuse hcudi.nq is ander-s, Terwyl ek toegee,
Brink is 'n esteet, maar Onmens moet nie hom darem onder
dieselfde kam skeur as die esteri:a soos, kom ons se, Elize
Botha of Kannemeyer of A. P. GrOVel wat eintlik meer ook
afstand neem van die politiek, want so • . • kyk. • • 'die
politiek is 'n smerige 'terrain, hou weg! I Brink hat hom
spesifiek gaan toele op <Ue politiek.
W Dis die vraaq" Ek wil nie vra nie maar die dele wat Ok
sover verqelYk het wys dat d&ar • • • di3 nie •n groot
verskil nie, die patroon is niEt konst~,nt nie ,maar daar is
effens 'n n9iging, om nie presies te vertaal nie ••• w~t
in die oOl:!'spronklike teks acaan nie. Dit xan 'n mens
natuurlik sien in .. . • die punktuasie is verskillend ense
Nou Riks het gese dat haar interpretasie van die teks
gl:Qtendeels bel.nvloed is deur Brink en hoe hy die teks
gesien het.
Prof. Miles
o ja, ek sien ja. Kyk hulle was kollegas daar en sy was
destyds in Grahamstad soos jy weet, soos sy seker gese het.
Maar nee ek dink jyls op In dwaalspoor as jy dink
Brink wou, kom ons se 'die ding In bietjie polities
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suiwer', beslis nie. Nee, kyk Brink is dit nie. Nee dit wil
ek baie ferm ontken.
w Dis hoekom. ek see Die Eng-else weerg-awe is ':&1 Y911~~ige
weerg-awe van 4i$ oorspronklike, so 'll mans kan 4arem ni.a se
dat dit polities $uiwer gemaak is nie. Wat ek vr&t eintlik
wat at soak is die vers~ille in interpretasie.
Prof. Miles
Ja. Natuurlik. Ek sien wat jy bedoel. Ja, jy sien, jy sal
dit vir my moet wys as jy my kommentaar wil he. si~ vir my
hierdie kant die Engels. Dan sal ek met jou saanstrem as ek
oortuig is. Dit kan we! so weese Kyk, jy weet tog wat
gebeur met vertaling nee Die vertaler se kense is nie net
bepaal deur die taal self nie, maar ook deur die • • • sy
of haar politieke sienings en derglike. Dis heel moontlik.
Dit is 'n hipotese wat ook die moei te werd is
ondersoek.
om te
Ja, natuurlik. Nee nee, maar kyk dit .tsjuis wat ek vir jou
see Ek dink jou studie is baie interessant. Want jy werk
hier eintlik met .•. met die feit dat 'n vertaling nie 'n
neutrale aangeleentheid is nie. Dis nie sommer net een taal
in 'n ander taal soos wat jy water in twee houers kan •.
• uit die een houer in die ander houer gooi nie. En die
vertaler speel self 'n rol en as jy die hipotese het dat
hier In 'slanted version' is, In poging om die politiek te
'Verdoesel u • •
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W Dis miskien In drastiesa woord.
Prof. Miles
Dis miskien, heeltemal reg, heeltemal reg, maar ek dink dit
is In baie interessante ding. Dit is iets wat natuurlik
vandag algemeen geaoen word. Maar al wat ek se is 'Oppas!',
want ek ken mense wat uitsprake ge:maak het. Ek ken hulle
baie goed. Saam met hulle gewerk ook, ons het saam met
hulle baklei teen apartheid op die klein ou maniertjie,
binne In literere verband, maar opas net vir te maklike
uitsprake.
The interview was edited because some of the issues discussed
were perjpheral and were thus not directly referred to in the
case stud.y.
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Appendix 3:
'n Blik van Buiii:.e
5
Dit wil 1yk aso:Ee1keen van ons hierdie Neek 'n spreekbeurt, of
liel(ler'n preekbeurt moet waarneem. Hyne wi1 'n 1ykrede wees.
'n Baie ekstremistiese lykrede - u moet my maar verskoon. Maar
die dood madk my die hel in. Veral wanneer hierdie jong
sestiger1yk plek-plek nog warm is. U moet my dua oor~ien
indian daar te veel gevoe1 op die lappe, of op die papier kom.
Gevoel is altyd orig; ken nie sy grense nie. U het tog seker nie
gekom om 'n koel analise van my te kry nie •••
Andre Brink het nou die aand laat deurskemer dat daar 'n
heropstand kan wees van ons Lasarusae, nou nie oat daar ooit 'n
opstand was nie. Ek wonder. Dit klink somber, ne - al hierdie
verwysings na 'n bont begrafnis. Ek wil juis vanaand vra of ons
nog 'n bietjie leef, of is ona heeltemal uitgevrek deur ons
kleinburgerskap? Ek bedoel, sit one so vas aan ons
huuzkoop Lewens - daardie lews wat ons lewenslank sal moet
af~etaal - dat ons die versekeraar sa toestemming moet vra vir
elke bruuske asemteug en wind gelaat? Is ons dan tot die dood
toe vir die lewe bang?
60
Vo1gens die definisie van 'n volksleier nou onlangs - ek verwys
hier na 'n witvolksleier, nie na 'n vo1kvolksJ.eier nie - is ek seker
ook sen van die "agente van 'n geestelike en more1e besoedeling
wat S005 'il pes in die donker werk en die westerse wereld reeds
op 8y kniea g,ebring het, een van die slaprug-slungels met die
hare van sdmson maar nie sy krag nie".
Vreemd, daardie voorliefde van die pes vir die donker, vir
wat swart en onnop.mbaar is, vir die angsaanjaende onbekende,
vir die nag wauneer ons S008 Simson van ouds kan toegee en aan
mekaar se lywe vat - 0, wat 'n heerliks pesl - voordat die dag
ons verraai. Maar ons dra mos die nag in ons om. wat ons van
buitc kan sien, is die dag - die dimensie hier binne is nag, is dle
grenslose.
GelukJdg dan ook dat ons one hier in ;.friltabevind waar
dle son altyd skyn, en nie in die Weaters0 1tlCilreldnis; en in
Afrika wi1 sk padlangs praat. My praatjie vanaand, hier, gaan as
politiek beskou word. En so is dit onvermydelik. Soos die
kunswerk wat politiek is wanneer dit verwys na die werklikheid
waarin die publiek hulself bevind. Alle praat in hierdie treurige
bitte~ bont-begrafnisland is politiek - of dit nou fluisterpraat,
kakpraat, windop spoeg of sLiampraq;tis. Dis nie 'n keuse wat die
skrywer het niel dis nie gebruik of misbruik maak van poetiesevryheid nte (en waarom moet die hanswors meer vryheid as die
fabriekswerker he?); nee, dis die aard self van kommunikasie.
Ons het almal saam, ywerig en blindelings S008 miere, hierdie
land gesleep tot op die laaste afgrond voor die hel. Nou kan ons
mos praat, s6 hard praat dat ons die geknetter van die vlamme
nie kan ondersltei van ens tande se geklapper nie.
Ek het mos gese ek v.filnie voorgee dat ek objek.tief gaan wees
nie. Dis nie omdat 'n saak op By minste twee kante het, 'n
binnekant en 'n buitekant, en omdat ek albei moontlikhede kan
insien dat ek durf ae ek is 'objektief' nie. Die enigste objektiwiteit
is 'n geraamte in die grond. En dan nog moet jy r7kening houmet die spook ••• Om aan te sluit by vroeer: somm~ge van ons
is a1 gekapater, objektief. Ander skOp nog so 'n bietjie sand op.
Wit sand natuurlik. Op 'n aparte sand onder 'n apaz-ce sent
Ek is partydig. Ek kies kant. omdat dir vir my gaan om die
totstandkoming van leefbare omstandighade in ons gemeenskap.
Omdat dit vir my gaan om 'n soeke na, 'n 66pmaak na 'n
samelewing waarin elkeen van ons en almal van ons sy regmatige
aandeel kan he, waarbinne ons op gelyke voce verantwoordelikheid
vir mekaar kan aanvaar. Omdat dit vir my gaan om die
bevegting van daardie instansies en strukture en mites en
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samelewing onmoontl.ik maak. Dis my lojaliteit. Dit is die
inhoud van my Suid-Afrikanerskap.
Die titel van my gesela is 'n JJlik van Buite. Die versoeking is
daar om te se: dis net van buite af dat 'n mens kan hoor hoe 'n
geraas 'n l.eeblik maak. Hart Crane gebruik in een van sy
gedigts 'n mooi beela wanneer hy verwys na iemand - aeker
maar 'n onbekaerbare j apie soos ek - wat 'n bl ik met die
dekselkant teen sy oog hou om daardeur in die plaaslike
duisternis af na die maan b6 hom te kyk.
Ek is bly ek hoef nie te praat oor 'n blik van bo nie. Daar ie
weiniJ verskynsels wat vir my meer laakbaar is as die elitisme -
dit wat wil dink in terme van 'n klein groepie begenadigdes -
hulle wat die 'skry\<lerskap'of die 'digterakap' of)hulle het soos
'n heilige tong I hulle wat so af en toe afduik in die wr".~~)melen<le
warm yolk - vir 'materiaal' - om dan weez op te kom boontoe,
grot toe, vir vare asem. Hulle hande val naderhand af van die
skoonheidl
'n Blik van 6nder, met die suidoostewil1d op atraat, sou
aekerlik interese~nt kon wees; 'n blik van binne vir my, helaas,
nie meer moontlik nie. Daarorn wil ek 6m r'laardieblik loop en
probeer se hoe ek hierdie ti1;el interpreteer: 'n poging om aan te
dui hoe die sestig-nageboortE~ - ons eie Frankenstein - van buite
af lyki 'n poging om <lit te plaaa teen die agtergrond van
suid Afrika en die suid-Afrikaanse kulture waarvan ons s'n maar
net In klein, 'n piepklein onderdeeltjie is. Daardi.e
agtergrondsdoek, sou u seker met my saamstem, is een van
teenstrydige kulturele strominge, van politieke stank, van sosiale
onrua, van diskriminasie en inperking eo sensuur. Kortom, van
'n gistende kookpot. Maar 66k die van stryd.
Wanneer eltvanaand praat van 'ons', dan is dit as witterige
of off-white suid-Afrikaner teenoor sy soortgelykes - op enkele
aanvaarde en nie-verteenwoordigende uitsonderings na. Wat
bestaan in hierdie land is gepleeg in ons - in my - naam, in ons
in my - taal. Hoewel ek dus niemand se afgevaardigde is nia
behalwe my eie en die van my vlooie, wil en kan ek my nie
distansieer van hierdie gemors nie.
Ek is daarvan oortllig dat die redding van hierdie land,
indien so 'n evangelistiese woord geoorloof is, byna uitsluitlik in
die hande le van my swart en bruin landgenote. s6 het die naat
verskuif en 60S is nou die halfnaatjies. As groep het ons ons kana
gehad en al babbelende het one dit verby laat gaan - ae't ware
met martinis in die hand terwyl ons uitkyk oo~ die weemoedige
sonsondergang oor die Karoo, op uitkyk vir die onsterflike •••
NOu kan slegs hulle ons gemeenskaplike lot verbeter deur eers
hulself te bevry. En net 8006 ek die Swartman wat sy mense Se
lot probeer verbeter eerbiedig, net so, glo ek, sal die Swartman
my net respekteer tot die mate wat ek bereid is om te werk vir
die transformasie van my eie gemeenskap - en nie as ek vir hom
probeer voorse wat hy behoort te doan nie.
Met ander woo:r:de,hierdie simposium gaan vir my vanaf die
openingsrede al om die dcen en veral die late van 'n aantal
jongerige skrywers wat skryf in die taal van die stam aan
bewind, die magsgroep, die heersers - en wat daarom In
besonderGe verantwoordelikheid dra; wat BOOS alle Afrikaanse
skrywers 'n bevoorregte alhoewel onbenydenswaardige posisie
beltlee in die stam, al is dit dan ook net 'n posisie van bohaai,
omdat soveel van daardie stam se aspirasies deurgaan vir
kulturele aspirasies, omdat die sg. Afrikaner se identiteit
oorspronklik 'n taalidentiteit was. Oit gnan in dieselfde asem
ook, myns insiens, oor die werk van 'n aantal ekrywers wat
aakere stellings waarop di.e gevestigde belange van die
Afrikanerstam berus in twyfel begin trek het. Hierdie
bevraagtekening het juis so bale stof opgeskop omdat, 'n gepeuter
met die inatellings en taboes van die stam onvermyd€llik die
gevaar inhou dat dit knaag aan die bestaande bestel van ~ake. vat
jy aan die Afrikaner dan vat jy mos aan die staat. Al se ons
hoepriesters nou ook wat, niemand kan in afaondering bestaan
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nie. Die voortbestaan van die 'Afrikaner' soos hy gedefinieer
word deur hulle wat aan bewind is en hulle wat die starn se
taboes bewaar, kan alleen verseker word op voorwaarde
dat ons nie ons Suid-Afrikanerskap in woord en daad aanvaar
135 nie.
Natuurlik, binne perke sal 'n eekere mate van opetandigheid
van die langhariges en/of eierkoppe geduld word; dit dra dan
selfs by tot die soepelheid wat 'n le~lendige blos van gesondheid
kan verseker. En ons het daardie verdraagsaamheid gaan verwar
met vryheid.
Dia goed , ae hulle, dat jy jou wil bemeei met die vryheid
van die Afrikaner. Maar om jou te wil inlaat met die vryheid van
die mens, van die individu - wat 'n ommekeer in die
gemeenskapskader aal genoodsaak - dit is, by wyse van spreke,
'n perd van 'n ander kleur. Dis ondermynend. Dis volksvreemd,
se hulle. En dis nie realisties nie. Jy droom. Kom terug, Boetie,
se hulle, na die harde werklikheid van Afrika se aarde. Ons gaan
s6 mekaar te lyf onder die vaandel van 'werklikheid'.
Wat hulle eintlik wil ee is: moet ana nie daarvan weerhou
am in die see te spring nie.
Ek bly daarvan oortuig dat ~lt net vry kan wees tot die mate
dat my medemens vry is.
U sal nou dalk beweer dat ek te veel luister wil verleen aan
die maatskaplike verantwoordelikheid van die skrywer, afgaande
op die maklike publisite~.t 'Ilatons - die skrywertj ies - verkry
vanaf die kansela en in d1e nuusmedia - veral die oorNeegende
geelpers in hierdie land van ons wat met rooi neuse strykdeur
sensaaie soak, of \1101£1 wolf! wil skree, of te bang is om self vir
hulaelf te dink - tansy dit vol bravade in die kreeg of in hul
binnekamers is - en dan op siniese wyae gebruik maak van wat
ander sou ge6e het met die implikasie dat hulle dalk, soms, 66k
s6 sou kon dink. Miskien het u gelyk. Maar deel van my betoog
vanaand is juis am aan te toon, gebruikmakende van die
perspektief wat u my toegese het, dat die 'ongerymdhede'
waarby die skrywer op die gebied van publisiteit baat inhersnt
aan die patroon van sake hier is. En dat daardie 'onge.;:ymdhede'
wat vir ons, die Afrikaanse skribente, 'n eksistensialistiese
sielswroeging is - maar vir vyf-sesdes van die bevolking is dit 'n
hards daaglikse vernedering en verknoeiing van selfvervulling -
nie tot so 'n mate Naar ook al elders Nat ek van weet bestaan nie.
On~ is 'n bastervolk met 'n bastertaal. Ons aard is
bastersklo;?.Dis goed en mooi so. ons moet kompoa wees,
ontbindend om weer in ander vorme te kan bind. Net, ons het in
die slagyster getrap van die baster wat aan beNind kom. In
daardie gedeelte van ons bloed van van Europa kom, Nas di.e
vloek van meerderwaardigheid. Ons NOU ons mag regverdig. En
am dit te doen, moes onS ons geNaande stamidentiteit eta!.
Ons moes afkamp, bekamp, verkramp. ons moes ons andersheid
verskans en terselfdertyd beh6u wat ons verower het. Ons het
van ons andersheid die norm, die standaard gemaak - en die
ideaal. En omdat die handhawing van ons andersheid ten onkoste
van ons mede-Suid-Afrikaners - en ons Suid Afrikaansheid - is,
het ons bedreig gevoel. One het mure gebou. Nia stede nie,
maar stadsmure. En 900S alle basters - onseker oar hulle identiteit
- het ons die begrip van suiwerneid begin aanhang. Dit is
apartheid. Apartheid is the lat., of the bastard.
Maar, om speling in ons andersheid te bring, om die
materiele 700rregte \<latons geniet te beveilig, het ona sltiet moes
gee, het ons besluit dat ander ook waardigheid kan verkry, oak
van die soetighode van die lewe kan smaak - s66s en wanneer
ons dit aan hulls gun. Dadrom het ons eers die aard van hulle
lowensvorme en 8spirasies bepaal en toe daarvolgens hulle
toekoms vir hulle voorgeskryf, van nOllaf tot in alle ewigheid.
oit noem ons grandioos doe beleid van - let wel, nie
ontwikkeling nie, maar afsonderlike ontwikkeling. Dit noem ons
die bedeling - let.Nel, nie van vryheid nie, maar soortgelyke
vryhede. Dan is ons mos nie net realisties nie, maar bowendien
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groothartig en ChristeH.k. Dit t"at die Swartman betref, al bly
ons vir hom baas, BOSS, master, meneer, moroeti...sir. Maar met uie
lot van ons 1y£eie akadm1ees, die Bruinmense, sit ons met die
hand in die hare.
En hierdie mure, die Apartheid, hierdie 'auiwerheid' en
afsonderlikheid, hierdie verkramptheid en verligtheid, is die
bestek van ons selfmoord, ons vernietiging, ons dood. Ons
gaan te grande, en dit wil voorkom asof ons in ons te grande
gaan bereid is am die ganse Suider-AfriJta met al sy mense met
ons mee te sleur.
Niks ,,,atek vanaand hier se sal.vir u nuut af vreemd klink
nie. Ons weet dit almal. Wat ek self ontdek beteken niks. Wat
ana as graep, as gemeenskap besef - dis belangrik want dis
gedeelde besit, dis waarde omdat dit op pad waarheid toe is. Ons
is almal aaam betrel~ in hierdie treurspel. Dit sal vcozwaaz nie
help om kop-in-die-letterkunde te steek nie.
Er.ons skrywers dan? Wat het daar intussen hier binne-in
gebeur? ons kake klap nag, ons gaan binnekort self,sweer eens
prate steer teem nuwe en deftiger sensuurwette, ons sal suur word
en dan maar wedersyds met die heuningkwas begin ameer;
ons bly beweeg - nie met daardie aanhoudende beweeg en geraas
maak wat die lip-fde is nie - maar met die spasmodiese geraas
maak aoos die week, hier, die geraas van die walldelende dooies.
Ons het die mUre help bou, one hou dit in Jtand; nou het dit die
mure van ons gevangenis ge\"ord. Af en toe klim ona op die
mure am te sien of die nag nag nie wi1 breek nie. Die een
oomblik dink ons dat ons literatuur kan vergelyk met'die beste
in die wereld". Die volgende oomblik sluip ons met altwee sterte
tUBsen die bene rand, verskeur ons ons eie borste - omjat one
oral afgejak en uitgejou word. Ons sit in Afrika en ons is nie
Afrikane nie. Ons gaan Holland toe, Frankryk toe, en ons besef
skielik dat hulle vir ons gelieg het. Ons is nie Europeers nie. Ons
gaan Engeland toe en ons kom agter dat ons Boere is wat hier
onder die suiderkruis 900S Engelse probeer leef. Teen wie kan
ons ons meet? Vir wie skryf ons ons verwronge, pretensieuse,
nouveau r~.~he-werke behalwe vir 'n paar vriende aan universiteit
wat daardie werk deur dit vaor te skryf 'n bestaansreg gee? Ons
is poedelkaal en ons besef dit nie eens nie. ons probeer vir ons
kombersies brei van groat woorde en nag grater konsepte wat
uit ander kulture gegroei het en waarvan ons in ieder geval geen
dander verstaan nie. Wat weet ons van die res van suid-Afrika?
Het ons enige ander kennis as die bevreesde kennis van die baas?
Kom dit soms by ons op d&t ons land vassit, onherroeplik, aan
Afrika? Is dit nie verbyster.end dat die bloeitydperk van Sestig,
daardie tyd toe ons lekker pryse ingeoes het en toe ons
tot die dood wou baklei oor wie die Hertzog-prys behoort te
kry, dat dit aaamqev aL het met 'n tydperk waartydens a1 hoe
meer ongele8e dUB onbestaande boeke van mede-Suid-Afrikaanse
skrywers verbied is? Het u dan oak daardie lawwe smaak van
skaamte in die mond? En dan kom trek ons nou hier saam en
ons kom kyk so effens meewarig terug oar die bokkerol wat ons
gedoen het. En OOS is trots daarop.
Ek wil beweer dat ons literatuur, hoe slim oak soms,
grotendeels 'n produk van ons verstarring en ons vervreemding
is en dat dit, gesien die kader waarbinne dlt ontstaan, nie andere
kan wees :nie.
Het ons alternatiewe? Is ons as skrywers dan net hierdie t1it
establishment se skokbrekers, 6y t'l1flghonde?
Die dag gaan aanbreek wannee" ons, hierdie huidige geelng,
gehaat gaan word deur ons afstamme dnge omdat ona hulle
geboortereg verkwansel het, in die myne gesteek het. Omdat
hulle sal moet leef onder die juk van vervreemding wat ons nou
besig is om vir hulle te skep. Omdat daar deur ons toedoen 'n
regmatige geboortereg ontse word aan ons medeburgerst hier,
van~ag. Noem dit die sondes van die voorvaders ••• Noem dit
karma as u dit so "erkies. Dis all side same side.
'n Jong meisie, een van die wat reeds aan ons hoerskole
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bearbei word, gesk661 word in die angs en die gepaardgaande
haat, skryf hierdie verskriklike ding enkel~ dae gelt3de in 'n brief
gerig aan die Burger. "Ons het Apartheid gesaai en ons sal 'n
witmanslar' maaf,,It Wat 'n tragiese blindheid! Dis waar , ons het
Apartheid gesaai of laat saai, ja, en d8~r kom vrees op, en
wanhoop, afstomping, skynheiligheid, vervlakking, verskrikking,
perveraies, onverdraagsaarnheid. En bloed.
Ons is reeds bil.me daardie situasie, hier, nou , Weet ons dit?
Ons erf ons eie sonde. Die Swartman wil al hoe minder met ons
te doen he, hy plait nie mear vir sy waardighaid SOOB 'n
'verantwoordelike' bekeerda nie, hy vat dit sommer sonder 'n by
your leave, hy soek bondgenote en wapens. Hoe op aarde het dit
so lank geduur? Roekom nou eers? Is daar enigiemand wat glo
dat hierdie proses van bewuswording ooit weer et.opgasit kan
word? Hoe lank het ons die juk van Britse imperialisms verdra,
en wat htltons toe gedoen? Of het hu]_leminder rede? Is hulle
minder mens? Dink ons dat daar genoeg tyd gekoop kan
word, iewers in die buiteland' Tyd om wat mee te doen? Die
land nog verder te versnipper?
En in hierdie nag \'1atons nou betree, sal die vure van
nasionalismes aangeblaas word, nog helderder en me~r
verwoestend opvlam. Daar sal gese word dat dit 'ons' of 'hulle'
is - sonder dat ans weet wie ons is, sonder dat ons hulle ken.
Daardie kant wat ons sal moet kies, gaan dit 'n wetende keuse
wees, of 'n desperate stamkeuse? Salons selfs 'n keuse he? Daar
gaan verwag word dat iets verdedig word. Wat? 'n Westerse
beaka,,ring?Watter Westerse beska\...ing I en wie s'n? DiG
alleenreg tot magsbesluite van die Witman? Die wit vel? Net die
doed se vel is vlekkeloos wit. Afrikaans? Wie se Afrikaans'j'
Dis hier \...aar die toekoms van alkeen van ons besleg gaan
word, van gister af al. As ons ons kop be die muur wou uitateek
sou ens sien, met permiasie gese, dat die kamee L se rug in sy
moer is.
Mens wou in 'n wondezv ...erk kon g10. Mens wou g10 dat dit
moontlik kon wees om 1n hierdie land van en vir mense te slc:ryf
as mense. Maar die gif van rassisme vioei so diep in ons are.
Selfs in ons taal, ons mooi taal, ons wonderlike voertuig. Ons
praat van man en vrou, van seun eu dogter. En wanneer hulle
nie bleek genoeg is nie? Kaffer; hotnot, koelie, houtkop, outa, aia,
jong, meid; klong; skepsel -« ja, een van ons voorste Sestigers praat
in Sx jengste werk nog van 'skepsels'; tot sy eer moet ek darem
seker se dat hy nie verwys na skepselwyfies of skepselooie nie.
sommige van daardie terme het ona onder die druk van
bewuswording laat vaar, maar salons ooit die volwaardige,
vanselfsprekende mensheid van die 'ander' aanvaar,? Nou staan
ons by 'n selftevrede Bantoe en Kleurling; Met hierdie vuilpra&t
van ander mense bevuil ons onsself. Dan word ons taal 'n
drektaal. Is dit dan so moeilik om 'n mens aan te spreek soos hy
na homself verwys? Wil ons dan dat daar later gese word - in
hierdie land van sonskyn was daar twee soorte homo sapiens - die
mens, en die Witmens?
'n Gemeenskap sonder 'n gevoel vir geskiedenis, sonder die
stabiliteit van tradisie; die mens met 'n a-historiese identiteit wat
net leef vir nie onmiddellikheid van die huidige moment - as
bogaande menslik moontlik is, dan beteken dit dat ons vanaand
hier die dood van die gehsue vier, en erger, die van aile hoop.
Dit hang van ons af. Ek het gese alle praat is politiek. Net so is
alle stryd, myna insiens, oplaas 'n klassestryd. En daar is nie
'kultuur' nie; daar is klassekultuur.
Soos Pasolini dit gestel het: "wanneer jy die sosiale
implil~asies van 'n kunswerk ontken, dan sluit jy jouself op in 'n
romantiese ida~listiese gestig wat ons nie meer interesse~r nie en
dis sel-FoJ nutteJ.oos om 90 'n houding te oorweeg of te vernietig.
Net so nutteloo~ aa wat dit is om vir dooies kwaad te wees."
En Roman Jakobson: "In die taal bestaan geen private
eiendom nie. Iedere kunsw&rk, wanneer dit in kontak met die
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publiek kom, word sosiaal."
Ek hou nie van die terme 'kunswerk' of 'kuns' nie. Toe
gedigte maak 'n 'digkuns' geword het is sy tande getrek. Dit het
'n estetieee ding geword wat net na homself of na under
335 1iteratuur verwys; ons sit dit op 'n rakkie tussen vei1ige omelae
neer, waar dit nie kan byt nie, nou is dit kos vir akkedisse en die
akkademici; dio nie meer 'n bedreiging vir die bestaande erde, 'n
werktuig of 'n wapen nie.
Ek wi1 saam met Godard getuig: "Die burgerlike stelae1
340 vervaardig kuns wat 'n bourgeois-ideologie en waardea
propageer: anbet:tokkenheid, politieke onkunde, en passiwitsit
• • • Va:nda.gae wette wil he dat ona net advertensiev ap die mure
skryf en nie poesie nie. Maar ek g10 dat ons paesie ~ ~kom en
dit moet groei uit 'n sosiale praktykl"
345 Om te skry£ l,S om te kommunikeer, am saam te eet, am
gemeenskap te h~f 'n nagmaa1, ons almal se bloed, ons almal se
vleis. Ons is mense, ons skryf vir mense 66r mense , elldaarom
oor verhoudings tusaen mense. Ons eerste dimensie is die mens -
in sy eendersbeid en in sy andcrsheid, in sy mensheid. Waar oaar
350 iets is wat uitdrukking soek, sal daar die nodige verruiming in
die taal kom om uitdrukking aan daardie iets te gee. En
omgekeer, 'n taal, 'n kanaal, sal die gedagtes oproep wat by kan
c:!x:a.So is die dialektiek tussen begrip en taal. Waar daardie
kanale bestaan - ons waterfiskale, die sensors, ten spyt - sal die
355 water vroeer of later vloei. Ons het werk om te doen.
Wat my betref - ek wil probeer skry£ vir hier, vir 006. Ek
wil in my werk eo na moontlik probeer kom aan die
verby~aande - nie die ewige niet die was altyd al daar..En die
ewige ae nika. Dis die verbygaande wat seermaak, die plaa~like.
360 Ek dink dat ons deur kennis te neem van die natuur van di~
stryd waarby ons betrek word en waarin ons 'n aandeel het, deur
daardie stryd duideliker t~ maak - en mear nog: deur stelling te
neem gebaseer op bierdie kennis, verruim ons ons menslikheid
en ons taal.
365 Dan salons nie meer gevang sit in die strikke van Apartaans
nie, maar Afril:aans kan praat: een van di.ebaie tale van Afrika!
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A View from Outside
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It seems that each of us is to have a turn to speak, or rather to preach this
week. Mine will be a funeral oration - a very extremistic funeral
oration - you will simply have to bear with me. But death makes me
fighting mad. Particularly when the corpse of this yOUrl(Jwriter from
the Sixties is not completely cold yet. Consequently you will have to
make allowances if an excess of emotion is bmught out Into the open, or
onto the paper. Emotion Is always superfluous and Intrusive; does not
recognise its llmltations, Surely you weren't expecting to get a cold
analysis from me ....
Andre Brink Intimated the other evening that there might be a
resurrection of us Lazaruses. I wonder. It sounds somber, doesn't it
- all these references to a motley many-colored funeral. As a matter
of fact, one of the things I specifically want to ask thls evening is
whether there is still some life left in us, or are we totally
mummified as a result of our petty bourgeoisie mentalit~l? I mean, are
we so bogged down in our hire-purchase-lives - that life we'll be
paying off for lite - that we have to get permission from the Insurer
for every brusque breath or wind passed? Are we scared to death,
then, of life?
Going by recent Jeflnition given by a nattonal leader - I am
referring to a White National leader, not a national one - I suppose I
am also one of the "agents of a spiritual and moral contamination,
operating In the dark like a plague and having already brought the
Western world i:o Its knees, one of those layabout louts with Samson-
like hair, but minus his strength,"
Strange, that predllectlon of the plague for darkness, for what is
black and unmentionable, for the terrifying unknown, for the night
when, like Samson of old, we can yield to the touch of each other's
bodies - what a glorious plaguel - before the day betrays us. But
we carry the night around within us, don't we? What we are able to
see nn the outside, Is day - the dimension here inside is night, is the
infinite.
Just as well then that we tind ourselves here In Africa where the
sun is always shinIng, and not in the Western world; and In Africa I
want to call a spade a spade, My talk this evening, here, will be
regarded a politics. And so it is, unavoidably. Like the work of art
which is politics wnen it alludes to the ,'eality In which the public
finds itself. All talk in this sad bitter motley-funeral-land Is politics
- whether it is whispering talk, taii<ing shit, spitting Into the wind
or speaking in his master's voice. It's not a choice the writer has, it's
neither using nor abusing poetic license (and why should the clown
be allowed more license than the factory-hand?); no, it lies in the very
nature of communication. Together all of us have lndustrlcusly and
blindly as ants, dragged this country to the last abyss before hell.
Now we can talk, can't we, talk so loudly that w'. can't distinguish
the cracking of flames from the ch~tterlng of our teeth.
I said I was not going to pretend to be objective. Not because
each case has at least two sides, an Inside and an outside, and because I
recognise both possibilities, do I dare to say I am "ubjectlve." The
only objectivity is l:i skeleton in the groun1. And even then you have
to allow for the ghost •... To return to what! was saying before:
some of us are already emasculated, objective. Others are still kickIng
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up a wisp of sand. White sand, of course. On a separate beach under a
separate sun!
I am biased. i take sides. Because to me what is at stake is the
establishment of liveable conditions In our community. Because to
me what matters is a quest for, an opening up toward a society in
which each and eve!}' one of us may have his rightful share, :);,. lin which
we may accept responsibility for each other on an equal footing.
Because, to me, it's a question of combating those institutions and
edifices and myths and prejudices and untruths and idiocy and greed
and self-destructive urges and common stupidity which render such a
community Impossible. That's my loyalty. That Is the substance of
my South Africanhood.
My talk is entitled A View from Outside. In one of his poems Hart
Crane employs a striking metaphor when he refers to someone -
probably an Impervious Simpleton like myself - looking down Into a
tin can trying to discover the image of the moon acove him.
I'm glad I don't have to speak about a "jew from above. There
are few phenomena I find more loathsome than the elitism of those
who think in terms of a small privileged group - those who regard
their vocation as writers and poets as sacred, and who deign
occasionally to plunge into the warm crawling masses - in search of
"material" - to surface again in the cave, for fresh air. The purity of
their whteness shines like leprosy.
A view from below, with the southeaster about, could certainly
prove interesting; a view from inside, alas, no longer possible for me.
Therefore Iwant to walk around that view and try and say how I
interpret this tltle: and attempt to Indicate what the afterbirth of the
Sixties - our own private Frankenstein - looks like from the
outside; an attempt at placing it against the background of South
Africa and the South African cultures of which ours is but a tiny
component. That backdrop, you would probably agree, is one of
conflicting cultural currents of polltloal stench, of soclal unrest, of
discrimination and detention and censorship. In short, of a
fermenting cauldron. But also one of conflict.
When i speak of "us" this evening, it is as a whitish or off-white
South African to others of the same kind - with a few notable and
non-representatlvs exceptions. What exists In this country has been
perpetrated in our - in my - name, .n our - in my - language.
Although, therefore, I am no one's delegate but my own and that of
my fleas, I cannot and will not dissociate myself from this mess.
I am convlnced that the salvation of this country, if such an
evangelistic word is permissable, is almost exclusively In the hands of
my black and brown fellow countrymen, Thus has the I!ne of division
shifted and have we become the bastard race. As a group we have had
our chance, and babblin{! away we allowed It to pass - clutching
martinis, as it were, and gazing all the while upon the melancholy
sunset over the Karoo, on the look-out f('r Im'llorlality .... now
they alone can improve our common lot I:1 1I13t liberating
themselves. And just as I respect the black man tryina to improve the
dlspensatlon of his own people, just S0, I believe, will the black man
respect me only to the extent that i am prepared to work for the
transformation of my own cornmunny - and not If I attempt to tell
him what he ought to do.
In other words, to me this symposium has been concerned from
the very opening address with the acts, and In particular, with the
omissions of a number of younger writers writing In the I:mguage of
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the tribe in office, the group in power, the rulers - and W~lObear a
110 particular responsibility, therefore; who 1I~:eall Afrikaans 'l'riters
occupy a privileged if unenv!c:ble position In the tribe, eV~lnI( only by
virtue of the fuss made about them, because so many of that tribe's
aspirations pass for cultural aspirations, because the ldertlty of the
so-called Afrikaner was originally one of I,anguage. It is concerned
115 in the same breath, as I see it, also with the work of a number of
writers who began to query certain tenets on which the \Iasted
Interests of the Afrikaner tribe are based. This questlonlnq klcked up
so much dust, ln fact, because trifling with the institutions and
taboo= of the tribe Inevitably poses the danger of gnawin ~ at the
120 status quo. Touch the Afrikaner and you touch the state. Whatever
our high priests may say, no one can exlst in Isolation. The continued
survival of tho Nrikaner" as he Is defined by those In power and by
those who preserve the tribal taboos, can only be ensured on
condition that we do not accept our South Afrlcanhocd In word and
125 deed.
Of course, within bounds, a measure of rebellion on the parrot
the long-haired and/or eggheads \101111 be tolerated: It Is SEen to
contribute, even, to such suppleness :36 ensures a IIve!~~llow of
health. And what we did was to confuse that forbearance with
freedom.
It's good, they say, that you wish to concern yoursslt with the
freedom of the Afrikaner. But to meddle with the freedom of man, of
the individual, which would necessitate an about-face within tho
framework of society ._ that's a horse of a different color, so to speak.
That's subverslve. That Is not of our people, bU\ allen, they say. And
It's not realistic. You're dreaming. Come back, Brother, they say, to
the hard reality of the Afrlcart territory. Thus we attack each other
under the banner of "reality".
What they really want to say Is: don't stop us frorn Jumping into
the sea.
I remain convinced that I can only be free to the extent that my
fellow man is free.
Now you will probably content that I am over-estimating the
social responsiblllty of the writers, relying on the easy publicity
which we - the 'lttle writer - obtain from ahe pulpits and the
news media ~- particularly the predominantly purple press In this
country of ours which, red-nosed, never stops looldng for sensation,
or is quick to cry wolf! wolf! or Is too scared to do its own thinking -
except whe .1, full of bravado, In pub or closet ~.and then make use
In a cynical manner of what others would have said, Implying that
they too, perhapo, may occasionally have thought along the same
lines. Maybe you are right. But part of my argument th:s evening Is
just that, is to demonstrate, In fact, by making use of the perspective
you have promised me, that the "anomalies" whereby the writer
beneiits In the realm of publicity are Inherent in the pattern of affairs
here. And that those "anomalies" which are to us, the Afrikaans
scribblers, an existentialist agony - but to five-sixths of the
population ani! a hard everyday humiliation and frustration of
selHulfliment - do not exist to the same degree anywhere else that
I know of.
We are a bastard people with a bastard langua~e. Our nature Is
one of bastardy. Ills good and beautiful thus We should be compost,
decomposing to bl. able to combine again In other forms. Only, we
have walked Into tho trap of the p&l,tard who acquires power, In that
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part of our blood which comes from Europ(~was the curse of superior-
ity. We wanted to Justify our power. And to do that we had to con-
solidate our supposed tribal Identity. We had to fence off, defend,
offend. We had to entrench our otherness while retaining at the same
time what we had won. We made our otherness the norm, the
standard - and the ideal. And beceuse our otherness is maintained at
the expense of our fellow South Afr.cans - and our South Africanhood
- we felt threatened. We built walls. Not cities, but city walls. And
like all bastards - uncertain of their Identity - we began to adhere
to the concept of purity. That Is apartheid. Apartheid is the law of the
bastard.
But, to bring play into our otherness, to safeguard the material
benefits we enjoy, we were obliged to give rope, to decide that others
also may acquire dignity, may enjoy some I:)f the sweets of life - as
and when we grant it to them. That Is why we first determined the
nature of their way of life and their aspirations, and then prescribed
their future accordingly. from now to eternlty, That Is what we
grandly call the policy of - not development, please note but
separate development. That Is what we call the dispensation - not of
liberty, please note, but of similar liberties. "hen we are not only
realistic, but rnaqnanlrnous and Christian as well, are we not? So
much, then, for the black man, though we remain to him baas, BOSS,
master, meneer, moroetl, slr. But as to the fate of our body-own shadows,
the brown people, we ~ueat our wits' end.
And these v f , the Apartheid, this "purity" and separateness,
this verkramptheid I.;.~•cwness) and verllgtheld (enlightenment) Is the
scops of our suicide, our selt-destructlon, cur death. We are going to
the dogs, and It seems that In the process INe are prepared to drag the
whole of Southern Africa with eli its people down with us.
Nothing I say here this evening wUl sound new or strange to
you. We ail know it. What Idiscover myself means nothing. What
we realise as a group, as a society - that Is Important, for that is
a shared possession, It has true value because it Is on the way to truth.
We are all Involved In this tragedy together. It truly won't help to
adopt a head-burled-ln-literature pose.
And our writers then? What, In the meantime, has happened
here inside? Our jaws are still jabbering, before long we will even be
protesting yet again new and smarter censorship laws, we V.;n be
soured ... then lightly turn once more to mutual buttering up; we
keep moving - not the continuous moving and making of noise
which Is love - but the spasmodic noisemaking such as this week's,
here, of wandering dead. We helped to build the walls, we maintain
them; now they have become the walls of our prison. Occasionally we
climb up onto the walls to see if the night is not about to break yet.
One moment we think our literature Is comparable to the "best in the
world", The next we slink about with both tails between our legs, we
tear our own breasts - because we are snubbed and booed
everywhere. We are In Africa and we are not Africans. We go to
HOiland, France, and we realize suddenly that they've been lying to
us. We are not Europeans. We go to England and we discover that we
are Boers trying to live ;'!(€1 En3l1sl..nen here beneath the Southern
Cross. Whom can we measure ourselves against? For whom do we
write our dlstorted, pretentious, nouveau rlche works, other than for
a couple of university pals lending such work a right to existence 'by
assigning it? We are stark-naked and we don't even realize it. We
endeavour to knit ourselves little blankets with big words and even
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bigger concepts grown out I:>f other cultures and of which, in any case,
we don't understand the first thing. What do we know of the rest of
:South Africa? Do wo have any knowiedge other than the featiul
knowledge of the master? Does it ever occur to us that our country is
attached, irrevocably, to Africa? Is it not amazing that the golden age
I)f the Sixties, that time of harvesting our nice fat prizes and of
wanting to fight to the bitter end about who should get the Hertzog-
[:lrlz9, that It coincided with Itt period when more and more unread,
therefore non-existent, books by fellow South African authors were
being banned? Does your mouth, too, have that Insipid taste of
shame? And here we are gathered now, ruefully looking back at the
damnall we have done. And being proud of it.
I contend that our literature, no matter how clever sometimes,
[S largely a product of our stagnation and our alienation, and that it
cannot be anything else, given the tramework within which It
orlqlnates,
Do we have alternatives? Are we nothing, then, as writers, but
the shock-absorbers of this white establishment, Its watchdogs?
The day will dawn when we, the present generation, will be
hated by our descendants because we have bartered theilr birthright
!3ecause they will be forced to live under the yoke of alienation which
we ~re now engaged In creating for them. Because we are instru-
mental in denying our fellow citizens their rightful birthright, here,
tc !.ly. Call it the sins of the fathers ...• Call it karma If you like. It's all
the same.
A young girl, one of the ones already beIng manipulated in our
high schools, trained In fear and the hatred that goes with It, wrote
this terrible thing a few days aqo In a letter to the Burgsr. "We have
sown Apartheld and we will reap a white man's land." What a tragic
blindness! It's true, we have sown Apartheid or allowed it to be sown,
and yes, fear Is germinating, and despair, Insensitivity, hypocrisy,
superficiality, terror, perversions, Intolerance. And blood.
Already we are part of that situation, here, now. Are we aware of
that? We inherit our own slns. The black man wants to have less and
less to do with us, he no longer pleads for his dignity like a
"responsible" convert, he simply takes it without a by-your-leave, he
seeks allies and arms. Why on earth has It taken so long? Why only
now? Is there anyone who believes that an end can be put to this
process of consciousness? How long did we tolerate the yoke of
British imperialism, and what old we do then? Or have they less
reason? Are they less human? Do we think suff:cient time can still be
bought, somewhere abroad? Time to do what with? Fragment the
country even further?
And In this night we now enter, the fires of nationalism will be
fanned, will flare up even brighter and more destructive. It will be
said that it Is "us" or "them" - without our knowing who "us" Is,
without our knowing "them". That side which we are going to have to
choose, It Is going to be a knowing choice, or a desperate tribal
oholce? Wi!! we even have a choice? The expectation will be that
something will be defended. What? A Western civilization? Wnlit
W{lstern civilization, and whose? The white man's solo right to
decision-making? The white skin? Only death's skin Is an
unblemished white. AfrU<aans?Whose Afrikaans?
This Is where the future of each of us will be settled, since way
back when. If we could only take a peek over the wall, we would see,
if you pardon the expression, that the camel's back Is buggered.
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One would like to believe in a miracle. One would like to
believe that it would be possible to write In this country for and about
people as people. But the polson of racism flows so deeply in our
veins. Even in our language, our beautiful language, our wonderlul
vehicle. We speak of man and woman, of boy and girl. And when
these are not pale enough? Kafir, nigger, coolie, blockhead, 'uncle",
ayah, kwedln, maid, wag, mum - yes, one of our foremost writers
from the Sixties stili refers to "skepsels" (creatures) In his latest work;
to his credit I suppose I had better add that he does not speak of
"skepsels" -females or "skepsels" -ewes. Some of those terms were
dropped under the pressure of growing consciousness, but will we
ever accept the full and equal, self-evident humanness of the
"others"? We stick now to a smug Bantu and Colored. By defecating
others we defecate ourselves. Then ours becomes a fecal language. Is
it so difficult to address a person by the name he uses when referring
to himself? Do we later want It said then - In this land of sunshine,
there were two species of homo sapiens - man, and white man?
A society without a feeling fOI history, without the
stability of tradhlon; the human befng with ahlstorlcal identity who
lives only for the Immediacy of the present moment - If the above) Is
humanly possible, it means that we are here this evening to celebrate
the death of the memory, and worse stili, that of all hope. It depends on
us. I have said all talk Is politics. Similarly, In the firlal analysis, all
struggle is, In my opinion, a class-struggle. And there Is 110
"culture"; there Is class-culture.
As Pasollnl put It: "In d~nying the social Implications of a work
of art, you lock yourself up in a romantic Idealistic asylum which no
longer interests U3, and it Is futile either to consider or destroy such an
attitude. ,I}"sfutile as being angry with the dead."
And Roman Jacobson: "In language there Is no private
property. Upon contact with the public, each work of art becomes
social,"
! do not like the terms "work of art" or "art." When making
poems became the art of poetry, It lost its teeth. It became an
aesthetic thing referring to Itself alone or to other literature; we place
It on a shelf between safe covers where it cannot bite, now it Is food for
lizards and acadcmlcs: it Is threat no longer to the status quo, a tool
or weapon no more.
In the words of Godard I submit: 'The bourgeois system
manufactures art which propagates a bourgeois Ideology and values:
detachment, political ignorance, and passivity •... Teday's IQWS want
us to write only advertisements on the walls and not poetry. But
I believe that we are short of poetry, and it must grow out of a social
practlcel"
To write Is to communicate, to eat together, to have inter-
course, a communion, all of our blood, all of our flesh. We are men,
writing for mer about men, and therefore about. relatlonshlps
between men. Our first dlmsnslon Is man - in his sameness and in
his otherness, In his humanness. Where there is something seeking
expression, the language will expand where necessary to give
expression to that something. And vice versa, a language, a channel,
will evoke the thoughts it can transmit. Such are the dialectics
between concept and language. Sooner or later the waters wi!( flow
where those channels exist - In spite of our water bailiffs, the
censors.
As for myself - I want to try to write for here, for now.
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I want to come as close as I can in my work to the temporal _
not the infinite; that has always been around. And Infinity says
nothing. What hurt Is the ephemeral, the local.
I think that by taking cognizance of the nature of the struggle
we are Involved in and share, by making that struggle clearer _ and
even more: by taking a stand based on this knowledge - we expand
our humanity and our language.
Then only will we be freed from the traps of Apartaans, will we
speak Afrikaans: one of the many languages of Afrlcal
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